Sustainable Development

Grassroots Empowerment

ETEC Concept Notes
•

Introduction

“The fundamental concept in social science is Power,
in the same sense in which Energy is the fundamental concept in physics.” 1
A matching understanding to that one of the late polymath Bertrand Russell 2 was emphasised just
recently by the Secretary General of the United Nations, António Guterres 3, whose academic
credentials are physics and electrical engineering:
“Energy is the golden thread that connects all the Sustainable Development Goals.” 4
Thus, a principal question arises: why is empowerment5 merely a subject of social sciences, if there
are premisses by physics? After all, the ultimate empowerment lies in possessing the largest amount
of releasable “energy”6 — the atomic bomb — which confers the “power”7 to determine world order!
Comparing the explosive increase in the global use of energy8 ▶
since the 1960s to the moderate for Africa since decolonisation9,
implicates another question:
Might there be a cause-and-effect relationship between African
under-development, especially in its sub-Saharan areas, and the
lack of adequate energy supply there?
•

“Dare to know”10: ETEC’s Mission and Vision
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The following notes are intended to “enlighten” their readers.
Doesn’t the Enlightenment constitute a cornerstone in the self-conception of Western democracies?
Its pioneering proponent Immanuel Kant though, made it unmistakably clear, that…

“Enlightenment is man's release from his self-incurred tutelage [11]. Tutelage is man's inability to make
use of his understanding without direction from another. Self-incurred is this tutelage when its cause
lies not in lack of reason but in lack of resolution and courage to use it without direction from another.
Sapere aude! “Have courage to use your own reason!” — that is the motto of enlightenment.” 12
In this spirit these notes are supposed to provide a great multitude of resources in order to enable
anyone to draw conclusions about the intentions behind ETEC’s projects without the “guardianship”
by a preceding abstract. Those “too busy”, could skip ahead to page 85, to the problem-solving part
— however without prior reflections and reasoning.
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Russell “Power: A New Social Analysis”, London 1938, Ch. 1, “The Impulse to Power”, pg10: https://tinyl.io/4ZYH
Wikipedia, “Bertrand Russell”: https://tinyl.io/5ZGk
Wikipedia, “António Guterres | Early life, education, and early career”: https://tinyl.io/5ZGh
“Secretary-General's remarks at High-Level Symposium on Global Energy Interconnection”, UN, Nov 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GjC
United Nations Social Development Network, “Empowerment-Booklet”, Feb 2013, PDF: https://tinyl.io/5aF7
Wiktionary, from Greek, ἐνεργός (energós, “active”), from ἐν (en, “in”) + ἔργον (érgon, “work”), https://tinyl.io/5ZnU
Wiktionary, from Latin, possum, posse (“to be able”); see potent, compare Modern French pouvoir: https://tinyl.io/5ZpH
Smil, “Global primary energy consumption by source”, Our World in Data, 2020: https://tinyl.io/5aVj
Ritchie et al., “Primary energy consumption”, breakdown by countries, Our World in Data, 2019: https://tinyl.io/5aVm
Wiktionary, Latin original “sapere aude”: https://tinyl.io/5aZY
Etymonline, “guardianship”, from Latin tutela “a watching, keeping, safeguard, protection”: https://tinyl.io/5aWp
Kant, “What is Enlightenment?”, Königsberg Prussia, 1784, English PDF: https://tinyl.io/5aWv
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 Technologies – not Ideologies – determine Development
•

Energy-Supply initiates Technology

“All natural processes and all human actions are, in the most fundamental physical sense,
transformations of energy. Civilization’s advances can be seen as a quest for higher energy use
required to produce increased food harvests, to mobilize a greater output and variety of materials, to
produce more, and more diverse goods, to enable higher mobility, and to create access to a virtually
unlimited amount of information.”13
•

Energy Self-Sufficiency as Prime Mover14 of Grassroots Empowerment

“Diesel’s initial hope was to see small engines used primarily by small, independent producers as tools
of industrial decentralization”15, thereby fostering dispersed grassroots subsistence 16. “But 120 years
later, the very opposite is true. Diesels are the uncontested enablers of massively centralized industrial
production and the irreplaceable prime movers of globalization”3 — an exclusive economic strategy.

Left diagram (Vaclav Smil):“Approximate Shares of Prime Mover Capacities” throughout the last 4000 years;
Right diagram (ibid): Decline in the Weight/Power Ratio (grams/watt) of leading Prime Movers – to less than 1/1,000 of engine weight!

 Gender Empowerment: Was Household Technology the Engine of Women’s Liberation?
•

Empowerment requires Power-Supply

Thomas Edison predicted in 1912, that energy “…at her service … and other mechanical forces will so
revolutionize the woman’s world that a large portion of the aggregate of woman’s energy will be
conserved for use in broader, more constructive fields.”17
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Vaclav Smil, “Energy and Civilization – A History”, 2017; ch. 7, pg 385: https://tinyl.io/4GP8
Prime mover: lit. ‘first mover’ from classical Latin prīmus + mōtor: the original source of motion or action; the cause, instigator
Vaclav Smil, “Diesel Engine at 120”, Feb.2017: https://vaclavsmil.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/26.DIESEL.pdf
Rudolf Diesel, “Solidarismus : Natürliche wirtschaftliche Erlösung des Menschen”, München 1903: https://tinyl.io/4GPH
“Thomas Alva Edison, as interviewed in Good Housekeeping Magazine, LV, no. 4 (October 1912, p. 436)”: https://tinyl.io/4GPV
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“Engines of Liberation”

Academics argue, that Western equality for women developed as side-effect of US$1.5 to $2 trillion 18
capital investment into “one of the greatest engineering achievements of the 20th century” 19: As a
consequence, “households were inundated with a flood of new consumer durable goods” — which
“liberated women from the home”20.
Research by Prof. Emanuela Cardia at the Université de Montréal substantiated 2009 21, how technical
“innovations changed the lives of women”: vacuum cleaners (since 1913), washing machines (1916),
refrigerators (1918), freezers (1947), etc…
“In 1900, a woman spent 58 hours per week on household chores. In 1975, it was 18 hours.”
• The Time-Burden of Energy-Poverty on Women
In 1994 a World Bank study found22, that “reducing the transport burdens of rural women, in SubSaharan Africa (SSA), would release time and energy for productive and socially beneficial activities”.
“Domestic facilities” – i.e. “collection of water and firewood, and carrying of crops to the grinding mill”
– “equate to a time input for an average adult female ranging from just under 1 hour to just over 2
hours 20 minutes every day”!
Applying the “UN Women’s Empowerment Principles” to the field of Domestic Facilities operations,
“empowerment means that women can take control over their lives: set their own agendas, gain skills
and knowledge, increase self-confidence, solve problems, and develop self-reliance.” 23
But how likely might the Women’s Empowerment in sub-Saharan Africa take place – considering the
obvious: a staggering low “share of the population with access to electricity”:
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Rhodes, “The old, dirty, creaky US electric grid would cost $5 trillion to replace…”, Mar 2017: https://tinyl.io/4Fc1
National Academy of Sciences on behalf of the National Academy of Engineering: https://www.greatachievements.org
Greenwood, et al., “Engines of Liberation”, Oct 2003: https://ssrn.com/abstract=298479
Université de Montréal, “'Fridges and washing machines liberated women': researcher”, News, Mar 2009: https://tinyl.io/4Fbp
Calvo, “Case Study on the Role of Women in Rural Transport: Access of Women to Domestic Facilities”, WB 1994: https://tinyl.io/4Fbl
UN Women, “Women’s Empowerment Principles”, 2011, PDF pg.11: https://tinyl.io/4Fbj
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 Technical Feasibility Check
•

Top-Down “Inclusion” vs Cooperative Grassroots Self-Reliance

Today, 107 years after Edison, the World Bank propagates “Electricity Access in Sub-Saharan Africa”24
as prerequisite to “Sustained Development Gains”. It seems to be no self-seller: “To make electricity
expansion financially viable and to encourage investment, uptake and utilization need to be higher.”
The True Size of Africa25
(compared to the U.S., India and the UK)

▶

Projecting the globe onto a flat map exaggerates the size
of countries the more they are located off the focal centre
towards the periphery. An electrical grid connecting rural
sub-Saharan Africa needed to encompass a gigantic area.
Even for the smaller but richer USA, sufficient investment
never could be “encouraged” to construct an electrical grid
throughout its countryside! Thus “farmers were urged to
create electricity cooperative companies”26:
“In the 1930s rural electrification became one of the most
successful government programs ever enacted… [the U.S.
Government] would provide loans and other assistance so that rural cooperatives—basically, groups
of farmers—could build and run their own electrical distribution systems.”27
•

Technical Determinants regarding Energy-Distribution and Energy-Supply

Furthermore the World Bank economists pointed out, that “electricity is not a final consumer product
but merely an intermediate input or vehicle to desired services”. — Electricity requires a different
energy-form for generation and another energy-conversion by end-user appliances. Thus “the
inability [of the great multitude] to afford appliances that need electricity”, impedes with a
fundamental physical requirement of any grid: If not consumed immediately, electrical energy can
only be stored via costly detours with high losses, such as pumped storage plants or batteries.
•

“The Elephant in the Room”28: Demography

The bar chart on the right shows the number of
sub-Saharan Africans with and without access to
electricity. Between 1990 and 2016 the population
has doubled from half- to over one billion.
During the same period the number of people
with access rose by ca. 100 million, while the
absolute number of those without electricity
increased tenfold to roughly half a billion!
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Blimpo et al., “Electricity Access in Sub-Saharan Africa : …”, © World Bank, Mar 2019: https://tinyl.io/4FaW
Krause, “The True Size of Africa”: https://tinyl.io/4Fbc + online-app to compare country-sizes: https://thetruesize.com/
The Roosevelt Institute, “What is the Rural Electrification Administration?”, Blog, Feb 2011: https://tinyl.io/4GPk
National Academy of Engineering: “Electrification History 2 – Rural Electrification”: https://www.greatachievements.org/?id=2990
A problem hardly to be overlooked, that no one wants to discuss: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elephant_in_the_room
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 A Correlation between Gender Empowerment and Demography?

Above world map reflects the “total number of births per woman” in 2015. Isn’t there is a striking
congruency between population areas with the highest fertility rate and the areas with the lowest
energy transformation capacity? ▼[darker colours = higher values] ▼

Completeness of birth registration, 2015
▶
(The true dimension of the Elephant in the Room remains unknown)
A study of 2017 underlined 29, that “the relationship between women’s
empowerment and pregnancy or childbirth, including abortion, has
not received sufficient attention”, especially not the evaluation of
“potential empowerment domains – psychological, social, political,
economic and legal”.
What about technological ingenuity and innovation as the ground–
breaking empowerment domain — tried and tested since the dawn of
humanity, when the females evolved to flame-tenders30?
29 Prata et al., “Women’s empowerment related to pregnancy and childbirth”, Springer Nature, 2017: https://tinyl.io/4Fgd
30 Wrangham, “Catching Fire” – only cooking made us human, New York Times, May 2009: https://tinyl.io/4GjV
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 Assessing the Empowerment-Potential in the Technological Domain
Fire constitutes an indispensable utility for sub-Saharan African kinship to sustain a living in their
continuous struggle against a mysterious, unpredictable environment, masterminded by witchcraft.
Such primeval order exclusively relies on the muscle-power of all members as prime movers. As a
consequence, each newborn is blessed as a helping hand – with male physical superiority inevitably
developing into patriarchy. Current social distribution of power falls apart however, if females would
govern a power-source, which bears the potential to outdo sheer muscle-work — henceforth
updating gender-relations as result of a significant boost of female importance and status in society.
•

“Energy Return on Investment: A Unifying Principle for Biology, Economics, and Sustainability” 31

All structures in the universe exist as a form of captured energy. In order to sustain life, organis ms in
addition require to yield a surplus out of energy-collection from their environment:
EROI = ratio on
•

Energy Returned from an energy gathering effort
Energy Invested to obtain that energy

“Energy Return on Investment as the Master Driver of Evolution”ibid. — and Human Civilisation

“Organisms that survive and prosper are those that capture and use energy with greater efficacy and
more optimal efficiency than their competitors”.ibid. Thus the Energy used to produce Energy can be
considered as benchmark to compare all means to energy-access. This includes efforts to capture
money as proxy — but recompensating others’ energy-supply comes with a price and dependency.
•

Life-Cycle-Analysis of Energy-Paybacks — and Pitfalls:

■ Cumulated Energy Invested ■ Energy System-Consumed
■ Cumulated Energy Returned ■ True EROI Ratio
Production
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Solely a complete life-cycle EROI32 ▲ can account for the sustainability of energy generation — and
is debunking the ecological fallacy of “green power”: Only its energy-source is renewable, while its
energy-production capacity degrades in the course of time. Current Asian output of sub-standard
solar-power equipment to a sub-Saharan Africa without recycling industry, constitutes an environmental disaster in the making. Moreover, the total upfront industrial investment to produce energygenerators is left out of these favourable “renewable energy” calculations across the board!
31 Hall, “Energy Return on Investment: …”, Springer 2016, Part II, Cap 6, pg 59 ff, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GQ5
32 Hall et.al., “The net EROI for solar PV: a case study for Spain”, Grenoble Mar 2016, see charts pg 15, 16, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GQC
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“There is no substitute for how the industrial economy runs today”

“Appalled” by “the ‘climate is easy to solve’ group”, Bill Gates has urged them to “stop jerking around”,
since as a matter of fact, “cheap renewables won’t stop global warming”: “Do you guys on Wall Street
have something in your desks that makes steel? Where is fertilizer, cement, plastic going to come from?
Do planes fly through the sky because of some number you put in a spreadsheet?” 33
Watch-out for the pink elephant34: The indispensable
prerequisite for making green power generators – or
managing raw-material-recycling – is, to keep an
entire industrial infrastructure up and running! As a
result, the new emerging industrial economies are
going to be powered by “a fleet of new coal plants”,
increasing current “world’s coal-fired power capacity
by 43 percent”35.
•
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Money: the Technology, that Changes Everything36

Each macroeconomic high-tech concept contains a predefining monetary
framework. Its mandatory macro-level structural adjustment programmes
reverberate down to micro-level gender relations in form of “conflict and
competition for resources with outcomes influenced by the relative power of
household adults”37. However, many gender-researchers are groping in the dark
about the true nature of financial decision-making at the grassroots of the
“Heart of Darkness”38 — which evidently results in projecting own principles onto others: ▲39
Foremost this diagram debunks the fundamental fallacy behind “shaping a gender-transformative
approach to financial inclusion”: the postulate of “Individualism” 40 as universal human principle —
though exclusively deriving from the Medieval Christian doctrine of personal salvation 41!
•

“African thought rejects any view of the individual as an autonomous and responsible being.” 42

The only logical conclusion is, that the “approach to financial inclusion” was designed from the end:
•

Inculcating Individual Accountability — up to 137% p.a.43

“Microlending and financial literacy — what is this really about? People will
certainly learn how to integrate into our system of debt and repayment
with interest. People will rise above making $2 a day to enter our world of
goods and services so they can buy more.”44
33
34
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Gates on video: https://youtu.be/d1EB1zsxW0k?t=572 @ “The Stanford Global Energy Forum”, Nov 2018: https://tinyl.io/4GRg
“Seeing pink elephants” as euphemism for a completely delusional conception, Wikipedia: https://tinyl.io/4GRh
Tabuchi, “As Beijing Joins Climate Fight, Chinese Companies Build Coal Plants”, NYTimes, Jun 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GRj
“Finance is a … technology … that allows us to move value forwards and backwards through time” – Author Goetzmann on his
book “Money Changes Everything: How Finance Made Civilization Possible”, 2016: https://viking.som.yale.edu
Seguino, “From micro-level gender relations to the macro economy and back again”, Feb 2012, pg 1, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GS7
Conrad, “Heart of Darkness”, 1899, a short novel: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_of_Darkness
KIT, NL, “Beyond Access: Shaping a gender-transformative approach to financial inclusion”, 2018, pg12, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GSJ
Individual: lit. “inseparable” (from God’s communion), new notion as single person since 1742, Etymology: https://tinyl.io/4GSU
… even introducing a financial product by selling “indulgence” papers (litterae indulgentiales), Wikipedia: https://tinyl.io/4GSj
Etounga-Manguelle, “Does Africa Need a Cultural Adjustment Program?”, Harvard Symposium 1999: https://tinyl.io/4GSk
“more costly for the poor” — with up to 137,64% annual interest rate, Anyanzwa, Jun 2019, The East African: https://tinyl.io/4GSm
Buffet, “The Charitable-Industrial Complex”, New York Times, Jul 2013: https://tinyl.io/4GSo
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Grassroots Empowerment
FRANKLIN RESOURCES
COMMERZBANK AG

PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL
MORGAN STANLEY

An “investigation of the architecture of the inter–
CREDIT SUISSE
AXA
CITIGROUP
national ownership network, along with the DEUTSCHE BANK AG
MERRILL LYNCH
BANK OF AMERICA CORP.
computation of the control held by each global
BARCLAYS PLC
UBS AG
player” was conducted in 2011 by Swiss big-data
STATE STREET CORP.
45
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO
analysis : A “super-entity” of 147 transnational
T. ROWE PRICE
GOLDMAN SACHS
LEHMAN BROTHERS
corporations runs 40% of the global economy —
BEAR STEARNS
whereas “a large portion of control flows to a small tightly-knit core of financial institutions”.
• “Limited Liability”46 — to whose Empowerment?
“This total exemption from trouble and from risk, beyond a limited sum,
encourages many people to become adventurers in joint stock companies,”
Adam Smith had noted 177647, “it cannot well be expected”, that investors
act “with the same anxious vigilance” as entrepreneurs. Around 1596,
Shakespeare had ruled-out any possibility of “friendship” between interest
charging creditors and their borrowers: “But lend it rather to thine enemy,
Who, if he break, thou mayst with better face
Exact the penalty.”48
• “The Great Transformation”49: rebranding Usury as Charity50
“The transformation confronting developing countries around the world today”, is taking place
“analogous to” “the great transformation of European civilization from the preindustrial world to the
era of industrialization”, as the Chief Economist of the World Bank, Stiglitz wrote 51, in his Foreword to
“Polanyi's classic book”. 1944 the eulogised had analysed its disruptive impact on civilisation, which
“means no less than the running of society as an adjunct to the market. Instead of economy being
embedded in social relations, social relations are embedded in the economic system.” ibid, pg. 100
Whether in 16th century Europe or today’s sub-Saharan Africa: Financial Inclusion always required
“to wrench the individual from […] a seamless web of tribal kinship and interdependence”: “Tribal
[wo]man partook of the collective unconscious, lived in a magical integral world patterned by myth
and ritual, its values divine and unchallenged, whereas literate or visual [wo]man creates an
environment that is strongly fragmented, individualistic, explicit, logical, specialized and detached”. 52
•

“Financial Inclusion”: counterproductive for Gender Empowerment:

“Evaluation studies using randomized control trials conclude that microfinance does
not empower women nor enable women-owned subsistence firms to graduate to a
next level. In contrast, credit alone does increase the business profits of maleowned microenterprises operating somewhat larger businesses in more
profitable sectors over the long term.”53
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53

Battiston et al., “The network of global corporate control”, ETH Zürich, 2011, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GSp
“condition of being legally liable”, → liable + -ity, from Latin ligare “to bind, to tie” → “able to be bound”: https://tinyl.io/5qlt
A. Smith, “An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations“, 1776, pg 574 – 575: https://tinyl.io/4GSs
“The Merchant of Venice”: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/the-merchant-of-venice/entire-play/?#line-1.3.140
by Polyani 1944: full book PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GSv | https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Great_Transformation_(book)
Lloyd Blankfein, “I'm doing 'God's work'. Meet Mr Goldman Sachs”, The Sunday Times, Nov. 8, 2009: https://tinyl.io/4GSx
In his foreword to a new edition of Polanyi’s pioneering book, pg 22 PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GSv
Herbert Marshall McLuhan, “The Playboy Interview”, Playboy magazine, Mar 1969: https://tinyl.io/4GT2
KIT Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, NL, “Beyond Access:[…]”, 2018, (co-funded by MasterCard), pg 21: https://tinyl.io/4GSJ
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Structural Discrimination of Interdependence for Independence

“Analyses showed that women typically score higher than men on all five trait factors (Neuroticism,
Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness and Conscientiousness)”.54 Thus predestined to manage by
“anxious vigilance”, a female is reluctant to abandon her “deeply emotional corporate family feeling”
in exchange for an “individual newly homogenized”55 identity as isolated actor — which arguably
favours typical male traits like excessive risk-taking and fosters antisocial conduct.
Since “sex differences in personality are larger in more gender equal
countries” [!] Swedish scientists “speculate, that as gender equality
increases both men and women gravitate towards their traditional
gender roles”56 — which is going to further increase the gender-gap in
Agreeableness57!
▶
If having a choice, women obviously feel little affinity to ‘integrate’
into the rat race for competitive dominance, but prefer to rely on their
sophisticated emotional competence in net-working-out a collective
hedge against food-insecurity etc…
•

A Female Affection for Grassroots Subsistence

A FAO Study of 201558 found, “that across the developing countries
[…] food crop yields per hectare in small farms are substantially
higher than those of larger farms”.
Thus the FAO recommends to “focus on smallholders [as]
cornerstone of the agricultural development […] to increase
productivity and enhance food security”.
Notwithstanding the “hard physical work”, often women “provide
more labour on the farm than men”.
•

The Human Right to Subsistence

“In no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.”59
Half a century ago, all UN-member states concluded a treaty, formalising
“without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic
co-operation”, that “all peoples may, […] freely dispose of their natural
wealth and resources” — by “own means” and “for own ends”!
•

Subsidiarity as “Underpinning Principle” of Empowerment

Thus, the UNDP once recommended60 the “reorganization of authority […] according to the principle
of subsidiarity” — i.e. the transfer of power and control to “the lowest unit capable of dealing with” it
— because it is “increasing the overall quality and effectiveness” of development processes.

54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Giolla et al., “Sex Differences in Gender Equal Countries”, University of Gothenburg, Sep. 2018: https://tinyl.io/5amL
Herbert Marshall McLuhan, “The Playboy Interview”, Playboy magazine, Mar 1969: https://tinyl.io/4GT2
Giolla et al., “Sex Differences in Gender Equal Countries”, University of Gothenburg, Sep. 2018: https://tinyl.io/5amL
Giolla et al., Figure 2, Correlations between average trait scores and gender equality: https://tinyl.io/4GTF
Rapsomanikis, “The economic lives of smallholder farmers”, UN/FAO, 2015, pg 11, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GTM
United Nations, “3. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights”, Article 1.2, Dec 1967: https://tinyl.io/4GTQ
Joint UNDP Evaluation, “Decentralization: A Sampling of Definitions”, Oct 1999, pg 5+26, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GTT
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 Determining the Environmental Matrix for Gender Empowerment
•

Empowerment: an Individual and a Peoples’ Right to Self-Determination 61

As inalienable part of the “International Bill of Human Rights” 62, mentioned UN-Covenant protects
the “self-determination” of “own ends” by “own means” for “all peoples” since 1976! Consequently the
imposition of any alien intellectual matrix like “Financial Inclusion”, might constitute an act of
human rights violation — and furthermore especially depriving women of their chance to develop a
self-reliant empowerment solution.
“Empowerment is widely acknowledged as a process by which those who have been disempowered
are able [1.] to increase their self-efficacy, [2.] make life-enhancing decisions, and [3.] obtain control
over resources”63 — with UN Women specifying, that “control” includes to: “set own agendas, gain
skills and knowledge, increase self-confidence, solve problems, and develop self-reliance.” 64
•

Why there is no sub-Saharan Gender Empowerment without Subsidiarity & Subsistence

The paradox between a Sustainable Development Agenda – designed to “preserve” primaeval flora
and fauna – and a Financial Inclusion Agenda – designed to “transform” the primaeval human
civilisation – is inevitably disrupting the sub-Saharan “Environmental Matrix”65,66.
McLuhan observed, that “once any new technology penetrates a society, it saturates every institution
of that society”, and becomes an “extension” of each individual. No matter whether clothing, a smart–
phone or a credit card, each one becomes a “revolutionizing agent” — not by its content but by its
nature. While developing into a new media of social interaction, “all other functions of that society
tend to be transmuted to accommodate that new form”! That’s why there is a catch: “Because we are
benumbed by any new technology”, we remain “unaware of the psychic and social effects of his new
technology as a fish of the water it swims in”. ibid.
The revolutionizing agent constituting the modern Western environmental matrix was Gutenberg’s
printing press — “the first mechanization of a complex handicraft; by creating an analytic sequence of
step-by-step processes, it became the blue-print of all mechanization to follow. The most important
quality of print is its repeatability; it is a visual statement that can be reproduced indefinitely, and
repeatability is the root of the mechanical principle that has transformed the world since Gutenberg.
Typography, by producing the first uniformly repeatable commodity, also created Henry Ford, the first
assembly line and the first mass production. Movable type was archetype and prototype for all
subsequent industrial development.”ibid.
During the last 5 centuries this Western blue-print accomplished “to pile individual upon individual
into a massive agglomeration of national and industrial power”. Thus, the remaining indigenous
grassroots peoples will also be incorporated “into an agglomeration of specialized and psychically
impoverished "individuals", or units, functioning in a world of linear time and Euclidean space” ibid—
probably as suppliers of raw material or cheap human capital at the bottom of Global Value Chains.
How may such an agenda “increase self-confidence, solve problems, and develop self-reliance”64?

61
62
63
64
65
66

United Nations, “3. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights”, Article 1.1, Dec 1967: https://tinyl.io/4GTQ
Wikipedia, “International Bill of Human Rights”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Bill_of_Human_Rights
Prata et al., “Women’s empowerment related to pregnancy and childbirth”, BMC/Springer, 2017: https://tinyl.io/4Ghm
UN Women, “Women’s Empowerment Principles”, 2011, PDF pg.11, chpt. “Gender Terms > Empowerment”: https://tinyl.io/4Gho
from Latin mātrix “pregnant animal”, “uterus”; generally a “place or medium where something is developed”; [māter = “mother”]
Herbert Marshall McLuhan, “The Playboy Interview”, Playboy magazine, Mar 1969: https://tinyl.io/4GT2
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To Whose Empowerment?

“Today’s global economy is characterized by global value chains (GVCs), in which intermediate goods
and services are traded in fragmented and internationally dispersed production processes. GVCs are
typically coordinated by TNCs [Transnational Corporations], with cross-border trade of inputs and
outputs taking place within their networks of affiliates, contractual partners and arm’s-length
suppliers. TNC-coordinated GVCs account for some 80 per cent of global trade.”67
•

Subsidies to the Top instead of Subsidiarity to the Bottom

TNCs and GVCs — i.e. the globalisation — is sustained by “energy
subsidies”, which were “estimated” for the IMF at ca. 5 trillion US$
in 2015 — equivalent to 6.3% of the global GDP68.
“Renewables subsidies in power generation […]
were $140 billion worldwide in 2016 according to
IEA”69 (International Energy Agency at OECD).
The former Chief Economist of the World Bank categorises
subsidies simply as “rents”: “To a significant degree, rent seeking re-distributes money from those at
the bottom to those at the top.” 70 For Stiglitz71 “there are two ways to become wealthy: to create wealth
or to take wealth away from others”. 72 “The financial industry […] is the rent-seeking sector par
excellence [today accounting] for some 40 percent of all corporate profits”.70 Since “rent seeking makes
nothing grow”,70 “globalization as currently managed, promotes neither global efficiency nor equity” 73
•

The Rent-Seeking74 “Environmental Matrix” as Universal Benchmark

“In its view, the World Economic Forum [WEF] is the body best suited to develop
a new framework for a post-United Nations-based system of international
governance.” […] “MNCs [Multinational Corporations =TNCs] and international
CSOs [civil society organizations] need to be recognized in their own right as
full Actors in the global governance system, not just as lobbyists [ ] to nationstates or international proponents of specific positions or solutions.” 75
In June 2019, the executives of World Economic Forum and the UN signed a “Strategic Partnership
Framework”: “»Rooted in UN norms and values, the Framework underscores the invaluable role of the
private sector in this work – and points the way toward action to generate shared prosperity [!?] on a
healthy planet while leaving no one behind«, said António Guterres, UN Secretary-General.”76
For which reason might the UN Secretary-General suspend UN General Assembly Resolution 217 (III)
— the “self-determination” of “own ends” by “own means” for “all peoples” — and substitute a human
right for global trickle-down-economics77 under public-private leadership, “leaving no one behind”?
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

UNCTAD: “Global value chains: investment and trade for development”, UN Publication, 2013, PDF pg. 10: https://tinyl.io/4Gi2
Coady et al., “How Large Are Global Energy Subsidies?”, 2015 International Monetary Fund: https://tinyurl.com/y4q83bkh
Coady et al., “Global Fossil Fuel Subsidies Remain Large…”, IMF, May 2019, PDF pg.8: https://tinyl.io/4Gi3
Stiglitz et al, “The 1 Percent’s Problem”, Vanity Fair Magazine, May 2012 : https://tinyl.io/4Gi4
Chairman of the U.N. Commission on Reforms of the International Monetary and Financial System: https://tinyl.io/4Gi5
Joseph E. Stiglitz: “The Price of Inequality: How Today's Divided Society Endangers Our Future”, pg. 138: https://tinyl.io/4Gi6
Joseph E. Stiglitz: ibid., pg. 422: https://tinyl.io/4Gi6
Oxford Dict.: “manipulating public policy or economic conditions as a strategy for increasing profits”: https://tinyl.io/4Gi9
University of Massachusetts Boston, “An Overview of WEF’s Perspective”, PDF, pg. 2: https://www.umb.edu/gri
Tedeneke, “World Economic Forum and UN Sign Strategic Partnership Framework”, News Release, Jun 2019: https://tinyl.io/5lwL
Oxford Dict.: “the poorest gradually benefit as a result of the increasing wealth of the richest”: https://tinyl.io/4GiB
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State of Climate-Emergency: Apocalypse Now!

“We, the human species, are confronting a planetary emergency“, due to “global-warming pollution”,
thus “we need to put a price on carbon — with a CO2 tax” 78, lectured US Vice President Al Gore, while
his $18 billion investment firm79 is offering the sustainable climate solutions80.
•

Rent(ability) guaranteed: setting-up the CO2-Gravy-Train81

Called for by the World Economic Forum’s CEO Climate Leadership82,“the Paris Agreement [≤1.5ºC]
accelerates […] $23 trillion in climate-smart investment opportunities […] in the emerging markets”83:
“Climate-Smart Investment Potential” of sub-Saharan Africa by Key-Sector 2016 -2030 in US$ Billion:
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Were does zero investment into electric transmission and distribution leave the grassroots peoples?
The figures allocate about ⅔ of the total capital to import climate smart transport facilities and ⅓ to
set-up production sites and warehouses inclusive green power-supply — essential prerequisites of
an assimilation of sub-Saharan Africa by the ‘global value chain world’84:
“The GVC framework has become a contemporary development mantra, mean that all states are now
engaged in the process of negotiating the power dynamics that crystallise in and around GVCs.” GVCs
implication “is an increase in monopolistic and monopsonistic[85] market power”. Last “consequence is
highly unequal ability to capture the value created in GVCs, and
the concentration of wealth in ever fewer hands. According to
Oxfam, as of 2016, only 62 people own half the world’s assets.” 84
•

Creating Wealth for the Top and Income for the Bottom

“All for ourselves, and nothing for other people”, Adam Smith
described as “the vile maxim of the masters of mankind” 86.
Today, their “control over the global supply chain and its
ownership of the highest value ‘modules’ (brand, marketing,
innovation, research and development) assures, that even as
“the world’s biggest exporter of electronics”, China’s “profit-share in the electronics sector is just 3 per
cent [with] “33 per cent accruing to US companies”. “Contract manufacturers [in emerging markets]
struggle to climb up the value chain as their competitive edge derives largely from cost-cutting”. 87
Accordingly it is safe to rule-out, that foreign sub-Saharan investments will generate local wealth.
78
79
80
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The Nobel Peace Prize 2007: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change & Al Gore — Lecture Dec 2007: https://tinyl.io/61Ix
Yahoo Finance, “$18 billion fund manager started by Al Gore and a Goldman Sachs exec”, Oct 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GiK
Gore et al., “Al Gore: ‘We're in the early stages of a sustainability revolution'”, WIRED Mag. Apr 2018: https://tinyl.io/4GiM
Definition of gravy train: “a much exploited source of easy money”: https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/gravy%20train
“Open letter from CEOs to world leaders urging climate action”, bef. the Paris Climate Agreement, WEF 2015: https://tinyl.io/4GiO
IFC, “Climate Investment Opportunities in Emerging Markets”, 2016, Executive Summary pg. Vi, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GiQ
Phillips et al., “Outsourcing governance: states and the politics of a ‘global value chain world’”, Dec 2016: https://tinyl.io/4GiS
Monopsony: gr. mónos single + opsōnía purchase: a market situation in which there is only one buyer: https://tinyl.io/4GiT
A. Smith, “An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations“, 1776, PDF, pg 321: https://tinyl.io/4GiU
Starrs, “The Chimera of Global Convergence”, NLR 87, May/June 2014: https://tinyl.io/4GiW
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“To a man with a hammer, everything looks like a nail.” — Warren Buffet, Investor88

Accordingly, inside a predominant rent-seeking
environmental matrix every unsolved problem is
defined as demand waiting for supply: ▶ 89
“Locked into a system” of “what’s the R.O.I.?”, “just keeps the existing structure of inequality in place”,
observed Peter Buffet. He calls for “for systemic change […] something built from the ground up. New
code.” 90, — in reference to Einstein, a groundbreaking physicist, as follows:
•

“Problems can never be solved by the same mindset that caused them.” 91

“Veblen was the only economist who made sense to A. Einstein” 92 — by asking “Why is Economics not
an Evolutionary Science?”93 Alike Einstein, Veblen resolved apparent contradictions by offering more
consistent “code”: “The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism”,94 succeeded to explain by biological phenomena like “dominance hierarchies of asymmetrical relationships”ibid. the actual cause for human rentseeking strategies, that is “when anyone has attained the summit of greatness, he kicks away the
ladder by which he has climbed up, in order to deprive others of the means of climbing up after him” 95.
•

“The Tension of Development”: “Kicking away the Ladder…”

Stiglitz has described this very same mindset as “the ability of those in the
financial sector to take advantage of the poor and uninformed [by] making
markets less transparent”96 — one a US president called it “Voodoo Economics”97.
As a consequence, an “elite group collectively controls 46% of the world’s wealth”,
according to Credit Suisse, while “on the flip side of the equation, 70% of world’s
population […] collectively control a mere 2.7%”.98
These “vested-interest groups that control the uninvested accumulations of surplus
(because they control the surplus-creating organization in the society) […] desire
no change”. Therefore they turn ““instruments” into “institutions”, that is, the
transformation of social arrangements functioning to meet real social needs into
social institutions serving their own purposes regardless of real social needs.” 99
 Conclusion: “something built from the ground up”
Goals like Reduced Inequalities or Gender Equality can hardly be realised by financial inclusion into
top-down dominance hierarchies. Instead the Human Right to Subsistence ought to be respected —
tantamount with decentralised bottom-up development. The final question left to answer is, which
would be most effective instrument to create and to sustain sub-Saharan grassroots self-sufficiency?
88
89
90
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Warren Buffet, “The Superinvestors of Graham-and-Doddsville”, Columbia Business School, May 1984: https://tinyl.io/4GiZ
World Economic Forum, “Report of the Global Redesign Initiative”, 2010, pic. of 4-step journey, pg. 525, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4Gia
Peter Buffet, “The Charitable-Industrial Complex”, New York Times, July 2013: https://tinyurl.com/y2byxz27
Quote ascribed to the ‘universal genius’ Albert Einstein [E=mc2], commenting on the worldwide economic crisis of 1929 et seq.
Ganley, “A Note on the Intellectual Connection between Albert Einstein and Thorstein Veblen”, JEI, Jan 1997: https://tinyl.io/4Gil
Veblen, “Why is Economics not an Evolutionary Science?”, Q. Journal of Economics, 7/1898 pg. 382: https://tinyl.io/4Gix
Trivers, “The Evolution of Reciprocal Altruism”, The Quarterly Review of Biology, Vol. 46, Mar 1971, PDF pg. 38: https://tinyl.io/4Giy
Chang quoting List in: “Kicking Away the Ladder: The “Real” History of Free Trade”, FPIF, Dec 2003: https://tinyl.io/59Rd
Joseph E. Stiglitz, “The Price of Inequality: How Today's Divided Society Endangers Our Future”, pp. 127, 130: https://tinyl.io/4Gi6
Future US President George H.W. Bush, Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Apr 1980, NBC video: https://tinyl.io/4Gj1
Global Wealth Report 2018, “The Top-Heavy Wealth Spectrum”, by the Visual Capitalist, Dec 2018: https://tinyl.io/4Gj3
Quigley, “The Evolution Of Civilizations”, 2nd ed. 1979, pp 8, 130: https://www.carrollquigley.net/books.htm
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 Solution: Gender Empowerment by KISS Technology100
•

“Energy is the golden thread that connects all the Sustainable Development Goals” (SDGs) 101

In a recent speech the United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres
envisioned “a situation in which energy becomes the key factor of sustainability. […]
Despite this understanding, the world is still far from achieving the vision of
Sustainable Development Goal 7 of affordable and clean energy for all. ibid.
•

“An Inconvenient Truth”102: “today’s renewable energy technologies simply won’t work”!103

“Google’s boldest energy move was an effort known as RE<C, which aimed to develop renewable
energy sources that would generate electricity more cheaply than coal-fired power plants do. […] In
2011, the company decided that RE<C was not on track to meet its target and shut down the initiative.”
To harvest renewable energy, a massive investment into
resources and energy is required upfront.104
▶
It was concluded, that “even […] a wholesale adoption of renewable
energy […] would not have resulted in significant reductions of carbon
dioxide emissions [since] today’s renewable energy technologies simply
won’t work; we need a fundamentally different approach.” 103
•

“A Different Approach”? Change the Organising Principle!

Arguably the sole renewable element of solar or wind power generation is the daily sunrise. Its
technical equipment however, for either harvesting of solar-irradiance or of atmospheric streams
due to irradiance variations, is about to conjure a sub-Saharan wide toxic waste crisis 105,106.
Nonetheless, renewables are labeled as green energy nowadays, as if Immanuel Kant, at
the dusk of the Industrial Revolution, had not already noted that any “artificial instrument
[…] represented only one purpose”, while “a tree generates itself in such a way that the
maintenance of any one part depends reciprocally on the maintenance of the rest”; i.e. as “selforganising being”107! Do renewables self-assemble (grow), self-repair, and self-replicate as well?
“An (organic) instrument […] exists by means of other parts” and “for the sake of the others and the
whole”. Kant has provided us with a compelling definition for environmental sustainability!
Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen are
known as the main organic elements, in
constituting 96% of the building blocks
which compose, decompose, recompose
all life-forms within the global biosphere.
Any substantial inorganic intervention will
affect nature’s environmental equilibrium!
100
101
102
103
104
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KISS, an acronym for "keeping it small & simple" — the design principle of minimising complexity for maximal comprehensibility
“Secretary-General's remarks at High-Level Symposium on Global Energy Interconnection”, UN, Nov 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GjC
Title of a 2006 US documentary film featuring Al Gore's campaign about global warming, WSJ, Jun 2006 : https://tinyl.io/4GjE
Koningstein et al., “What It Would Really Take to Reverse Climate Change”, IEEE Spectrum, Nov 2014: https://tinyl.io/5aaR
Figures according to: Murray et al., “Nuclear Energy, An Introduction…”, 7th Edition, Jan 2014: https://tinyl.io/4GjJ
Desai et al., “Are we headed for a solar waste crisis?”, Environmental Progress, Jun 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GjM
McGrath, “Climate change: Electrical industry's 'dirty secret' boosts warming”, BBC report, Sep 2019: https://tinyl.io/4GjO
Immanuel Kant, “The Critique of Judgement”, Königsberg 1790, Eng. translation 1914, §64 + §65: https://tinyl.io/4GjR
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The Conservation-of-Energy Principle108

Photosynthesis has turned out as the most successful solution for survival
of life on earth: tapping carbon dioxide
and water
from its
biosphere to store solar energy in manifold forms of carbohydrate. As a
result, most higher lifeforms on our planet are either doing photosynthesis
or eating plants or eating something which eats plants.109

The complementary faunal consumption of floral compounds breaksdown these hydrocarbon-masterpieces to obtain energy — whereby some
divine intuition made mankind discover the use of fire to pre-decompose
such carbs, which became the start-up to human ingenuity and industry 110.
•

The Green-Technology Paradox

As a matter of fact, organic carbohydrates
constitute a
most sustainable, recyclable form of energy accumulation! All human effort to substitute the
carbon-cycle with a clean electrical power system is tantamount with shifting the environmental
challenge towards production and waste disposal — whereby vast natural resources have to be
consumed to assemble or dismantle enormous lots of inorganic compounds, as an indispensable
prerequisite to store and distribute electricity.
Thus scientific “research found no significant
difference between the carbon footprints of green
and brown [carbon combusting] consumers”111,
with another study claiming, that by far the
most environmental effective human action
would be to “have one fewer child”112,113:
▶
In respect of supply, the business-strategy of
Planned Obsolescence114 — that is, the practice
of designing products with a purposefully limited lifespan — puts pressure on the environment.
Especially least-developed countries have become a dumping-ground for sub-standard 115 or fake116
products, due to minor spending-power and oversight.
108
109
110
111
112
113
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Energy can neither be created nor be destroyed. Although, it may be transformed from one form to another.
Graphic adapted from Smil/Gates, Mar 2013: https://www.gatesnotes.com/Books/Harvesting-The-Biosphere
“Cooking re-shaped our anatomy, physiology, ecology, life-history, psychology and society.” — ref. footnote 30: https://tinyl.io/4GjV
Csutora et al., “The ecological footprint of green and brown consumers…”, ERSCP, May 2012, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4GjW
Wynes et al., “The climate mitigation gap…”, Environ. Res. Lett. 12 074024, Jul 2017: https://tinyl.io/4GjZ
Carrington, “Want to fight climate change? Have fewer children”, Jul 2017, “Guardian graphic”, mid-page: https://tinyl.io/4Gja
Jones, “Planned obsolescence has led to ridiculous product cycles…”, Digital Trends, May 2016: https://tinyl.io/4Gjd
Chirombo, “Has Malawi become a dumping ground for Chinese products?”,Sunday Times, Sep 2017: https://tinyl.io/4Gje
Onwumere, “Africa: A Dumping Ground For Substandard Electrical Wares”, Blog, Mar 2014: https://tinyl.io/4Gjf
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▼117

“We estimate that 8300 million metric
tons (Mt) as of virgin plastics have
been produced to date.” […] “Half of
this […] was produced in just the past
13 years”.

[…]“As of 2015, approximately 6300 Mt of plastic waste had been generated, around 9% of which had
been recycled, 12% was incinerated, and 79% was accumulated in landfills or the natural
environment.” […] “The only way to permanently eliminate plastic waste is by destructive thermal
treatment” [because] “None of the commonly used plastics are biodegradable”. 118
“In 2015, 42% of primary nonfiber plastics produced (146 Mt) entered use as packaging [leaving] use
the same year they are produced”. Ibid. Such practise, e.g. “substantially reduces organic waste […] in a
beefsteak line by more than half by using plastic vacuum packaging”, as noted by The Economist.119
Apparently a top-tier economic opinion-leader lacks Kantian discernment to distinguish between
organic, biodegradable matter and synthetic substances, which pollute the ecosystem. The folly to
laminate food, in order to produce at the cheapest spot abroad and shunt it all over the world, has
already contaminated vast sectors of the human food-chain with noxious “microplastic particles”120.
•

A Call for an “Integral Ecology”: Grassroots Subsidiarity instead of Global Supply Chains

“The natural environment is […] containing a 'grammar' which sets forth ends and criteria for its wise
use, not its reckless exploitation.” 121 “Yet by itself the market cannot guarantee integral human
development and social inclusion. […] Let us keep in mind the principle of subsidiarity, which grants
freedom to develop the capabilities present at every level of society.” 122

117
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Own chart overlaying data taken from footnote 105 and Our World in Data on global plastics production and population growth
Geyer et al., “Production, use, and fate of all plastics ever made”, Science Advances, Jul 2017: https://tinyl.io/4Gjl
The Economist newspaper, “The known unknowns of plastic pollution”, Mar 3rd 2018: https://tinyl.io/4Gjr
UEG, “Microplastics discovered in human stools across the globe in ‘first study of its kind’”, Press Rel., Oct 2018: https://tinyl.io/4Gjz
Pope Benedict XVI, “Caritas in Veritate (Charity in Truth)”, Third Encyclical Letter, §48, Jun 2009: https://tinyl.io/4Gk3
Pope Francis, “Laudato Si: On Care for our Common Home”, Cap. 4 “Integral Ecology”, §109 + §196, May 2015: https://tinyl.io/4Gk7
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“Integral Ecology” vs “Poor Economics”

Accordingly the Pan-Amazon Synod is accusing123 “economic actors
who implement an alien model in our territories” of destroying the
lives of “the native Amazonian peoples […] their subsistence, their
culture and their spirituality” through ““development” projects”.
Notwithstanding “Poor Economics” is lecturing “why the poor need to
borrow in order to save”124! Ennobled by the most prestigious award, this model ▲ “played a decisive
role in reshaping research in development economics” 125. But the attributed Nobel laudatio revealed
its simple pattern of thought: analogous to lab-rats in “traditional clinical trials, the Laureates have
used field experiments in which they study how individuals behave in their everyday environments”.
A former World Bank economist rejects 126 such “towering arrogance of how much better we would do
living their lives than they do”, especially since “the objectives ascribed to peoples’ actions are defined
very narrowly [to] those we can conveniently control”. Therefore once limiting themselves to “utility
maximization” for “actual well-being” of poor peoples, meanwhile however development economists
are arrogating to “balance their multiple objectives in life”:
•

“Poverty is a fluid state, not a stable condition”127

The World Bank Group had it analysed: “Poverty is not simply a shortfall of
money. The constant, day-to-day hard choices
associated with poverty in
effect “tax” an individual’s psychological and social resources. This type of
“tax” can lead to economic decisions that perpetuate poverty.”ibid.
Thus the “cognitive resources required to make a decision, especially when
material resources are in short supply” — were field-tested by “measuring
[each individual’s] executive function”; e.g. like this:
“State the color of each word: Red Blue Green Purple Blue Red …”ibid.
“Poor people lack the resources to think deliberately and have to rely more
heavily on automatic decision. Poverty is therefore considered a “cognitive
tax”, an example even referring to a loss of 10 IQ points”ibid. ▶
“We are confronted with only thinly veiled pretensions to engage in outright
behavioral engineering and the “breaking” of inefficient habits”,128 “by using
nudges and other behavioral tools to alter the
choice architecture”.ibid.
“By rendering poverty a behavioral issue, policy
interventions are legitimized that target human
choice and action (behavior), turning “highly costeffective behavioral interventions” into the new
gold standard for development policies.”ibid.
123
124
125
126
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Pan-Amazon Synod, “The Amazon: New paths for the Church and for Integral Ecology”, Vatican, Oct 2019: https://tinyl.io/4GwX
Banerjee et al., “A Radical Rethinking of the Way to fight Global Poverty”, 2011 – 2019: https://tinyl.io/4GvN
“Research to help the world’s poor”, by “The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences…”, Oct 2019: https://tinyl.io/4GwU
Hammer, “Randomized control trials for development? Three problems”, Future Development 5/2017: https://tinyl.io/4GwM
Hoff et al., “World Development Report 2015: Mind, Society, and Behavior”, World Bank Group, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4HDK
Berndt et al., “Behave, global south! Economics, experiments, evidence”, Geoforum, Mar 2016, (PDF/docx): https://tinyl.io/4GvC
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“Correlation is not causation”129: can “Financial Inclusion” improve cognitive capabilities ?

The World Bank Group’s “new set of development approaches” 127 substantially relies on a study,
which “examined the cognitive function of farmers over the planting cycle [and] found that the same
farmer shows diminished cognitive performance before harvest, when poor, as compared with after
harvest, when rich.”
These very researchers acknowledge, that “other mechanisms might be operating. For example,
poverty might influence cognitive load by changing people’s affective state”. Nevertheless the pundits
“define poverty broadly as the gap between one’s needs and the resources available to fulfill them”.130
•

“Man is a perpetually wanting animal.” (Maslow)131

Maslow argued, that “the basic human needs are organized into a hierarchy of relative prepotency”:
“For the man who is extremely and dangerously hungry, no other
interests exist but food. He dreams food, he remembers food, he thinks
about food, he emotes only about food, he perceives only food and he
wants only food.” […] “He tends to think that, if only he is guaranteed
food for the rest of his life, he will be perfectly happy and will never
want anything more. Life itself tends to be defined in terms of eating.”
◀ Current FAO-data132 about “Prevalence of undernourishment (% of
population)” would suggest, that sub-Saharan life is indeed largely
focussed “upon ultimate or basic goals rather than partial or super–
ficial ones, upon ends rather than means to these ends”. “The
integrated wholeness of the organism […] would imply a more central
place for unconscious than for conscious motivations”.
“In low-income countries […] children often go to school hungry”, the
Nobel-jury 2019 noted, while their Laureates found that “free school
meals had small effects, while targeted help for weak students
significantly improved educational outcomes […] at the lowest cost”.125
129
130
131
132

“Just because people flock to the shops when it's cold outside doesn't mean low temperatures boost spending”: https://tinyl.io/4FjF
Mani et al., “Poverty Impedes Cognitive Function”, Science 341, Aug 2013, PDF, pg 976: https://tinyl.io/4HDq
Maslow, “A Theory of Human Motivation”, Introduction, §7., Psychological Review, 50, 370-396., 1943: https://tinyl.io/4HDs
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SN.ITK.DEFC.ZS?end=2017&most_recent_value_desc=true
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"Man can do what he wants, but he can not will what he wants."133

“Schopenhauer’s ideas about the importance of instinctual urges at the core of daily life”134
remains the ‘elephant in the room’ of social sciences — contesting the Western paradigm
about the rational essence of human nature, and thus the fruitfulness of “educational outcomes”!
Even the creator of the most famous scientific formula in modern times,
the mass–energy equivalence135 E=mc2, called Schopenhauer’s motto his
ultimate inspiration in life.136 Einstein didn't consider his groundbreaking
findings in theoretical physics as results of a conscious cognitive process:
“I believe in intuitions and inspirations. I sometimes feel that I am right. I do
not know that I am.” In addition: “I am a determinist. […] Practically, I am
nevertheless compelled as if freedom of the will existed. If I wish to live in a
civilised community, I must act as if man is a responsible being.” 137
•

“Volitional control is at the root of our notion of self”138 — isn’t it?

“At some point, things that are predetermined are admitted into consciousness,” a neuroscientist
recently reasoned139, when his “team discovered that a pattern of brain activity seemed to predict that
decision by as many as seven seconds. Long before the subjects were even aware of making a choice,
it seems, their brains had already decided” ibid.. Similar “findings lend support to the view that the
experience of will emerges as the culmination of premotor activity [which has been] starting several
hundreds of ms before awareness”138.
•

“Unconscious Initiation and Conscious Veto of Freely Voluntary Acts” 140

“Unconscious initiation of the voluntary process appeared to mean that conscious
free will could not actually 'tell' the brain to begin its preparation to carry out a
voluntary act.” Nonetheless: “Everyone has experienced having a wish or urge to
perform an act, but vetoed the actual performance of the act.” 140 — The Theory of
Repression comes to mind, Freud’s “corner-stone on which the whole structure of
psychoanalysis rests”141 — with Schopenhauer widely anticipating142 Freud. ▶
•

Empowerment by Repression?
Associating the scientific facts above with the red and blue dots in a World
Bank Group’s pictorial127 would suggest, that humans with plenty of red
point of views (pressing hot wants), should be “calmed and recollected” by
rational blue veto-points in order to redesign their “choice architecture”—
which is advisable due to the Nobel-laureated field-tests, where economists
“discovered”, that a “bounded rationality” occurs “if individuals are presentbiased [i.e.] – the present takes up a great deal of people’s awareness” 125.
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Schopenhauer, “Der Mensch kann wohl tun, was er will, aber er kann nicht wollen, was er will”, ref. Einstein: https://tinyl.io/4HEH
Wicks, Robert, "Arthur Schopenhauer", The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Spring 2019 Ed.): https://tinyl.io/4HES
Wikipedia,“The principle that anything having mass has an equivalent amount of energy and vice versa”: https://tinyl.io/4HEU
Einstein, “Mein Weltbild”, 1934, PDF edition Europa Verlag AG, Zürich, 1953, German: https://tinyl.io/4HEK
Viereck, “What Life means to Einstein”, Interview Oct 1929, The Saturday Evening Post, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4HEX
Fried et al., “…preactivation of single neurons … predicts volition”, PMC Feb 2012: https://tinyl.io/4HEc
Smith, “Neuroscience vs philosophy: Taking aim at free will”, Nature 477, pages 23–25(2011): https://tinyl.io/4HEd
Libet, “Can Conscious Experience Affect Brain Activity?”, Journal of Consciousness Studies 2003, PDF: https://tinyl.io/5abK
International Dictionary of Psychoanalysis > Repression, §2, 2010: https://tinyl.io/4HEi
Brook et al., “Arthur Schopenhauer and Sigmund Freud”, Café Philosophy, Sep 2014: https://tinyl.io/4HEy
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Are “Economic Gains” leading to an individualistic “Lifestyle”?

“If one grows up with a feeling that survival can be taken for granted,
instead of the feeling that survival is uncertain, it influences almost
every aspect of one’s worldview”143, attested “the world’s largest social
survey project”144 WWS. “Moving from a starvation level to a reasonably
comfortable existence makes a big difference. But beyond a certain
threshold, the subjective payoff from economic development ceases.”143
“Moving beyond this threshold leads to a gradual intergenerational
shift in basic values in the societies that have passed this threshold. Figure 4 [▲] illustrates what
happens.”ibid. Foremost this obvious clear-cut divide is validating Maslow's theory, i.e. that sufficient
satisfaction of deficit needs is essential before growth needs can even arise and be dealt with!
Illustrated growth-disruption moreover corroborates McLuhan’s concept about the heterogeneity of
human-made environmental matrixes — tantamount to a principal incommensurability145 of
cultures: As each society has been “saturated” by a different “revolutionizing agent”, it actually would
make little sense to compare all the institutions that emerged or corresponding habits and rites.
Notwithstanding, unidirectional arrows siding this WWS graph as well as
its overlapping trend-curve suggest, that characteristic values indicating
less development can be polled, offset against their equivalents of more
development, and mapped-out together in just one coordinate system:

(0,0)

Accordingly, the “analysis of WVS data […] asserts [!] that there are”…:
•

143
144
145
146

…“two major dimensions of cross cultural variation in the world” 146

Inglehart, “Globalization and Postmodern Values”, The Washington Quarterly, Winter 2000, PDF, pg 219: https://tinyl.io/4HG3
“The World Values Survey and UNDP strengthen collaboration on SDG 16 indicators research”, 2018: https://tinyl.io/4HG5
“having no common measure”, from Latin com “with, together” + mensurabilis “measurable”: https://tinyl.io/4OI4
“Inglehart–Welzel Cultural Map” [click through] > Quick Links > “Findings and Insights”, https://tinyl.io/4NyW
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A WEIRD Theory about Universal Unidirectional Human Development

“These culture zone differences reflect different historical pathways of how entire groups of societies
entered modernity[!].” […] “A specific subset of self-expression values—emancipative values— […]
constitute the key cultural component of a broader process of human empowerment. Once set in
motion, this process empowers people to exercise freedoms in their course of actions.”ibid.
In fact, these WVS coordinates perfectly vindicate the Western paradigm of “a new world order”147,
which in 1989 Fukuyama had determined as: “the end of history as such: that is, the end point of
mankind's ideological evolution[!] and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the final
form of human government.”148 [2018: ideological cultural evolution]149.
•

“One World, One People”?150

“The tacit assumption had been that this select group of people could represent universal truths about
human nature – that all people are basically the same. If that were true, the Western bias would have
been unimportant. Yet the small number of available studies which had examined people from other
cultures would suggest that this is far from the case.” 151 But for instance, “within cultures, Westerners
showed a clear self-serving bias (d = .87), whereas East Asians did not (d = –.01)”152.
•

Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic: WEIRD Social Science

“People from Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) societies […] form the
bulk of the database in the experimental branches of psychology, cognitive science, and economics”.
[…] “This means that 96% of psychological samples come from countries with only 12% of the world’s
population.”153 Notwithstanding, these kind of WEIRD “analyses of culture and moral decision-making
have largely been framed as a quest for and test of universal principles of moral judgment”.154
However, a fundamental incompatibility between the WEIRD and other societies “may arise from
whether the concept of morality is conceptualized as being based on a system of duties owed to others
or on a system of rights to be demanded from others”ibid.
Thus, “among the most prominent features that make people WEIRD is prioritizing impersonal prosociality over interpersonal relationships”.155 The non-WEIRDs though, are “more willing to give up an
abstract value in the face of a more pressing, interpersonal obligation” 154. Ultimately, “these differences all have to do with the kind of worlds we grow up in, the kind of institutions we have to adapt to,
the ways our families are structured, and the social and economic world we need to navigate.” 155
•

A WEIRD Atomisation of Primal Institutions

It all started, when “the Roman Catholic Church, established, during late antiquity in the early Middle
Ages, a series of taboos on cousin marriage, a campaign against polygamous marriage, and new
inheritance customs [!] , where individuals could inherit as individuals rather than after someone dies
having a property divided among a network of relatives or going laterally out to cousins.
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

George H. W. Bush, “…fifth objective—a new world order…”, Speech to Congress, 9/11/1990(!): https://tinyl.io/4Hb7
Yoshihiro Francis Fukuyama: “The End of History?”, The National Interest, Summer 1989, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4HbE
Inglehart, “Cultural Evolution: People's Motivations are Changing, and Reshaping the World”, Mar 2018: https://tinyl.io/4QeT
UN Headquarters, “One People, One World” Conference, New York, Jun 2013, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4Qeh
Robson, “How East and West think in profoundly different ways”, LSA Psychology, Jan 2017: https://tinyl.io/4QeS
Heine et al., “In Search of East Asian Self-Enhancement”, University of British Columbia, Aug 2010, PDF, pg 4: https://tinyl.io/4Qfa
Henrich, “The weirdest people in the world?”, University of British Columbia, May 2010, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4Qec
Sachdevaa et al., “Culture and the quest for universal principles in moral reasoning”, May 2011, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4Qej
Henrich, “How the West became WEIRD”, Interview with The Harvard Gazette, Sep 2020: https://tinyl.io/4REM
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As a result, all of these restructured European families — from kindreds, clans, and other formations
that anthropologists have documented around the world — formed into monogamous nuclear
families. […It was the destruction of…] this particular family structure and variation and the variants
of it that lead to particular ways of thinking that are more individualistic, analytic, [?] and impersonal.”
•

“The Churches’ Bans on Consanguineous Marriages, Kin-networks and Democracy” 156

A 2016 economics “discussion paper” has been suggesting, that “strong kinship ties can have a
perverse [!157] negative effect for society as a whole. […] Italy is ▶
a prominent example for large within country differences in
institutional quality. […] Regional data on cousin marriage rates
in Italy reveal a highly significantly positive association with
criminal activity by the mafia158 (as a proxy for institutional failure).
Both are higher in the South, where the duration of the Western
Church’s kin-marriage ban was shorter.” 156
Consanguineous Marriages Mafia Index
“%-Cousin marriages (first and second degree) and democracy”
[i.e.] “the smooth functioning of states”ibid.
▶
First of all, at its most rigorous enforcement “in the middle of the
9th century the ban on consanguinity extended to the 7 th degree
(that is, marriage was forbidden between two people sharing one
of their 64 great-great-great-great-grandparents or more
practically to anyone where some relationship was known) in all
of the Western Church’s sphere.” ibid. Thus the question arises, why
had this Church in particular been vested with such sweeping
(catholic!)159 secular implementing powers?
At the beginning of the 9 th century, a barely
literate Frankish emperor needed a strategy
for defending, consolidating and managing
his vast multi-ethnic territorial complex ▶
— populated by numerous illiterate tribes
with different languages — and accordingly
lacking written records in administration
and economy!
Therefore Charles the Great (Charlemagne)
entered into a public-private-partnership
(PPP) with the only corporation 160, capable
of providing the requested services.
The demand side would be mobilised by
the public sector; e.g. “the conversion to Christianity of the Saxons in Northern Germany was enforced
following their defeat in 782 to Charles the Great – people who refused to convert were executed.”156
156
157
158
159
160

Schulz, “The Churches’ Bans on Consanguineous Marriages, Kin-networks and Democracy”, 11/2016: https://tinyl.io/4RiT
from Latin pervertere, corrupt, literally “to turn the wrong way” — did human social evolution turn wrong?: https://tinyl.io/4Ukc
From Arabic: mu'afa ( = )معافىsafety of protection; Gambetta, “The Sicilian Mafia: The Business of Private Protection”, 1993, pg. 259
from Church Latin catholicus “universal, general”: https://tinyl.io/4UlB
The Holy Bible, 1 Corinthians 12:12-14, the Church as “one body [lat. corpus!] with many members”: https://tinyl.io/4Uyz
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The private sector on the other hand, would implement its ground-breaking technology area-wide:
•

Instituting “Power of Mind over Mind”161

In the following, the Church heralded an “age of scriptures”, at first sacred, later
scientific. This process of “installing sight at the head of the hierarchy of senses” 162
would provide the bedrock for occidental WEIRDness to evolve. Yet for the time
being, their mastery of a phonetic alphabet and numerical system, had put the
corporate scribes in charge of the public and commercial records.
Moreover, in the face of God’s “omnipresent and omniscient power”161,
general individual accounts had to be maintained, containing each
and every subject’s spiritual assets and liabilities! After all, it was
imperative to regularly update one’s register of godly deeds and
ungodly sins in repentant confession “before God” to the local
corporate “father” — non-compliance entailed excommunication!
•

“Scientia est Potentia” – Knowledge is Power163

▶

Since scriptural technology facilitated the collection of information as
well as its storage and confidential transmission, the political move
to authorise the Catholic Church with establishing a kind of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
appears reasonable, in order to centralise and control power within a vast multi-ethnic territory.
Over the centuries, the Church would refine its blue-print for WEIRD data categorisation according to
a defined value or heretic164 deviation thereof — to be rated from a distant, “objective” perspective.
•

“Discipline & Punish – Panopticism”161

“He is seen, but he does not see; he is the object of information, never a subject in communication.” ibid.
This very principle of Catholic ecclesiastical order 165 has been
deeply ingrained in the WEIRD mindset. Just that the spiritual
“order by higher power” would be replaced by its secular
scientific equivalent, and henceforth experts rule by authority
of an infallible academia, often from a detached, abstracting
and idealising Ivory Tower166 perspective.
Converted into a watchtower, that very authority differential
found its perfect manifestation in Bentham’s architecture of a
correctional institution in 1791 — the “Panopticon”167:
▶
“The Panopticon is a machine for dissociating the see/being
seen dyad [duo]: in the peripheral ring, one is totally seen,
without ever seeing; in the central tower, one sees everything
without ever being seen […] a machinery that assures dissymmetry, disequilibrium, difference”.161
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

Foucault, “Panopticism, 1975, English translation: https://tinyl.io/4VQR [NB: F.’s preluding description of anti-pandemic policies!]
Herbert Marshall McLuhan, “The Playboy Interview”, Playboy magazine, Mar 1969: https://tinyl.io/4GT2
Hobbes, “Leviathan”, Apr 1651: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientia_potentia_est
“doctrine or opinion at variance with established standards”, Greek hairesis “a taking or choosing for oneself”: https://tinyl.io/4TG4
NB: each member of the Catholic clergy holds a rank! A principle of order and obedience is contrary to those of democracy.
“symbol of artistic or intellectual aloofness”: https://tinyl.io/4Z7X, Wikipedia: https://tinyl.io/4Z7W
“all visible”, from Ancient Greek πᾶν (pân, “all”) + ὀπτικός (optikós, “visible”): https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/panopticon
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Dating back to the pre-industrial era, such bricks-and-mortar constructions once limited oversight
to convicts in confined spaces. However, in today’s Information Age with its World Wide Web (WWW)
a new kind of global electronic panopticon is unfolding — and including everybody connected!
•

“The Military Origins of Facebook”168, Google169, etc.

In 2001 the US President declared a “crusade”, “to rout terrorism out of
the world”.170 Therefore “the […] US intelligence community […] began
developing a “precrime171” approach to combatting terrorism known
as Total Information Awareness” (TIA), with its “LifeLog” program
having “the potential to become something like ‘TIA cubed.’” 168
•

“LifeLog […] a database tracking a person’s entire existence”168

“Like TIA, LifeLog was promoted […] as potentially supporting “medical research and the early detection of an emerging epidemic [!] […] After considerable controversy and criticism, in late 2003, TIA was
shut down and defunded by Congress […] It was only later revealed that that TIA was never actually
shut down, [but] covertly divided up among the web of military and intelligence agencies that make
up the US national-security state. Some of it was privatized”: “on the same day that LifeLog’s
cancellation was announced”, Facebook“its private-sector analogue was born”ibid.!
•

The WEIRD emulation of “The Divine Eye of Providence”

For thousand years, at every Holy Mass, Christians have been confronted with the same pattern of thought: a pivotal figure, orbited by
likenesses in compartments of lateral segregation — but each with an
indivisible [Latin individuus] direct line to its hub.172
▶
“In the beginning was the λόγος […John 1:1…] Logos means both
reason and word. [Consequently] not to act in accordance with reason
is contrary to God's nature.”173 At this point emerges an unequivocal
difference to other religions, where “God is absolutely transcendent.
His will is not bound up with any of our categories, even that of rationality […] even by his own word,
and that nothing would oblige him to reveal the truth to us” ibid.
•

“Deus vult” — 'God wills it'

Out of Catholic zeal to increase such joint knowledge (con-science 174),
scholars sought to retrace God's point of view. Concurrently artists
developed Single-Point Perspective drawing in art, in which parallel
lines receding from the observer seem to converge at infinity.175 ▶
This ideology was bound to survey and plot the entire world as linear
vector space; in order to “rule over” and to “subdue” “every living thing that moves on the earth”.176
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

Webb, “The Military Origins of Facebook”, Unlimited Hangout, Apr. 2021: https://tinyl.io/4cSV
Nafeez, “How the CIA made Google”, Medium, Jan 2015: https://tinyl.io/4d90
Bush, “Remarks by the President Upon Arrival”, Washington DC, USA, Sep 2001: https://tinyl.io/4csW
“heresy” in Catholic lingo: https://tinyl.io/4ddh, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pre-crime
Schematic diagram of the rosette window at the West front of the Strasbourg Cathedral, 14 th century: https://tinyl.io/4ZR0
Lecture of the Holy Father, “Faith, Reason and the University”, University of Regensburg 12/09/2006: https://tinyl.io/4ZZa
from Latin conscire “be (mutually) aware”; com "with," or "thoroughly" + scire "to know" (see science): https://tinyl.io/4eBR
Janson, “The History of Perspective”, Essential Vermeer 3.0, 2019: https://tinyl.io/4dgO
The Bible, “Genesis 1:28”, https://www.biblegateway.com/verse/en/Genesis%201:28
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Reverse-Engineering Providence as Projection

The Cartesian coordinate system became probably the most defining
projection screen for the WEIRD mindset to mass-produce categorisations
and evaluations. Thereby must be borne in mind, that “the value of the
coordinates depends on the choice of the initial point of origin [(0,0)].”177 ▶
Einstein's groundbreaking contribution to physics originated plain and
simple in assuming a moving “standpoint” by “chasing a beam of light” 178.
His re-coordination unveiled the feasibility of unlimited energy generation!
E=mc2, had proven beyond doubt, that “Energy is the fundamental concept in physics” 1. But Russell
was claiming further, that “in the same sense”, “the fundamental concept in social science is Power”. ibid.
Yet one crucial difference remains to be noted! The use of energy — be it in nature or by society —
always serves as a means to an end, whereas:
•

“Power is not a means; it is an end.”179

In this sense, the preordained straight projection that the only way to salvation was leading through
the Catholic Church, turned out as means to generate tremendous power — and wealth:
•

“How Christianity Created Capitalism”180

Once “the church owned nearly a third of all the land of Europe.[!] To administer those vast holdings, it
established a continent-wide system of canon law that tied together multiple jurisdictions of empire,
nation, barony, bishopric, religious order, chartered city, guild, confraternity, merchants, entrepreneurs, traders, et cetera. It also provided local and regional administrative bureaucracies of arbitrators, jurists, negotiators, and judges, along with an international language, “canon law Latin.”ibid.
Therefore, “it was the church more than any other agency, […] that put in place […] the preconditions
of capitalism”ibid.— as blueprint for the later globalisation of WEIRD capital laws and property claims!
Thus, above all, “the Jewish and Christian sense of linear, not cyclical, time and, therefore, of progress”
was going to induce “the institutional permanence that allows for transgenerational investment”:ibid.
In order to safeguard their pioneering concept of perpetuity in power and wealth, “the new emphasis
on clerical celibacy played an important capitalist role. Its clean separation between office and person
in the church broke the traditional tie between family and property” — to be replaced by “a model of
relating the gifts of the individual to the common tasks of the [immortal] firm”ibid.
“The new code of canon law at the time took care to enshrine as a legal principle that such
communities […] could act as legal individuals.[…] Pope Innocent IV thereby won the sobriquet
“father of the modern learning of corporations.” In defending the rights of the new […] communities
[…] Thomas Aquinas wrote one of the first defenses of the role of free associations in “civil society” and
the inherent right of people to form corporations.” ibid.
Just in 1991, Pope John Paul II re-emphasised again, that “the right of association is a natural right of
the human being, which therefore precedes [!] his or her incorporation into political society.”181
177
178
179
180
181

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analytic_geometry#Coordinates
Norton, “Einstein's Pathway to Special Relativity”, University of Pittsburgh, Jan 2001-20: https://tinyl.io/4ekx
Orwell, “1984”, a fiction on surveillance society, London, Jun 1949, Project Gutenberg 2001, PDF, pg 240: https://tinyl.io/4hFO
Novak, “How Christianity Created Capitalism”, Wall Street Journal, Dec 1999: https://tinyl.io/4dQT – free: https://tinyl.io/4dQU
Pope John Paul II, “Centesimus Annus”, Encyclical Letter, §7, Rome, May 1991: https://tinyl.io/4gO2
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Lo and behold: the word of the highest Catholic authority stands in direct contradiction to the core
argument on which this WEIRD point-of-view hinges: “as Weber argues, the dissolution of strong
extended kinship ties is likely an essential precondition [!] for the proper functioning of formal
institutions in modern large-scale societies”.
To whom the “Holy Father” might hold his allegiance after all?
•

Only Devils (“tytifils”182) are able “To holde with the hare, and run with the hounde” 183

By formal logic, all religious groups would represent a kinship of a spiritual nature — Christians even
refer to each other as “Brothers” and “Sisters”! Adequately, business associations ought to be
considered as “kinship of interest”. Just to begin with the major classes of kinship:
1.
2.
3.
4.

An anthropological kinship by evolutionary lineage;
A spiritual kinship in religious or ideological beliefs;
An economic kinship for profit and vested interest;
A political kinship for the national common good.

Each class is determining its specific reference point (0,0) and hedging an “in-group loyalty” aligned
with particular social184 values. Ultimately, public value discourses serve as means to justify one end:
the expansion of power for the in-group. For instance, the call to “undermine national homogeneity”
as indispensable precondition of a “crucial dynamic for economic growth”, “however difficult it may be
to explain this to the citizens of those states”, 185, is nothing less than aiming at the decomposition186 of
the social cohesion within an adverse class of association — a psychological warfare technique par
excellence! Nonetheless the power of kinship 3. is going to increase at the expense of 4.!
This call came from the “appointed Special Representative of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations on International Migration and Development”, as well as “currently Chairman of BP p.l.c. and
Goldman Sachs International”187. Would “the father of globalisation”, who “while ‘not elected […] has
had far greater political impact in the past two decades than almost all of the democratically elected
leaders’[sic!]”188, if it comes to the crunch “hold with the hare or hunt with the hounds”?
“Although the highest vote he ever obtained in any election was a lowly 6.2%” 189,
this individual was to loose off “political impact” as “European Commissioner
responsible for Competition Policy (1985-1989) […] and Director-General of the
World Trade Organization, formerly GATT (1993-1995)” 190. Both authorities were
customised to supersede national regulations with a superior, overarching
system of laws in order to establish and lock-in economic homogeneity.
Chosen political mechanism however begs the question of whether the delegation of powers from
governments directly elected by citizens to unelected regimes might be consistent at all with any
WEIRD notion of democracy “as the final form of human government” or with any development goal
projected at “conditions under which democracy is most likely to emerge and survive”?
182
183
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Titivil; a devil who records fragments of words to be turned against an offender on the Day of Judgement: https://tinyl.io/4i4h
Heywood, “A Dialogue of Proverbs”, Early Tudor English, London, 1546, line 530: https://tinyl.io/4i4S
from Latin sociālis, “of companionship, of allies; united, living with others; of marriage, conjugal”: https://tinyl.io/4ivo
Wheeler, “EU should 'undermine national homogeneity' says UN migration chief”, BBC News, Jun 2012: : https://tinyl.io/4iO9
Wikipedia, “a psychological warfare technique used by the [East German] Ministry for State Security (Stasi)”: https://tinyl.io/4lAu
Biography Peter Sutherland, High-Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development 2006, un.org: https://tinyl.io/4lvs
NN, “Peter Sutherland: Former attorney general who headed world trade body”, Irish Times, Jan 2018: https://tinyl.io/4lBM
“The questions […] Sutherland […] was NOT asked by the Lords EU sub-committee”, Daily Mail, Jun 2012: https://tinyl.io/4lWl
UN Secretary-General appoints “Special Representative for international migration”, UN News, Jan 2006: https://tinyl.io/4lvM
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Lately though, even the United Nations seem to have adopted Pope Paul II’s Catholic point of view:
Their current ca. 15,800-words, 35-pages development agenda is mentioning the term “democracy”
only once! Instead, 22 times reference is made to a new type of association: the “stakeholder”!191
The “United Nations Millennium Declaration” as precursor for the “Millennium Development Goals” in
comparison contains on just 9 pages 9 references to “democracy” and none to “stakeholder”.192 Five
years later, on the 38 pages World Summit resolution to “reaffirm the United Nations Millennium
Declaration” and to “reaffirm that democracy is a universal value” with 14 mentions in total, the term
“stakeholders” already pops up twice193 — a paradigm shift in the making:
•

Rebranding Kinships as Stakeholders?

“The refined definitions of stake and stakeholder are in terms of an interest and activity.”194 Wouldn’t
just identical “defining conceptual terms”ibid. be applicable to any class of kinship?
•

The Art of “Balancing” Sustainable Development

“This Agenda is a plan of action for people, planet and
prosperity.” […] “All countries and all stakeholders, acting in
collaborative partnership, will implement this plan.” […] “We
are committed to achieving sustainable development in its
three dimensions – economic, social and environmental – in
a balanced and integrated manner.”191
▶195

People
Social

Environmental

Planet

Economic

Prosperity

◀ In physical sense these 3 dimension should be arranged as subsets, since
humanity draws all its energy from the environment while economics are nothing
else than mere human activity. Social science methodology however, has been
constructing this “scheme of sustainable development: at the confluence of three
constituent parts”.ibid. Bearing in mind that “the fundamental concept in social science is power”, one
needs to wonder about the very kind of “balanced and integrated manner” to “implement this plan”?
Obviously this plan outlines an economic sphere as own inviolable domain — in striking similarity to
the equally sacrosanct realm of power and wealth by the medieval Catholic Church! Thus it is
essential to examine, whether again a tenet of incontestable certainty is domineering the people?
To begin with, it needed the first woman who was awarded a Nobel Prize in Economics, to lecture
her faculty, that “having one kind of rule, that works everywhere is a ridiculous kind of thinking” 196.
•

“Green from the Grassroots”197 — a Plan with Humanity as Reference (0,0):

“Simply assuming that humans adopt norms [values], however, is not sufficient to predict behavior
[because] individual behavior is strongly affected by the context in which interactions take place” 198.
Reproducing her empirical grassroots data by mathematical models of strategic interaction, Ostrom
demonstrated, how collective decision-making is establishing a Nash Equilibrium — a sustainable,
well balanced state of fairness, where no player has anything to gain by changing his/her strategy.
191
192
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UN/RES70/1, “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”, NYC, Sep 2015, PDF: https://tinyl.io/3aD9
A/RES/55/2, “United Nations Millennium Declaration”, General Assembly, New York, Sep 2000, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4msg
A/RES/60/1, “2005 World Summit Outcome”, General Assembly, New York, Oct 2005: https://tinyl.io/4n5w
McGrath et al., “Stakeholder defined”, University of Southern Queensland, Jul 2017: https://tinyl.io/4n0e
Wikipedia, “Scheme of sustainable development: at the confluence of three constituent parts”: https://tinyl.io/4n75
Ostrom Nobel Lecture, Dec 2009, Video verbatim@time: https://youtu.be/T6OgRki5SgM?t=1046
Ostrom, “Green from the Grassroots”, Project Syndicate, Jun 2012: https://tinyl.io/4otC
Ostrom, “Beyond Markets and States: Polycentric Governance of Complex Economic Systems”, Nobel, Dec 2009: https://tinyl.io/4otA
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Tit for Tat: “The Evolution of Cooperation”199

At Nash’s Nobel celebration the question was raised: “Why did it take so long for economists to
recognize game theory as crucial to their held?” Considering it as “too highly mathematical for
economists”, the geeks “invented the Prisoner’s Dilemma[200] as an example of game theory”201:
Two suspects
in a crime are held and separately questioned by the cops. Without a confession
however, the evidence just justifies a conviction on minor charges. Thus a plea-bargain is offered:
if one rats out the other, the snitch (“sucker”) will walk free
while the other is going to take all
blame and do an extended time . To build up extra pressure, each is told the other is cracking…

confess
keep mum

Suspect B

The
Prisoner’s
Dilemma

Suspect A
confess

keep mum

A
B
3 years 3 years

A
walks

B
5 years

A
5 years

A
1 year

B
1 year

B
walks

“No matter what the other does, defection [non-cooperation] yields a higher payoff than cooperation.
The dilemma is that if both defect, both do worse than if both had cooperated.” 199 However,“for
cooperation to prove stable, the future must have a sufficiently large shadow. [!] This means that the
importance of the next encounter between the same two individuals must be great enough to make
defection an unprofitable strategy when the other player is provocable.” 199
In order to provoke defection, key-witness deals often offer a new identity
and life — thereby literally taking the player out of the game!
•

The Winning-Strategy Tournament202

In 1962,“Axelrod invited professors and other luminaries who had written theoretical papers on the
prisoner’s dilemma to compete in a computer tournament. They would write a computer program that
embodied their strategy, and it would be run against each of the others 200 times. […] Although
Axelrod thought that the winning program would likely to be tens of thousands of lines of code, that
turned out not to be the case. The best strategy was Tit for Tat, with only two” 203 [lines]:
1. always cooperate as first move;
2. always do, “what the other player did on the previous move”199.
199
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Axelrod, “The Evolution of Cooperation”, New York 1984, short: https://tinyl.io/4otG + [https://tinyl.io/5alr full book]
Dilemma, from Greek for “double proposition”, a “choice between two undesirable alternatives”: https://tinyl.io/4oyX
Kuhn et al.,“The Work of John Nash in Game Theory”, Nash Nobel Seminar, Dec 1994, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4otL
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Evolution_of_Cooperation#Axelrod's_tournaments
Kay, “Generous Tit For Tat: A Winning Strategy”, Forbes, Dec 2011 [submitted by Anatol Rapoport]: https://tinyl.io/4otM
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Game Theory: the mathematical analysis of decision making

The computation of all imaginable practices returned this winner: “If everyone is using TIT FOR TAT,
and the future is important enough, then no one can do any better by switching to another strategy.”199
Ostrom “used the term “best practices” to describe the rules and structure of robust institutions” 198,
and drew this conclusion from her data: “The design principles appear to synthesize core factors that
affect the probability of long term survival of an institution developed by the users of a resource.”ibid.
Both the calculation and the empirical method reveal an immanent inevitability which results from
“being trapped inside perverse situations” 198: the more uncertain the present and unforeseeable the
future, the stronger individuals will band together in a community of destiny in order to survive!
•

Proof of Concept: “The Live-and-Let-Live System in World War I”199

1. Decision-making on the ground: “Skin in the Game”204
“What made trench warfare so different from most other combat
was that the same small units faced each other in immobile sectors for extended periods of time. This
changed the game from a one-move Prisoner's Dilemma in which defection is the dominant choice, to
an iterated Prisoner's Dilemma in which conditional strategies are possible.”199
“During the periods of mutual restraint, the enemy soldiers took pains to show each other that they
could indeed retaliate if necessary. For example, German snipers showed their prowess to the British
by aiming at spots on the walls of cottages and firing until they had cut a hole. Likewise the artillery
would often demonstrate with a few accurately aimed shots that they could do more damage if they
wished. These demonstrations of retaliatory capabilities helped police the system by showing that
restraint was not due to weakness, and that defection would be self-defeating.” 199
If mutual interest can even make deadly enemies institute 205 strategies “that affect the probability of
long term survival”, then Ostrom reasonably deducted206, that the same effect of self-policing might
emerge amongst grassroots communities to keep their natural resources intact. However:
2. Decision-making at High Command: “Out-of-Touch”
“To the army headquarters, the important thing was to develop an offensive spirit in the troops. The
Allies, in particular, pursued a strategy of attrition whereby equal losses in men from both sides meant
a net gain for the Allies because sooner or later Germany's strength would be exhausted first. So at the
national level, World War I approximated a zero-sum game in which losses for one side represented
gains for the other side. But at the local level, along the front line, mutual restraint was much preferred
to mutual punishment.”199
Ostrom had noted the same WEIRD neglect of the people affected: “When analysts perceive the
human beings they model as being trapped inside perverse situations, they then assume that other
human beings external to those involved—scholars and public officials—are able to analyze the
situation, ascertain why counterproductive outcomes are reached, and posit what changes in the
rules-in-use will enable participants to improve outcomes. […] It is assumed that the momentum for
change must come from outside the situation rather than from the self-reflection and creativity of
those within a situation to restructure their own patterns of interaction.”196, Ostrom’s Nobel Prize Lecture
204 Taleb et al., “The Skin In The Game Heuristic for Protection Against Tail Events”, Jun 2013, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4otO
205 from Latin institutus, past participle of instituere "to set up, put in place; arrange; found, establish”: https://tinyl.io/4otQ
206 Axelrod’s book “The Evolution of Cooperation” [https://tinyl.io/5alr] is listed as a reference in Ostrom’s Nobel-lecture.
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“Green from the Grassroots”: The Structuring Momentum from Within

Ostrom’s Nobel presentation included this arial photograph 207, contrasting ▶
“modernly managed areas” (top) to “traditionally managed areas” (bottom).
Such “substantial empirical evidence” made Ostrom draw her “Conclusions”208,
namely that “evolutionary theory serves as a natural point of origin for developing a
framework to serve as a guide for building a more comprehensive theory of trust,
reciprocity and cooperation. In chapter 4, Robert Kurzban provides the reader with
the rudiments for understanding how an evolutionary approach can serve as the
basis for such a framework.” Kurzban however was “ignoring […] the problem of how tit-for-tat gets
started in a population. [Yet] Axelrod (1984) provides a more thorough discussion”209:
•

Equilibrating an Array of Returns by “The Robustness of Reciprocity”210/199

“The foundation of cooperation is not really trust, but the durability of the relationship. When the
conditions are right, the players can come to cooperate with each other through trial-and-error
learning about possibilities for mutual rewards, through imitation of other successful players, or even
through a blind process of selection of the more successful strategies with a weeding out of the less
successful ones. Whether the players trust each other or not is less important in the long run than
whether the conditions are ripe for them to build a stable pattern of cooperation with each other.” ibid.
Empirical studies indeed confirm, that game-theoretical mathematics deciphered the “natural point
of origin” in cooperation: “Our research indicates that commitments tend to form under uncertainty
and that trust is higher among those who develop such behavioral commitments. […] we find that
cooperation among individuals is significantly higher when individuals are given the opportunity to
have repeat interactions with the same partners instead of being randomly paired with partners”.211
Multiple repetitions enhance the equilibration212 of mutual returns: As proven by
Nash’s theorem213, “the expectations of the players [in] the continuity of the pay-off”
is ultimately resulting in his Nash Equilibrium — the sustainable coordination of
interests to safeguard everybody’s “probability of long term survival” (Ostrom).
•

Sustainability: the Ability to Sustain as Definitive Axiom214

Axelrod further: “There is no need to assume trust between the players: the use of
reciprocity can be enough to make defection unproductive. Altruism is not needed:
successful strategies can elicit cooperation even from an egoist. Finally, no central
authority is needed: cooperation based on reciprocity can be self-policing.” 199
Adam Smith’s “anxious vigilance” comes to mind, “with which the partners in a private copartnery
frequently watch over their own” 47. As proven, the collective watchfulness will as well encompass to
look over the responsible handling of natural resources, since overexploitation or contamination
would jeopardise the sustainable equilibrium of the common ecology — thus lessen pay-offs!
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214

Nobelprize.org 2009, “Elinor Ostrom Biographical”, ff., Figure 2, Workshop FAO & Indiana University: https://tinyl.io/4oya
Ostrom et al., “Trust and Reciprocity: […]”, 2003, chap. Conclusions, pg. 383, Google Books: https://tinyl.io/4oyb
Ibid; “Trust and Reciprocity: Interdisciplinary Lessons for Experimental Research”, 2003, pg. 123: https://tinyl.io/5aoK
Axelrod, “The Evolution of Cooperation”, New York 1984, PART V Conclusions, Title of Chapter 9, ff: https://tinyl.io/5alr
Cheshire, Cook, “The Emergence of Trust Networks under Uncertainty […]”, 2004, PDF, pg. 222: https://tinyl.io/4pPX
from Latin: aequilibrium “an even balance; a horizontal position”, aequus “equal”, libra “pair of scales”: https://tinyl.io/4pPV
Nash, “Equilibrium points in n-person games”, PNAS January 1, 1950 36 (1) 48-49: https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.36.1.48
from Greek axioma “authority”, literally “that which is thought worthy or fit”: https://tinyl.io/4pPW
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An Axiomatic Deduction of “Empowerment”

In 1921 Einstein had called 215 to “neatly separate […] the logical-formal from its objective or intuitive
content”, because “different persons should arrive at the same logical conclusions when they have
already agreed upon the fundamental laws (axioms) [216], as well as the methods by which other laws
are to be deduced therefrom”.
Accordingly, Axelrod's axiomatics offer a “logical-formal” “point of origin” towards an understanding
of empowerment as an individual capability to “to pay back in kind”217 (suchlike), i.e. to retaliate at
one's own free judgement!
•

“Reciprocity and the Role of Forgiveness in Reoffending”218

This surprisingly simple empowerment axiom can be substantiated by a wealth of empirical data:
“Social systems involving exchange based on reciprocity critically depend on the ability of individuals
to discover others’ non-cooperative behaviour or defection.” 219 The manner of retaliation is “reflected
in the oldest written testimonials” ibid. of humankind: “According to […] the Babylonian code of
Hammurabi […] and documented evidence from Christian, Jewish and Islamic law, violation of social
norms was punished following a relatively simple “tit-for-tat”-like rule (“an eye for an eye...”). ibid.
Tit for Tat appears to be most effective to maintain peace: “Functional brain imaging studies […]
suggests that the evolved function of retribution probably resides in the fact that it deters cheaters
from further non-cooperation, and hence, forces the defector back into a reciprocating relationship” ibid.:

•

A Critical Gender Gap in Reciprocal Capacity

“Women are often found to be more agreeable than men” 220 —
even increasingly56,221 in correspondence with Gender Equality!
If however, the feminine “tendency to forgive predicts continued
psychological and physical aggression”218 in any partnership,
then, as logical consequence, the endeavour to establish and
maintain her reciprocity-potential might constitute the bedrock
of female empowerment — let alone empowerment in general!
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

Einstein, “Geometry and Experience”, Prussian Academy of Sciences in Berlin, Jan 1921: https://tinyl.io/4pPq
from Greek axioma “authority”, literally “that which is thought worthy or fit”: https://tinyl.io/4pPu
Late Latin retaliare, from re- “back” + talis “suchlike”. Originally used both in good and evil senses: https://tinyl.io/4pPr
McNulty, “The Dark Side of Forgiveness…”, Pers Soc Psychol Bull, Jun 2011, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4pVL
Brüne et al., “An Eye for an Eye”? Neural Correlates of Retribution and Forgiveness”, Aug 2013, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4pVJ
Weisberg et al., “Gender Differences in Personality across the Ten Aspects of the Big Five”, Aug 2011: https://tinyl.io/4pPz
Giolla et al., Figure 2, “Correlations between average trait scores and gender equality”: https://tinyl.io/4pQ0
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Empirical Evidence across Millennia: A WEIRD Transformation in Risk Sharing

How did the reciprocity axiom, the obvious evident pivotal force in human cooperation, ever fall into
oblivion? As a matter of fact, it has been ousted over the course of centuries by a revolutionary
social construct: the limited liability. Its inception during the 16th century, made an eyewitness by
the name of Shakespeare raise the question, whether a “pound of sterlings” [coins, made of 92.5%
silver] might indeed constitute an equivalent (be of same value) to a human “pound of flesh”?
England’s national poet produced a dramatised remake of Aristotle’s arguments on τόκῳ [tokos]222:
i.e. “usury223, which makes a gain out of money itself, and not from the natural object of it. For money
was intended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at interest. And this term interest, which
means the birth of money from money, is applied to the breeding of money because the offspring
resembles the parent. Wherefore of any modes of getting wealth this is the most unnatural.” 224
Likewise Antonio, “The Merchant of Venice”, confronts Shylock, a rent-seeker, for not “serving for […] a
venture” — tantamount with facing up to uncertainty, “a thing not in his power to bring to pass, but
swayed and fashioned by the hand of heaven.” 225 Was there no difference between a “blessed” natural
“work of generation” and him, making money as end in itself? — “I cannot tell: I make it breed as fast.”
“Shylock counterbalances Antonio's willingness to break his principle (against usury) for 'love' with his
own apparent willingness to break his principle (for usury) for 'love'” 226; — by demanding “an equal
pound of your fair flesh” as penalty of forfeit. “Both men, overconfident about their 'deserts',227 will be
educated through painful reversals.”226
When Shylock, to the horror of Shakespeare’s audience, is already sharpening his knife in court, a
final “look upon the bond” reveals, that “this bond doth give thee here no jot of blood”! This happy
end is drawn from the biblical condemnation of [ ֫נֶֶׁש ְךneshek], “literally something bitten off”:228
Hebrew Bible
Ezekiel 18.13

ָתן
ַ֛ נ

ַּב ֶּ֧נֶׁש ְך

ָּדמיו
ָ֖

ִהיֶֽה׃
ְי

ּ֥בֹו

ָ֔
יּומת

if he has exacted usury his blood shall be upon him he shall die

Usury was pronounced a deadly sin, because it would cut into the entire bloodline’s “way to thrive”
(Shakespeare), if any creditor was permitted to feast off the debtor’s (re)productive 229 capability. As
inevitable consequence, the entire cooperative equilibrium would be unhinged by warring clans!
Thus ultimately, the deterrent axiom Tit-for-Tat serves as durable peace keeper by safeguarding the
individual empowerment to risk and to retaliate accordingly.
•

Shaping a sustainable Network of Liability/Re-liability230

The classic cooperative pattern is always evolving in the same chronology: 1. a general uncertainty
enforces the formation of bands; 2. the time and again reiterations of reciprocity produce reams of
confirmation of mutual bonds. Moreover, to ensure a “continuity of pay-off”, the collective “anxious
vigilance” covers the entire environmental matrix — preventing any overexploitation of resources.
222
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230

Biblehub, noun from tiktó “to bear, bring forth, produce, beget, yield”, fig. term for interest, usury: https://tinyl.io/4pcL
from Medieval Latin usuria, alteration of Latin usura “payment for the use of money, interest”: https://tinyl.io/4pcR
Aristotle, “Politics”, Book One, Part X, written 350 B.C.E, translated by Benjamin Jowett: https://tinyl.io/4pcX
“The Merchant of Venice”: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/the-merchant-of-venice/entire-play/?#line-1.3.100
Holmer, “Choice, Hazard and Consequence”, New York, 1995, pg 166, 168: https://tinyl.io/5anR
“suitable reward or punishment, what one deserves”, from Old French deserte “merit, recompense”: https://tinyl.io/4pQb
Biblehub, Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon, “interest, usury (literally something bitten off)”: https://tinyl.io/4pcY
The Popes Julius II & Leo X, “Fifth Lateran Council 1512-17 A.D.”, Papal Encyclicals Online: https://tinyl.io/4pca
probably from Anglo-French *liable, […] “to bind, tie up, fasten, tether; bind by obligation”: https://tinyl.io/4pcc
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Karma — an endless knotted Band of Actions and Reactions231

▶

Some civilisations even emphasise, that the result of reiterated reciprocity is going
to reverberate through various reincarnations of the human soul. However:
•

Reassessment of the Prisoner’s Dilemma with Number of Iterations n = 0

“With n fixed, a simple backwards induction argument suffices to show that the Nash equilibrium is to
◀ always defect.”232 At best immediately after an advantageous haggling and “barter233
[because that] is what you do with those to whom you are not bound by ties of
hospitality or kinship”234! As inevitable consequence the “moneyed men” or
“capitalists” started “forming […] almost a class apart in society.”235
•

The Looting Mechanics 1.0: Limited Liability

“The modern world began on a freezing New Year's Eve, in 1600, when the
British Queen Elizabeth I granted a company of 218 merchants a monopoly of
trade to the east of the Cape of Good Hope. The East India Company […] was
one of the first companies to offer limited liability to its shareholders.” 236
“One of the very first Indian words to enter the English language was the
Hindustani slang for plunder: ‘loot’.” “For a century, the East India Company
conquered, subjugated and plundered vast tracts of south Asia.” 237 Behind
their “corporate raiders” though, stood wealthy investors, who, since King
Henry VIII had reinstated usury in 1545, scrambled to convert their real
estates plus livestock into joint stock. By 1595 a former English Roman Catholic priest noted, that
“some are so ravished with this kind of impiety [irreverence, godlessness], that they have sold their
inheritance, and thereby provided a stock of money; which they lend out continually for this filthy lucre
[profit], to the utter undoing of their honest needy neighbours” 238.
Correspondingly, Shakespeare's drama culminates in the creditor's refusal to show mercy 239 unto his
debtor — in outright denial of the advertised promise: “This is kind I offer […] kindness will I show.”240
“The quality of mercy”:241
“But mercy is […] an attribute to God Himself;
And earthly power doth then show likest God's;
When mercy seasons justice.”
The “Judaic view of forgiveness as a moral imperative has been shaped decisively by the beliefs in a
compassionate God whom we have a duty to emulate” 242, this duty is matched by “Allah the Merciful”
\  الرّحيمin the Islamic denomination or by the Christian conviction, that “Deus Caritas Est”.
•

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242

Karma (Sanskrit कर्म), the Buddhist spiritual principle of “deed for deed” — in good or bad: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karma
Chiou et al., “Game Theory”, https://brilliant.org/wiki/game-theory/
mid-15c.: “to barter, cheat, deceive, haggle” (also, “to have sexual intercourse”): https://tinyl.io/4pcd
Graeber, “The Imaginary Myth of Barter”, in “First Five Thousand Years of Debt”, P2PF Wiki, 2011: https://tinyl.io/4pdu
Braudel, “Civilization and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century, Vol. II: The Wheels of Commerce”, bottom pg. 234 ff: https://tinyl.io/4pch
NN, “The Company that ruled the waves”, The Economist, Dec 2011: https://tinyl.io/4pcl
Dalrymple, “The East India Company: The original corporate raiders”, The Guardian, Mar 2015: https://tinyl.io/4pco
Bell, “The Speculation of Usury”, printed by Valentine Symmes, London 1596: https://tinyl.io/4pcr
from Old French mercit, merci (9c.) “reward, gift; kindness, grace, pity”, read more: https://tinyl.io/4pcs
“The Merchant of Venice”: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/the-merchant-of-venice/entire-play/?#line-1.3.153
“The Merchant of Venice”: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/the-merchant-of-venice/entire-play/?#line-4.1.199
Neumann, “The Quality of Mercy: on the Duty to Forgive in the Judaic Tradition”, 1987: https://tinyl.io/4pcu
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“Three thousand ducats for three months, and Antonio bound.” 243

“When sixteenth-century writers were struggling to conceptualize the […] formative period of the
modern economy […] Shakespeare was dramatizing its basic principles” 244— ultimately perverting245
the human “character itself into an economic category”: “Shylock’s famously ambiguous musing that
“Antonio is a good man,” to which Bassanio responds with angry incomprehension: “Have you heard
any imputation to the contrary?” (1.3.9–10). Bassanio [whom Antonio likes to help with that money]
does not understand that Shylock is employing the term “good” to mean financially “sufficient” to
justify a loan. This reduction of moral character to financial viability struck many people as an
objectionable degradation of the soul itself, the source of which must be the very principle of evil.” 246
After all, suchlike “commodification, or the determination of values by the “indifferent” mechanisms of
exchange”244 of the individual247, was tantamount to wrenching a living soul from God’s Communion
and dehumanising it as inanimate object! Since the Shakespearian era however, “money and words
as homologous systems that function to constitute, transmit, and alter values” 244 have entirely
reframed its original notion of “indivisibility” to its present significance as “distinct entity”248 — and
base unit in “human resources”.
• Money as Debt
In 1694 “King William III offered some London merchants who’d made a loan
of £1.2 million to fight a war in France the right to call themselves “The Bank
of England” and loan that money he owed them to others in the form of
banknotes”249 — constituting in fact nothing else but promissory ▶
notes, each an IOU (I Owe You) backed by HM Revenue & Customs.
•

“Fountain Pen Money”250

In 2014 The Bank of England has officially confirmed, that
each time “when a bank makes a loan […] new money ▶
is created”. But “just as taking out a new loan creates
money, the repayment of bank loans destroys money”ibid..
Consequently “there's really no limit on how much banks
could create, provided they can find someone willing to
borrow it.” “This is because money is really just an IOU.” 251
However, if “money is equivalent to wealth for an individual
only because other individuals will supply the real goods
and services desired in exchange for that money” 252, then the Shylock question inevitably arises: are
all IOUs as “good”— i.e. credit253 worthy?
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first recorded in the 1590s [!] as “an instrument binding one to pay a sum to another”: https://tinyl.io/4pd9
Waswo, “Shakespeare and the Formation of the Modern Economy”, Université de Genève, Dec 1996: https://tinyl.io/4pdA
from Latin pervertere “misdirect, misapply”, lit. “turn the wrong way”; per “away” + vertere “to turn”: https://tinyl.io/4pdC
Hawkes, “The Culture of Usury in Renaissance England”, Springer, 2010, PDF, pg. 147/148: https://tinyl.io/4pe4
from Latin: in- “not, opposite of” + dividere “to force apart, cleave, distribute”=”indivisible, inseparable": https://tinyl.io/4pdG
from Wikipedia, “Individual”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Individual
Graeber, “First Five Thousand Years of Debt”, Interview, P2PF Wiki, 2011: https://tinyl.io/3Trz
Bank of England, “Money Creation in the Modern Economy”, Quarterly Bulletin 2014 Q1, pg. 16: https://tinyl.io/4pe9
Graeber, “The truth is out: money is just an IOU, and the banks are rolling in it”, The Guardian, Mar 2014: https://tinyl.io/4peD
Sowell, “Basic Economics, A Common Sense Guide To The Economy”, 4th ed. 2011, pg 406: https://tinyl.io/5anc
from Latin credere “to trust, entrust, believe”, 1540s, “belief, faith,” — reframing religious context: https://tinyl.io/4peJ
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Exter’s Inverted Pyramid of Debt

Back “in the early ‘60s” a U.S. top-tier central banker “thought of this upside down debt pyramid”254 as
true-to-scale representation of financial assets and their corresponding notional values in US$ 255:

“Creditors will
try to get out
of those weak
debtors & go
down the debt
pyramid…”253

“The higher
debtors sit in
the pyramid,
the less liquid
they are.”253

•

The Great Pyramid-Scheme of “Vested Interests” (Veblen)

In 1993 “two economists published a research paper with a delightfully simple title: »Looting«.”256 They
conceptualised, why “the normal economics of maximizing economic value is replaced by the
topsy-turvy [upside down] economics of maximizing current extractable value”, “when a
government guarantees a firm's debt obligation”. Consequently there arises an
“incentive to go broke for profit at society's expense (to loot)”. “As in all cases of
bankruptcy for profit, however, the owners have no stake in future gains and losses at a thrift,
[sustainable management] and therefore will be indifferent to actions that cause social losses.” 257
Ultimately, all looting raids by “artificially inflated accounting valuation” ibid. are creating additional
“bad assets” of fictitious value. This, so Exter in 1991 [!], must inevitably lead to “a major run down
the debt pyramid into currency in circulation […or…] into Treasury bills”! “The Fed [US central bank]
can simply print all they want at very low cost. Paper money is as abundant as leaves on trees.”
254
255
256
257

Sanders, “An interview with John Exter”, The Moneychanger, Jun 1991: https://tinyl.io/4pem
Demonocracy, “All the Money in the World”, data source [ca. 2017] and further infographics: https://tinyl.io/4pep
Leonhardt, “The Looting of America’s Coffers”, New York Times, Mar 2009: https://tinyl.io/4pf0 / https://tinyl.io/4pf4
Akerlof et al., “Looting: The Economic Underworld of Bankruptcy for Profit”, Brookings 2:1993, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4pf2
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The “Too-Big-to-Fail”258 Pyramid of Debt

“The world is drowning in debt” 259 was reported
from the World Economic Forum in Davos by
January 2020. “Global debt soared to a record
high 331% of GDP ($258 trillion) in Q1 2020” ▶
according to a study by The Institute of International Finance (IIF)260.
In order to pay off just the debt
evaluated by IIF, mainly comprising
the government securitised segment of ▲ Exter’s
Pyramid, the entire governed humanity would have to
work for 3 1/3 years without payment exclusively for
those creditors/investors — the top 1% to 10%, who own
a good half and/or respectively 85% of all global assets.
•

“Quantitative Easing” or Quantitative Increasing?

“Quantitative easing involves us creating digital money. ▶
We [central banks] then use it to buy things [!] like government debt in the form of bonds. You may also hear it called
‘QE’ or ‘asset purchase’ – these are the same thing.” 261
“Suppose we buy £1 million of government bonds from a
pension fund. In place of the bonds, the pension fund now has £1 million in money. Rather than hold
on to this money, it might invest it in financial assets that give it a higher return […
higher up the
Pyramid, more risky …]. And when demand for financial assets is high […] the value of these assets
increases […] this makes businesses and households holding shares wealthier”[ sic!].ibid.
“The Necessity of Quid pro Quo”—Tit-For-Tat—“in the Action of Debt”262
“The pound of flesh which I demand of him
Is dearly bought; ’tis mine and I will have it.”.263
▶
Indeed, Shylock had a stake of 10.5 kg gold in the game, as his Venetian ducats were “made from
gold refined as pure as contemporary technology allowed (about 23,875 carats or 99.47%).” 264 Beyond
doubt, the nominal- or face-value of hallmarked ducats more than matched their weight in gold —
thus constitute a real wealth of earned assets; whereas today’s IOUs largely represent yet unearned,
artificial value, i.e. a speculative pledge into the future, often issued by an entity of limited liability.
•

“All's well that ends well”: Shakespeare’s turbulent topsy-turvy plots expose the conflicting priorities
set by genuine versus feigned human virtues. England’s poet never ceased to dramatise, that the
backing of the law was imperative in order to solve the commonplace dilemma of assuring that
deeds match words and henceforth let righteousness prevail over corruption.
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Robins, “East India Company: The Original Too-Big-to-Fail Firm”, Blomberg Opinion, Mar 2013: https://tinyl.io/4pgs
Tappe, “Davos 2020 | The world is drowning in debt”, CNN Business, Jan 2020: https://tinyl.io/4pgu
IIF, “Global Debt Monitor | Sharp spike in debt ratios”, Jul 2020, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4pgw
Bank of England, “What is quantitative easing?”: https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/quantitative-easing
McGovern, “Contract in Medieval England: The Necessity for Quid pro Quo and a Sum Certain”, Jul 1969: https://tinyl.io/4pgx
“The Merchant of Venice”: https://shakespeare.folger.edu/shakespeares-works/the-merchant-of-venice/entire-play?#line-4.1.100
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Economic History, [3.545 grams*300 of 99.47% gold, = 10.579 kg AU]: https://tinyurl.com/yasvbfyx
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“In Renaissance England, the understanding of the law’s philosophical underpinnings was basically
that of Thomas Aquinas: law is an ordinance of reason for the common good, promulgated by him
who has care of a community.” 265 Just ante the Shakespearian era however, the nation’s traditional
“integrity” had been subjected to “a disjunction of essential proportions.”ibid.
•

•

“All that glisters is not gold”266
“They have in England
A coin that bears the figure of an angel
Stamped in gold, but that’s insculpted upon”.267
“Quantitative Easing, the Medieval Way”268

▶

Shakespeare’s call to look beyond the deceptive face-value of money originated in England’s recent
experience of King Henry VIII’s “Great Debasement”, along with his reinstatement of usury. “Before
debasing began, the face value of coinage was practically the same as its bullion value. […] By the
end of Henry VIII’s reign the bullion value of his coins was around 25% of their face value.” ibid.
Consequently “coins with higher fineness were often hoarded, while debased legal tender currency
was used to pay debts.”ibid Ultimately, the sovereign’s “Quantitative Easing” had “greatly affected both
confidence in the monarchy as well as the country's trading relations, with foreign merchants refusing
to accept the debased currency as payments.”269
•

An “Exorbitant Privilege” Then and Today

A similar refusal was publicly demonstrated, when “in August of 1971
the French […] President George Pompidou ordered a destroyer to sail
to New Jersey to redeem US dollars for gold held at Fort Knox, as was his
right under Bretton Woods!”270 Under this agreement of 1944, the US
dollar had been pegged to gold at $35 per ounce and designated as
normative monetary unit for all transnational business.
“The flaw in the Global Plan was intimately connected to what Valery
Giscard d’Estaing, President de Gaulle’s finance minister at the time,
called the dollar’s exorbitant privilege: The United States’ unique
privilege to print money at will without any global institutionalised
constraints.”ibid.
Thus, meanwhile US dollars represent merely 1.75%
of their formerly designated value to gold271
▶
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Owen, “Old Coppernose – Quantitative easing, the medieval way”, The Royal Mint, Dec 2012: https://tinyl.io/4ph3
Wikipedia, “The Great Debasement, Restoration under Elizabeth I (1558–1603)”: https://tinyl.io/4ph4
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Undermining the “Equitable Standard” [Tit-for-Tat]

In 1965, with gold still at $35/oz, the French President “De Gaulle called for nations having international financial responsibilities to consider paying off their balance-of-payments debts solely in
gold. Gold, he said, was the only “unquestionable monetary basis which did not bear the mark of any
individual country,” and therefore the most equitable standard upon which to conduct international
financial transactions.”272,273
In order to safeguard a balance-of-payments between all signatory states, the
“International Monetary Fund” had been constituted by “The United Nations [!]
Monetary and Financial Conference”, held at Bretton Woods/US-NH: wherein
“the IMF’s Articles envisaged capital controls as a permanent, structural element
of the international financial landscape, and — despite successful intervention by
powerful New York bankers to water down these provisions — the IMF’s Articles of
Agreement stress current account convertibility over capital account convertibility.”274
That opposing bankers’ plan was articulated by George Moore, president of First National City Bank
(now Citibank) in 1963: “With the dollar leading international currency and the United States the
world’s largest exporter and importer of goods, services and capital, it is only natural that U.S. banks
should gird themselves to play the same relative role in international finance that the great British
financial institutions played in the nineteenth century.” 275
As “Senior VP of Citibank […] in the early ‘60s”,
Exter had top-tier insight into “why the dollar
was weak […] the Fed is printing too many
dollars and they flow out of the country into
foreign central banks who demand gold.”254
Within just 12 years (Aug 1961 = $ 49,300mil),
(Aug 1971 = $ 84,100mil) the US dollar stock
had been inflated to 170.59%!
▶ 276
But Exter’s CEO “was enamoured of Friedman
— often had him speak to the officers”. “In a
book published in the late 1950s Friedman laid out his view. The key was that the Treasury should sell
off all its gold in the marketplace over a period of 5 years, go to floating exchange rates, & have the Fed
increase the money supply at a fixed rate every year — he didn’t give the rate [laughing].“ 254
•

“Never Let a Good Crisis go to Waste”277

The economist Friedman himself wrote in hindsight: “Only a crisis — actual or perceived — produces
real change. When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying
around. That, I believe, is our basic function: to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them
alive and available until the politically impossible becomes the politically inevitable.” 278
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Foreign Relations of the U. S., 1964–1968, Volume VIII, International Monetary and Trade Policy: https://tinyl.io/4phB
France President Charles de Gaulle, press conference, 4 Feb 1965, Video: https://youtu.be/j58gikUjyIo?t=6
Ghosh et al., “What’s In a Name? That Which We Call Capital Controls”, IMF Working Paper, Feb 2016 : https://tinyl.io/4phC
Gibson, “Battling Wall Street: The Kennedy Presidency”, 1994, pg. 113, Google Books snippet: https://tinyurl.com/yyz33cy2
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (US), “Monetary Base; Total (BOGMBASE)”, adjust manual: https://tinyl.io/4phR
Attributed to Winston Churchill, British Prime Minister during World War II (Kraaijenbrink, Forbes May 2020): https://tinyl.io/4phV
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“The ‘Villian’ of the Crisis: Eurodollars”279…

… so the headline of the New York Times read on May 10, 1971. Therein the “mysterious entity known
as the Eurodollar market” was described as “vehicle for speculation”, a “free-wheeling market, which
functions without restrictions from any national government.” “Although […] its expansion in volume is
a somewhat mysterious process whose explanation divides even the experts.” “Branches of American
banks in London also play a key role.” Hence “Giscard d'Estaing, the Finance Minister of France, said it
was time that the industrial world made a concerted attempt to regulate the Eurodollar market.” ibid.
•

“Nixon Shock”: the unilateral cancellation of the financial yardstick “Gold-Convertibility”

Regardless, “Nixon wanted absolute freedom to cause the domestic economy to boom during his 1972
reelection campaign. Friedman’s disciples at Camp David served up exactly that gift, and wrapped it in
the monetary doctrine of the nation’s leading conservative intellectual.”280
•

“The Social Responsibility of Business is to Increase its Profits” 281

“The Friedman monetary theory actually placed the nation’s stock of bank reserves, money, and credit
under the unfettered sway of what amounted to a twelve-member monetary politburo”: “once the
central bank got the money supply growth rate into a fixed and reliable groove, the free market would
take care of everything else, including determination of the correct exchange rate between the dollar
and every other currency on the planet […while…] thereby saturating the banking system with newly
minted reserves and the wherewithal for inflationary credit growth.” 282
•

The Centuplication (+10,000%) of the US Dollar Reserve
During the last 60 years, from August 1960 (= $50,300mil)
to August 2020 ($5,002,000mil/$5tn), the US dollar stock
has been inflated by 9,944.33% — or by a factor of 100:

Most notable appears the sextupling (595.33%) of just U.S. Base Money within the last ▲ 12 years!
279
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Lee, “The ‘Villian’ of the Crisis: Eurodollars”, The New York Times, May 1971: https://tinyl.io/4pgr
Stockman, “Unshackling the Fed”, excerpt from his book “The Great Deformation”, Jun 2013: https://tinyl.io/4pgp
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The WEIRD 2020 Pandemonium283

On top of $5tn Base Money,
the Fed piled 40% QE asset
purchases for “Total Assets”
of $7.1tn!
▶ 284
Regardless that the World
Economic Forum (WEF) in
January 2020 assessed, that
“the world is drowning in
debt” — although consisting
in vast parts of IOUs which
nobody is willing to barter
for — all the major WEIRD
Central Banks considered it
imperative to incur even
more debt, in order to keep the “systemic financial institutions” afloat:
“Global Quantitative Easing (QE) asset purchases are likely to reach USD6 trillion in 2020 […] a
staggering amount that is equal to more than half the cumulative global QE total seen over 2009 to
2018”285. Essential prerequisite for printing such staggering amounts of money however is, that the
“independence of central banks” can rely on an “accommodative policy”, as the MD of the IMF put it:286
•

“Now [Oct ‘19] is the time for countries […] to deploy or get ready to deploy fiscal firepower.” ibid.

Until Oct ‘20, “governments already injected some $12 trillion of stimulus, according to IMF estimates,
widening their budget deficits by an average 9 percentage points of GDP, and putting global public
debt on track to pass 100% of GDP”287. This “Change in Global Government Debt and Deficits, 2007–20”
is illustrated by the following IMF chart as “Percent of GDP” 288:

Already in October 2008 “the excuse for bypassing normal legislative procedures was the existence of
an emergency […] that failure to act would threaten civil unrest and the imposition of martial law.” 289
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IMF Managing Director Georgieva, Opening Press Conference, Oct 2019: https://tinyl.io/4pgi
Bloomberg, “IMF Joins Powell and Lagarde Urging Governments to Keep Spending”, Oct 2020: https://tinyl.io/4pgj
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“The Looting of America’s Coffers” 290 by the “Too Big to Fail”291 and “Too Big to Jail”292 Players

Upon signing the “Emergency Economic Stabilization Act” the House Speaker
boasted293: “High-fliers on Wall Street will no longer be able to jeopardize that
personal economic security of Americans, […] because of the bright light of
scrutiny, accountability and the attention given under regulatory reform.”
But “Mr. Obama, [while campaigning to become the next president] had urged
lawmakers from both parties to “not make the same mistake twice.”ibid. – Anyhow,
didn't the president to-be listen as “The Oracle” of moneyed interests spoke:
“We are fortunate […] that, thanks to globalisation, policy decisions in the US
have been largely replaced by global market forces… it hardly makes any
difference who will be the next president. The world is governed by market
forces.”294 In 2008 this very poster boy of “The Committee to Save the World”295 ▶
conceded “a state of shocked disbelief” about “the self-interest”296 of bankers:
Still there is “a distinction between classic moral hazard and looting”: “With moral hazard, bankers are
making real wagers. If those wagers pay off, the government has no role in the transaction. With
looting, the government’s involvement is crucial to the whole enterprise.[…] In effect, the bankers had
siphoned off this bailout money in advance, years before the government had spent it.” ibid.
•

2020: “Too Big to Fail: The Entire Private Sector”297

“In this cycle, it is not a specific institution that is too big to fail — it is the investment-grade
bond market that is too big to fail […] Government involvement risks creating a generation of
zombie companies […] But, for investors, […] the bailouts, backstops or safety nets are a reality.”ibid.
Prior to December 2019,“the Fed had focused its asset purchases on U.S. Treasuries and mortgagebacked securities […] The SMCCF's [Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility] purchases of bond
ETFs [Exchange-Traded Fund] represent entirely new territory for the Fed.”298 By then however, the US
central banks announced299 “to undertake open market operations” and “repurchase” assets from e.g.
“Bank of America … JPMorgan Chase … Goldman Sachs […and] high-yield – or junk-bonds”.298
As a result, “the collective wealth of America’s billionaires has jumped by $931 billion, or nearly onethird since mid-March […] even as the U.S. economy was reeling from a huge spike in joblessness and
a collapse in taxes collected”.300 Moreover, a “scenario planning” of 2010 became reality in 2020:
“international mobility of both people and goods screeched to a halt, debilitating industries like
tourism and breaking global supply chains. Even locally, normally bustling shops and office buildings
sat empty for months, devoid of both employees and customers.”301
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2010: Case Study “Lock Step”

Right after the 2008 looting spree, “The Rockefeller Foundation and The Global Business Network”
developed the worst case scenario “Lock Step”, which would require “a world of tighter top-down
government control and more authoritarian leadership”:ibid. “During the pandemic, national leaders
around the world flexed their authority and imposed airtight rules and restrictions, from the
mandatory wearing of face masks to body-temperature checks at the entries to
communal spaces like train stations and supermarkets.”ibid.
•

2020: “The Great Lockdown”302

After having “imposed airtight rules and restrictions”, in compliance with the
scenario, British Prime Minister “has likened the effort to Whac-A-Mole,
▶
303
the decades-old arcade game” — by immediately striking down on each
“careless”, non-compliant individual, daring to venture out of containment,
with his executive mallet of state power.
“This crisis is like no other. First, the shock is large. The output loss […] dwarfs
the losses that triggered the global financial crisis [of 2008]. Second, like in a war or a political crisis,
there is continued severe uncertainty about the duration and intensity of the shock. Third, […] the
crisis is to a large extent the consequence of needed containment measures[sic!].”ibid.
The actual sequence of events however, suggests a different causality:
•

2019: Simulation “Event 201”304

The very day after the IMF called upon the “fiscal firepower” of governments, “a high-level pandemic
exercise […] illustrated areas where public/private partnerships will be necessary during the response
to a severe pandemic in order to diminish large-scale economic and societal consequences.” ibid.
•

“One had to actually start the messy transition” 305…

… as the IMF put it in 2003 — while refuting criticism, that the transitional economic “‘shock therapy’
was ‘too much shock, too little therapy’”. In addition the IMF conceded, that “the critics are also right
that too much emphasis was placed in the initial stages of transition on who owned the assets, that is,
whether it was the state or the private sector.”ibid. IMF 2020: “Our recent analysis in the Global Financial
Stability Report shows these asset purchase programs have generally proven effective, including by
helping to stabilize local financial markets.”306 — “The decline of public capital” 307 however indicates,
whose ownership sector hardly needs “stabilisation” any more ▼ as there are almost no assets left:
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Establishing a Public-Private Power Differential

Most WEIRD societies have not only been deprived of their public
capital, but since the 1970s also increasingly indebted
▶ 308
by those in power. That begs the question, as to why on earth
“global financial stability risks have been contained” ibid. over and
over again by public “fiscal firepower” — if with absolute certainty
“the world is governed by market forces”?
Especially because quoted mastermind of “the Committee to Save
the World” was already left “in a state of shocked disbelief”, as the
Friedmanites’ “whole intellectual edifice […] collapsed”309 in 2008?
•

“Sabotage: The Hidden Nature of Finance”310

“The very idea of a ‘free’ market has become synonymous with an ‘unregulated’ market—one that is
unaccountable to the wider public that must act as a lender of last resort when their financial
machinations come to a grinding halt due to an engineering flaw of their own design.” ibid. This edifice
of thought is resting on a single cornerstone, namely “the conviction that money–values are more
real and substantial than any of the material facts in this transitory world”311.
Consequently the absolutisation of this conviction, commonly known as “capital–ism”, is going to
establish a profitable structural power differential: “For the transient time being, therefore, any person
who has the legal right to withhold any part of the necessary industrial apparatus or materials from
current use will be in a position to impose terms and exact obedience, on pain of rendering the
community’s joint stock of technology inoperative for that extent.” ibid.
•

Market Competition or Market Control as Ultimate Business Ends?

“Veblen was, in effect, an early believer in efficient market theory. […] “There is a lot to be learned from
Veblen’s ideas, not least because today’s regulatory and institutional architecture of the leading
economies was formed largely during his time. […] Sabotage – or, to use Veblen’s terms, something in
the way of retardation, restriction, withdrawal or harming of either the clients, competitors or
governments – is most probably the main source of profitability in finance”. 312
That huge “Market Value” of Microsoft Inc. is less the result of
industrial but of business practices: the company has excelled
in the strategic sabotage of competitors, clients and even
governments to virtually monopolise its market segment. ▶ 313
•

“Profit and Capitalisation [..] divorced from Productivity”

Realising this very “distinction is crucial not least because it
goes counter to the conventional creed: in common parlance,
industry and business are synonyms, whereas for Veblen they
were antonyms:
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“Industry, understood as the collective knowledge and creative effort of humanity, is inherently
cooperative, integrated and synchronized. […] Business, in contrast, isn’t collective; it’s private. Its
goals are achieved through the threat and exercise of systemic prevention and restriction – that is,
through what Veblen called strategic sabotage.”314
•

“Capital as Power”315

“How does private ownership ‘generate’ earnings? By necessity, every social order is created and
sustained through a certain mixture of cooperation and power. In simple egalitarian societies,
cooperation was paramount; in capitalism, power is the governing principle.
The power principle of capitalism is rooted in the centrality of private ownership. […] The most
important feature of private ownership is not that it enables [or empowers] those who own, but that it
disables [or disempowers] those who do not.” In a nutshell: “Capital, the authors claim, represents the
organized power of dominant capital groups to reshape – or creorder – their society.” ibid.
•

As the Creorder went Topsy-Turvy

A graph316 vividly reveals, how the society in the heartland of free capitalism became “creordered”:
During first 40 years following the greatest financial crisis in the 20th century, “incomes rose for people
in the bottom 90 percent of the income distribution”, while remaining “basically stagnant for the top 1
percent of earners”.ibid. Thereafter, since meanwhile more than 40 years, “the reverse occurred”:ibid.

In the wake of the financial crisis 1929/33, US legislation debased the Dollar against its reference
value in gold from $20 to $35 per ounce — factually wiping out nearly half (42.857%) of all debt!
Ultimately the new laws fostered to earn wealth by industry and trade for a 90% majority, while
restricting means and limiting scope (Bretton Woods) to unearned capital gains for the “Top 1%”.
314 Interview with Bichler and Nitzan, “Capitalism as a Mode of Power”, Jul 2013: https://tinyl.io/4pvK
315 Nitzan, Bichler; “Capital as Power: A Study of Order and Creorder”, York Univ. 2005, PDF pgs i, 228: https://tinyl.io/4pvI
316 Bui, “The Fall And Rise Of U.S. Inequality, In 2 Graphs”, NRP, Feb 2015, 1st graph: https://tinyl.io/4pvL — NB the 2nd interactive graph!
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“The Code of Capital”: “minting private money from law”317

“If there ever was a magic ingredient for seemingly making something from nothing, it
is law. Law can transform a simple commitment into an enforceable claim. And with a
few additional legal steroids that grant asset holders priority, durability, convertibility and
universality, law can turn a simple asset into a capital asset” […] “Notes, currencies, bonds,
asset-backed securities (ABS), and their derivatives exist only in law; without it markets for these assets
would neither exist nor have scaled to multi-trillion-dollar markets that span the globe. The history of
credit, or private money, is thus inextricably linked to the willingness of states to throw public power
behind private commitments made on an unknown future.” ibid.
•

The Looting Mechanism 2.0: The Creorder Topsy-Turvy since 1971

The termination of the gold standard as “fixed-value system”318 constituted the tipping-point towards
a nominal “«science of economics» [which] relies on fictitious quantities”319 — to be cast into law.
Till then “the quasi-statist system of Bretton Woods had put a check on capital mobility so as to allow
domestic policy autonomy without compromising
monetary stability. Finally, since the 1970s, the rise of
neoliberalism has, again, unleashed capital mobility.
[…] The real impact of capital flows is on the underlying nature of power. When ownership crosses a
border, it alters the organization and institutions of
power on both sides of that border and, eventually,
the significance of the border itself. In this sense,
capital mobility creorders the very state of capital –
from within and from without”.320
▶321
Obviously, in modern times transnational “capital
mobility” is culminating twice: “During the previous
phase, foreign assets peaked at less than 20 per
cent of world GDP; in the current phase, which so far
shows no sign of abating, their ratio to GDP has
already surpassed 90 per cent.”320
But “capital flow denotes the movement not of
machines or production, but of ownership.”
Therefore, “on its own, the act of foreign investment
– whether portfolio or direct – consists of nothing
more than the creation or alteration of legal
entitlements”320 — “owned against others” [Veblen].
Do these figures suggest, that capital power can
creorder keeping possession of foreign wealth
even more thoroughly than military power?
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A “Federation of Peace” (foedus pacificum)322,323

In his groundbreaking work on “Perpetual Peace” Kant noted: “For of the three forces, the power of
arms, the power of alliance and the power of money, the last might well become the most reliable
instrument of war, did not the difficulty of ascertaining the amount stand in the way.”ibid.
In this regard, the current heyday of Quantitative Easing leads to only one reasonable conclusion:
The money power itself must have succeeded in usurping the “exorbitant privilege” of “ascertaining
the amount” — thus eliminating the crucial “difficulty” for being “the most reliable instrument of war”!
Once, given the horrors of World War II, preventing any kind of future aggression between nations
had been the imperative. Consequently, “The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference”, 324
held at Bretton Woods in 1944, sought to constrain cross-border capital flows — in order to be put in
execution exclusively via the IMF. By end of war the superordinated United Nations were founded, as
“international organization”, “based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.”325
As a matter of formal logic, only this principle of the sovereign equality precludes326 the development
of power differentials, because: “Right, as the world goes, is only in question between equals in power,
while the strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.” 327
However it may be: “The strongest are still never sufficiently strong to ensure
them continual mastership, unless they find means of transforming force into
right, and obedience into duty.”328
•

Reframing the UN-Charter: “Two Concepts of Sovereignty”329

When in 1999 the purchase of foreign assets reached its climax and the media
hailed, that “policy decisions […] have been largely replaced by global market
forces”, the UN Secretary General seconded: “State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being
redefined—not least by the forces of globalisation and international cooperation.” Because, “nothing
in the UN charter precludes [sic!] a recognition that there are rights beyond borders […] «intervention»
should not be understood as referring only to the use of force.”ibid.
On the contrary: the very first Article of the UN charter unequivocally concludes,
that “the Purposes of the United Nations are […] based on respect for the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.”330
Accordingly, 7 month later, the “Group of 77 South Summit” demanded
to “uphold the principles of sovereignty and sovereign equality of States,
territorial integrity and non intervention in the internal affairs of any State”! Their
central point of objection was “capital flows” as “the process of globalization
and interdependence must not be used to weaken or re-interpret the above-mentioned principles”.331
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A Call for “international economic relations based on justice and equity” :ibid.

▼

The G77 declared, that their “serious financial problems”
rooted in “the problems associated with excessive volatility
in short-term capital flows, and the absence of an
appropriate mechanism to regulate and monitor such flows,
as well as hedge funds, and highly leveraged financial
institutions. This situation urgently requires a fundamental
reform of the international financial architecture […] The
return to apparent normalcy of capital markets after the last
crises should not lull us into complacency.”ibid. Art 12
Highlighting “the virtual absence of banking crises ▶ 332
during the period of the Bretton Woods agreement”
This “urgent situation” in the Developing Countries is resulting from the very “Nature of Capital”333:
Since basically “capital flows” as “«intangible assets» are immaterial items of wealth, immaterial facts
owned, valued, and capitalized on an appraisement of the gain to be derived from their possession”,
“there is no warrant […] that the gains of investment bear a relation of equality or proportion to the
material serviceability of the capital goods, as rated in terms of effectual usefulness to the community”.
•

Sustainability of Subsistence vs Perpetuity334 of Assets
Inevitably, there must arise a conflict of interests between such two
counter-acting concepts of gaining wealth: On one hand a necessity
to earn one's limited keep by industrial creativity, on the other an
unlimited creativity to live on unearned asset-backed returns — as
far as resulting entitlements would be enforceable by jurisdiction!

•

•

Old: Public Jurisdiction privileging Human Rights (“mercy seasons justice”)
Shylock: “If you deny me, fie upon your law: There is no force in the decrees of Venice.
I stand for judgment. Answer: shall I have it?”335
New: Private Jurisdiction privileging Ownership Rights

In 2020 “a World Bank tribunal determined that rejection by a provincial government of an application
for a copper mining licence amounted to a violation by Pakistan of its bilateral investment treaty [BIT]
with Australia, entitling the investor to compensation in the form of the present value of all the profits
that the project would supposedly have generated over its lifetime. The award came to US$4.1 billion,
plus US$1.9 billion in interest, which is equivalent to 86% of Pakistan’s foreign reserves.” 336
Retrospectively, the former UN Secretary General's advocacy 329 of a “state sovereignty redefined […]
by the forces of globalisation and international cooperation”, — rewarded with a Nobel Peace Price 337,
might have been aiding and abetting “to ruin a country on the basis of a ludicrous forecasting exercise
predicated on “guesstimates” imbued with a totally fictitious and misleading certainty.” 336
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“Looting” as Business Purpose or “International Cooperation”?

Notably, that “Joint Venture Agreement” in question, included no “obligation to provide for smelting
and refining minerals in Pakistan”!338 “In rejecting the Reko Diq mining lease application, the government of Balochistan said that metal refining must be done in the Province, that any agreement must
specify what would be extracted and exported, and that the agreement must be beneficial for the local
people.”339 The World Bank tribunal however, dismissed all domestic objections, since “the [bilateral
investment treaty] BIT did not require the investment to be legal[sic], simply admitted into Pakistan.”340
•

A “Breach” of the BIT’s “Fair and Equitable Treatment” [FET]-Clause:

Leave aside the fact, that a sovereign nation would never be able to determine the exact value of all
matter removed from her territory. Rather “the investor’s legitimate, investment-backed expectations”
were violated! “The tribunal decided that discounted cash-flow (DCF) would be used for the valuation
of the investment’s market value”, because “there were no fundamental uncertainties that would
make it inappropriate.” Hence “the tribunal found that the project’s evolution over time justified compensation in an amount much higher than [the financier’s] original investment of USD 150 million.”ibid.
According to the U.S. Geological Survey, “the project […] was expected to produce
200,000 metric tons per year (t/yr) of copper and about 7,800 kilograms per year
(kg/yr) of gold”. The annual gold revenue alone would be at US$ 450 million 341,
while the total value of the “economically mineable” gold reserves is estimated at US$43 billion.
One would think that any bank in the world would go out of its way to offer
credit against such first-class collateral — not to mention the World Bank,
which was founded specifically to provide temporary loans to low-income
countries that could not obtain loans commercially!
•

The Imperative of Capital Flows: Value Extraction

Still, “the main source of profitability in finance”
relies on gaining “unfair advantage”, as empowerment to strategic sabotage — which precludes
“fair and equitable treatment” from the outset!
Additionally, issuers of reserve currencies ($,€,£,¥)
are vested with the “exorbitant privilege” to “mint
private money from law”, while commanding over
sufficient “fiscal firepower” to sanitise toxic assets
by financial vaccination (Quantitative Easing).
Each fictitious value inflation
however, will “run down the
debt pyramid [Exter] into” real
“extractable value”:342,343 ▶
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Due to the logical-formal antagonism
between those two concepts, either
finance can constitute the means to
the end of industry or vice versa. Thus
with sustainability of intangible assets
as imperative, all tangible real world
resources are considered as means.
“In fact, over the last four decades, the global use of materials
almost tripled, from 26.7 billion
tonnes in 1970, to 84.4 billion tons
in 2015. […] In 2015, 8.4 billion
tonnes of cycled resources were
reused by the global economy
which brought the total material
inputs to 92.8 billion tonnes. 344 ▶
Of these materials entering the global economy yearly, the majority (56.8 billion tonnes) are being
used by society as short-lived products reaching their end-of-use typically within a year.”ibid Therefore it
needs to be reiterated, that “TNC-coordinated GVCs account for some 80 per cent of global trade” 345
i.e. “Global Value Chains” are shaped by “Foreign Direct Investment” of “Transnational Corporations”
— hence “many poorer developing countries are still struggling to gain access to GVCs beyond natural
resource exports”ibid., as duly noted by “The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development”.
•

“Nature needs a bailout”346…

…the UN Secretary-General is urging, because: “Humanity is waging war on nature.” Arguably, the
rationale given is utmost general indeed! Nonetheless: “The trillions of dollars needed” …for the
bailout… “is money that we are borrowing from future generations. Every last penny. We cannot use
those resources to lock in policies that burden them with a mountain of debt on a broken planet.”ibid.
Might there be a supreme power, that “could say
to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there’”?347
•

“The Debt Pandemic”348

“A recent analysis comparing losses (haircuts)
taken by official and private creditors raises
further doubt about the supposed [!] seniority of
official sector loans […] Thus, official creditors
may be left holding the bag for the bulk of the
losses” — and “official aid […] ends up as debt
repayments to uncompromising creditors”.ibid. ▶
— The “legal right to withhold” (Veblen) prevails.
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“The Great Reset”349

“From the perspective of the IMF, we have seen a massive injection of fiscal stimulus to help
countries deal with this crisis […] This is the moment to decide that history will look back on
this as the Great Reset, not the Great Reversal.” ibid. “The Secretary-General has called for a global reset”,
while addressing the United Nations’ General Assembly350 as well:
“All development banks should align their portfolios with the Paris Agreement and
the Sustainable Development Goals by 2024, and help mobilize private finance
and investment through guarantees and partnerships. […] This will shift billions of financial flows. The
UN-convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance and Global Investors for Sustainable Development
Alliance are critical to this effort.”351,352,353
•

From “Net-Zero” Carbon Dioxide Emissions to the “Zero Gap Fund”

“The UN anticipates a need of roughly $4 trillion per year […] The key to financing
and achieving the SDGs lies in mobilizing a greater share of the $200+ trillion in
annual private capital investment flows toward development”354
•

“The baseless ‘Great Reset’ conspiracy theory rises again.” 355

#AGENDA2030

“The conspiracy alleges that a cabal of elites has long planned for the pandemic
so that they could use it to impose their global economic control on the masses.”
According to the New York Times, “the false rumors about the tight-knit group of elites manipulating
the global economy” as a “narrative first took root” at the World Economic Forum356 in Davos.
Since “Davos people control virtually all international institutions, many of the world’s governments,
and the bulk of the world’s economic and military capabilities” 357 — what is that concept all about?
•

The Ancient Tradition of the “Great Reset”

“Sumer was the first civilization for which we have written records […
in…] the form of cuneiform figures impressed on clay. These tablets ▶
were largely just accounting tools, […] as well as IOUs […] that had to
be preserved in writing to be enforced. […]
Sumerian kings solved the problem of “peak debt” by periodically declaring “clean slates” […] Jewish scribes, who spent time in captivity
in Babylon in the sixth century B.C, adapted these laws […] According
to Leviticus 25:8-13, a Jubilee Year was to be declared every 49 years,
during which debts would be forgiven, slaves and prisoners freed and
their property leaseholds restored. As in ancient Mesopotamia,
property ownership remained with Yahweh and his earthly proxies.” 358
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Debt Cancellation: The “Great Reset/Re-Empowerment”

The Jubilee law effectively banned the outright sale of land, which could only be leased for up to 50
years (Leviticus 25:14-17).ibid. Each of those “periodic restoration of economic order by rituals of social
renewal” was catering for “freedom from debt-servitude and from the loss of one's access to selfsupport on the land” — thereby “restoring the population's means of subsistence”.359 That is, a reset to
Ostrom’s “natural point of origin […] of how tit-for-tat gets started in a population” 208,209:
•

Gratitude instead of Debt Bondage: The Gift That Keeps On Giving

“Nobody is free to refuse the present that is offered. Everyone, men and women,
tries to...outdo one another in generosity. A kind of rivalry existed to see who could
give the greatest number of objects of the greatest value.” 360
The anthropologist Mauss found, that “early exchange systems center around the
obligations [!] to give, to receive, and, most importantly, to reciprocate”361 Even
today, “a considerable part of our morality and our lives themselves are still
permeated with this same atmosphere of the gift”. This is why, “things still have
sentimental as well as venal value”. Further, there are social consequences, since
“the unreciprocated gift still makes the person who has accepted it inferior,
particularly when it has been accepted with no thought of returning it.” 362
“Gifts are given in a context of public drama, with nothing secret about them. […] Just by being visible,
the resultant distribution of goods and services is more readily subject to public scrutiny and
judgements of fairness than are the results of market exchange.”ibid.
In fact, the fully fledged setting for the tit-for-tat game to run indefinitely — thereby
generating a sustainable Nash Equilibrium with equal empowerment of all players!
•

… “but Some are More Equal than Others”363

For certain however, there is no “payback in kind” or quid pro quo exchange, as long as “it costs only
a few cents for the Bureau of Engraving and Printing to produce a $100 bill, but other countries had to
pony up $100 of actual goods in order to obtain one.” 364 This “exorbitant privilege” is protected by the
very same laws, “from which capital is coded. They bestow important attributes on assets and thereby
privilege its holder: Priority, which ranks competing claims to the same assets;
durability, which extends priority claims in time; universality, which extends them in
space; and convertibility, which operates as an insurance device that allows holders to
convert their private credit claims into state money on demand and thereby protect
their nominal value, for only legal tender can be a true store of value”365.
As “these attributes will be enforced against the world”,ibid. ultimately capital power is ensuring its
fictitious future “income-yielding capacity” (Veblen). In logical-formal consequence, “the ability to
spend money one does not have [!] is—for better or worse—the very essence of capitalism.”ibid.
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Legalising Looting by Capital Power

“Under a gold standard, the amount of credit that an economy can support is
determined by the economy's tangible assets, since every[!] credit instrument is
ultimately a claim on some tangible asset.” – “The Oracle” Greenspan, 1966366
Therefore, “for financial assets, convertibility is more important than durability,
indeed, it is an effective substitute”367; and international law must enforce such
claim, as exemplified by the World Bank tribunal ruling against Pakistan. As ultimate end, the universality of capital is safeguarding any investor's right to any
object, irrespectively where it is located.
Legal experts even argue368, that the “notion of roving and stationary banditry
provides as an insightful metaphor for demonstrating this aspiration for a
sustainable legal system as a way of managing expectations between the rulers
and governed populations. Metaphorically, roving rulers are merely interested in
subjugating populations to the extent that it unfairly benefits the rulers.”
Could it be thus, that global flows of “roving capital”, supercharged by repeated
Quantitative Easing sprees, seek to substitute more fictitious representations of
value by real assets under the pretext of protecting humanity and the planet?
•

The Leverage to unhinge the World369

“Financial leverage refers to the amount of debt used to finance the operations of a company.” 370 “[By
2013], the eight largest American banks together derived less than 5 percent of their funding from
shareholders […] The average equity financing for nonfinancial corporations was about 60 percent.” 371
•

The Global Elimination Monopoly

As global material resources are limited, while Exter’s debt pyramid is not,
the quest of unregulated “roving capital” for acquisitions must inevitably
collide with local grassroots needs for subsistence. Both sides’ “claim on
some tangible asset” is unfolding akin to the party game “Musical Chairs” 372,
where, as the music breaks up, the run for available seats sets in. Since
however, any turn starts with one chair less than players, time and again
the devil takes the hindmost. Consequently, “crowding out” is this claimgame’s ultimate end: the winner takes it all – after displacing everyone else.
But foreign winners do not even seek to occupy their “seat”: “With the ascendance of neoliberalism,
real-seat theory was unseated in favor of “incorporation theory,” which allows a corporation to
incorporate in its favorite jurisdiction and nonetheless to enjoy the advantages of the corporate form
everywhere it does business—assuming those places accede, as states practically must to play in a
globalized economy. Capital is unwilling to call unless it can bring its favorite corporate law along.” 373
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Cherry-Picking Jurisdictions: “The Mother of all Subsidies”ibid.

Capital coded in portable law is footloose; gains can be made and pocketed anywhere and the losses
can be left wherever they fall.” “The corporate form and the trust allow practically limitless subdividing,
cloning, and nesting, and enable capital to elude the taxing and regulatory authority of the state.”ibid.
Such capital-elusion required “transplanting law from the core to the periphery [and] has its origins in
colonialism”374. Though “The United Nations Monetary and Financial Conference” sought to facilitate
decolonisation by safeguarding sovereign economic and fiscal policies, “the Bretton Wood System
with it public governance over foreign exchange markets began to unravel shortly after it was
instituted. Currency swaps eroded capital controls when they were still in place, and one by one,
states, repealed them and standardized core rules to facilitate global capital mobility (Abdelal, 2007).
International trade rules such as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) began the process of creating legal conditions for global trade and
commerce beyond the reach of individual nation states (Slobodian, 2018).
Once states had dismantled barriers to entry and increased private party autonomy for selecting the
laws by which parties with the best legal advice were willing to be governed the scope for public
constraints over private power diminished. At every step along the way, states actively participated,
but not in the dismantling of state of power as often argued; rather they helped reconfigure state
power in the interest of private capital.”ibid.
Notwithstanding, still “capital is dependent on state law, because the privileges it enjoys
require the subordination of countervailing interests, if necessary by the use of force.”ibid.
•

Structural Subordination of Empowerment as “Countervailing375 Interest”?

Any “Level Playing Field Conception”376 is going to tilt at its outset, as long as “exorbitant privileges”
for vested interests are coded into internationally enforceable treaties. To which extent do development policies “require the subordination of countervailing interests” under roving capital power?
By its Millennium Development Goal 3, the UN General Assembly had “resolved”: “To promote gender
equality and the empowerment of women as effective ways to combat poverty, hunger and disease
and to stimulate development that is truly sustainable.”377 And the World Bank seconded: “Putting
resources into poor women’s hands […] results in large development payoffs.”378 At the same time, the
Group of 77 nations “urge developed countries to facilitate the transfer of technology”.331
Under its much more complex UN successor, Goal 3 became Target 5, with its article
5.b determining to: …“Enhance the use of enabling technology, in particular information
and communications technology, to promote the empowerment of women” 379
Yet, up to now, Target 5.b remains narrowed down to “Women empowerment through
ICT” 380 — to be evaluated by a single indicator: “5.b.1: Proportion of individuals who own
a mobile telephone, by sex”381.
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Empowerment by Access to Value Added Services (VAS)?382

“Other benefits of ownership include acquisition of a unique address through the phone number,
which could substitute for an office, a bank account, and/or a means for obtaining microinsurance or finance.”383 Arguably, after having accomplished the transplantation of
favourable capital laws, transplanting businesses became the order of the day!
•

“Better you miss to eat … at times you miss to eat and you have credit” 384

Subordinating countervailing interests: sub-Saharan “BOP [base of the pyramid] users are willing to
spend up to a quarter of their household income on mobile phone charges (Hystra et al, 2011) and to
go without food in order to stay informed and entertained [!] (Banerjee and Duflo, 2007).”ibid.
The Economist newspaper has classified the 17 Sustainable Development Goals with “169 proposed
targets” as “a mess”, because “every lobby group has pitched in for its own special interest.” — “By
establishing myriad of top-down targets, the SDG drafters […] flout one of the most important lessons
of development: that everywhere is different. Local context is vital; policies that work in one place may
not work in another. The MDGs were broad enough to allow local variation. The SDGs are narrow. They
will lead to cookie-cutter development policies, which will almost certainly work less well.”385
•

“Worse than Useless”: “Stupid Development Goals” ibid.

“The SDGs are unfeasibly expensive. Meeting them would cost $2 trillion-3 trillion a year of public and
private money over 15 years. That is roughly 15% of annual global savings, or 4% of world GDP.” ibid. Yet,
this very figure just reflected the projected shortfall — which had been planned from the outset:
•

“SDG investment gaps and the role of the private sector”386

“Total investment needs in developing countries alone could be about $3.9 trillion [!] per year. Current
investment levels leave a gap of some $2.5 trillion.” ibid. Ergo UNCTAD is advertising “high-quality investment opportunities with a track record” — plus option “for labelling or certification of investments, so
investors have assurance about which are genuinely “green” or have “social impact”.” ibid.
Below the line, the SDGs are about “Minting Debt” [Pistor] — a bubble of about $58.5 trillion in total!
However, to raise the gargantuan share of $37.5 trillion in private investment, any development goal
would have to be subordinated to the “narrow” risk-return assessment of private creditors.
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In order to guarantee such projected future “income-yielding capacity” of “roving capital”, a web of
International Investment Agreements (IIAs) has been woven around the globe, mainly in the form of
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) — codifying the rights for investors and obligations for states: 387

•

Private Power (Dominium388) vs Public Power (Imperium389)

The bottomline of all investment treaties constitutes “the recognition of private property as a form of
sovereignty”390. That is, the codification of political sovereignty and private property as alternative
forms of government! For this very reason Bretton Woods established this strict political prerogative,
since otherwise, logically, the right of nations to shield their public domain against transgressions
must conflict with the entitlement of transnational proprietors to shield their private domain as well.
•

A Battle about Subordination: “Private Property versus Sovereignty”391

“The battle over the global code of capital is all about who should determine
the contents and meaning of property rights: states or private parties; […]
Powerful holders of global capital with the help of their lawyers have not only
found ways to utilize the law for their own interests; they have turned the
legislatures, regulators, even courts in most countries, into agents that serve
their interests, rather than those of the citizens to whom they are formally accountable.
Contrary to standard Marxist accounts, they have done this without occupying directly positions of
state power; instead, they have perfected the art of utilizing the powers of the state indirectly. They
have concocted their own world of law, stitched together from different domestic legal systems with
international or bilateral treaty law thrown into the mix.”ibid. — For clarification, an example:
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Establishing Transnational Private Domains of Sovereign Capital

“This was a pure tax play” 392: Since 2005 “Microsoft had shifted at least $39 billion in U.S. profits to
Puerto Rico, where the company’s tax consultants, KPMG, had persuaded the territory’s government to
give Microsoft a tax rate of nearly 0%. Microsoft had justified this transfer with a ludicrous-sounding
deal: It had sold its most valuable possession — its intellectual property — to an 85-person factory it
owned in a small Puerto Rican city. […] The IRS [U.S. tax agency] uncovered evidence that it believed
laid the scheme bare. […] Microsoft fought back with every tool it could muster […] — [and] the blowback was effective. Last year, the company’s allies succeeded in changing the law, removing or limiting
tools the IRS team had used against the company.” ibid. Microsoft's IRS case is still pending…
“Multinational corporations (MNCs) avoid taxes by shifting their profits from countries where real
activity takes place towards tax havens, depriving governments worldwide of billions of tax revenue.
[…Experts] estimate that MNCs shifted US$1 trillion of profits to tax havens in 2016, which implies
approximately US$200-300 billion in tax revenue losses worldwide.” 393
•

A Topsy-Turvy of the United Nations’ Development Principles?

“The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development held in Geneva in the
spring of 1964 ushered in a new chapter in the history of United Nations endeavours to
accelerate the economic development of developing countries”, hailed the then
Secretary-General of the United Nations.394
Accordingly UNCTAD’s “General Principle One” is stipulating, that “economic relations
between countries, including trade relations, shall be based on respect for the
principle of sovereign equality of States, self-determination of peoples, and noninterference in the internal affairs of other countries.”ibid.
•

“Transforming Our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”

Also by “this new universal Agenda” the United Nations “reaffirm that every state has, and shall freely
exercise, full permanent sovereignty [!] over all its wealth, natural resources and economic activity.”395
•

“Global Citizenship: A New and Vital Force”396

Hidden in paragraph 36., this Agenda 2030 stipulates a “pledge to foster […] an ethic of
global citizenship and shared responsibility.” Addressing the UN General Assembly, the
then President of Chile and former Executive Director of UN-Women marked this
pledge as “paradigm shift in the international order. It is based on the reconfiguration[!] of citizenship
[where] the focus of security should be the individual and not the State.” “Global citizens act without
limits or geographical distinctions and they do so outside the traditional spheres of power.”ibid.
A corresponding view was published in the New York Times 4 years before: “In today’s seamlessly
connected world, there is no “out” and no “in” anymore. There is only the “good,” “better” and “best”
places to get work done, and if they don’t tap into the best, most cost-efficient venue wherever that is,
their competition will. […] C.E.O.’s are increasingly citizens of the world, with mixed loyalties.”397
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“Hospitality, or Kant’s Critique of Cosmopolitanism and Human Rights” 398

“On one prominent view of global justice, all humankind is tied by moral bonds to care for a cosmopolitan society spanning the entire globe.” But “such claims can only provide pretexts for powers keen
to rationalize self-interested belligerence by dressing it up in the sanctimonious language of
philanthropy.” Whereas “Kant offers a sophisticated defense of a very narrow interpretation of cosmopolitan right, one that is not vulnerable to the skeptical attacks that bedevil more familiar views just
because it insists, like Hobbes, on solving the skeptical problem on that problem’s own terms”:ibid.
“For the term «state» implies the relation of one who rules to those who obey—that is to say, of lawgiver to the subject people: and many nations in one state would constitute only one nation, which
contradicts our hypothesis, since here we have to consider the right of one nation against another, in
so far as they are so many separate states and are not to be fused into one.” 399
Thus logically, the only approach to annul state sovereignty would implicate a “World Republic”:
•

“The Illusion of World Government”400

From the very inception of the United Nations system a democratic representation of governance
was out of question, because it would require the “inclusion of the illiterate, poverty-stricken, overnumerous masses of the Far East”. Moreover, “laws are obeyed because the community accepts them
as corresponding, on the whole, to its conception of justice.” But such common “substratum” was
“lacking”. “The idea probably is that there would be a nonrepresentative constitutional convention of
“experts” and the hope is that sovereign states will meekly accept the dictum of the experts”.ibid.
•

The Tyranny of Experts: “Non-Majoritarian Institutions (NMIs)”401

“Since the 1980s, within and beyond Europe we have witnessed widespread delegation of powers from
governments directly elected by citizens to Non-Majoritarian Institutions […] Functional rationales for
explaining delegation centered on the outcomes that these unelected bodies were expected to deliver
better than elected politicians, and which included providing long-term commitments credible to
investors, enhancing the efficiency of policymaking, and better dealing with highly technical areas”.ibid.
•

A WEIRD Coup d’État of Capital Power?

The original idea behind mass democracy had been, that the politicians would be the bridgehead
for the people into power. They would challenge the powerful groups at the top of society on behalf
of the people. But during the era of neo-liberalist policies, their elected leaders started to transfer
crucial powers to a range of new institutions, that were deliberately designed to avoid political interference, and instead run large areas of society in a rational way — unswayable by populistic moods.
“The institutional forms taken by NMIs include independent regulatory agencies tasked to oversee and
facilitate competition (Thatcher 2002a; Coen and Thatcher 2005), central banks charged to conduct
monetary policy (McNamara 2002), specialized constitutional courts (Stone Sweet 1989, 1992, 2000,
2002), and supranational bodies such as the European Commission (Wilks and Bartle 2002; Pollack
1997, 2003) and other international organizations (Nielson and Tierney 2003).” ibid.
In the context of the Agenda 2030, NMIs are created as philanthropic vehicles of vested interests.
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A Case-Study about Philanthropy402: “The Biggest And Best Tax Break Of All Time”403

“Wealth gained from stock price appreciation is not taxable until you sell the shares. By holding
most of his shares since the company’s founding, Mr. Gates delayed paying tax on those
capital gains. By donating the shares to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, that
wealth will never be taxed. […] The federal government likely lost out on $15-20 billion.
[…] Yet while people may decry the fact that somebody in the top 1% (really the top 0.00000001%)
is allowed to avoid paying so much in taxes, let’s think about what we got in return. The Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation is doing a lot of good in the world thanks to Mr. Gates’ ability to retain that
wealth rather than pay it out in taxes.”ibid.
Lo and behold: this adulation, by an economics professor, fails to distinguish between capital power
of $15-20 billion in private or public hands! As if there is no difference in accountability and decision
making. Nonetheless, a “fact-check” claims 404, Gates “has given more than $50 billion to charity since
1994. However, his wealth has grown even faster than he has donated money.” Isn’t that paradoxical?
•

“Bill Gates Gives to the Rich (Including Himself)” 405

“An investigation of more than 19,000 charitable grants the Gates Foundation has made over the last
two decades, […] uncovered” “a new model of charity in which the most direct beneficiaries are sometimes not the world’s poor but the world’s wealthiest, in which the goal is not to help the needy but to
help the rich help the needy”. Gates has been “essentially opening the door for corporations to see
themselves as deserving charity claimants” by donating to “some of the largest businesses in the
world, such as GlaxoSmithKline, Unilever, IBM, and NBC Universal Media”.
Notwithstanding, for the general public “Bill Gates’s outsize charitable giving—$36 billion to date—
has created a blinding halo effect around his philanthropic work, as many of the institutions best
placed to scrutinize his foundation are now funded by Gates”.ibid. [Chart ▼ibid.]
Bill Gates' personal wealth in US$ billion

Gates Foundation assets in US$ billion
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“It's a totally gameable system”406

“I'm more of a coder, down in the bowels and […] start with architecture”. From an understanding that
“user bases are extremely valuable”ibid., springs Gates’ business strategy of “Global Access”407 to their
“intellectual property [IP] so that anything that is invented with our foundation money that goes to
richer countries, we’re actually getting a return on that money.”408
Gates and Microsoft have been notorious, to fight tooth and nail against any challenger threatening
world domination of “our” computer code. Their ultimate battle was against “free and open-source
software” distribution, a fair tit-for-tat model, based on the “General Public Licence” ▼ (GPL), which
allowed anybody to use and change any code, as long as all improvements
where in return shared with the community. Money quote: “Linux is a cancer
that attaches itself in an intellectual property sense to everything it touches.” 409
•

“Linux Took Over the Web. Now, It's Taking Over the World” 410

Today Microsoft’s cash cow are its web-services 411 — and a Microsoft developer has revealed, that
“the Linux usage on our cloud has surpassed Windows”!412 Game over: all of Gates' R&D spending on
intellectual-proprietary code could not compete with the ingenuity and reliability of open source
code peer-reviewed by a global community. To add insult to financial injury, not only a plethora of
“consumer, industrial, automotive, home appliances, medical, telecommunication, commercial and
military applications”413 rely on Linux today, but even all Top500 supercomputer!414
•

Post Game Analysis

This downfall of the proprietary versus the rise of the collaborative approach validates:1. Axelrod’s Tournaments with “payback in kind” as game-winning strategy;
2. Veblen’s definition of industry and business/finance as opposing teams;
3. Ostrom’s observations on evolving fair-play within self-organising collective industry.
•

Reframing the Playing Field

The Personal Computer had been once “deliberately […] designed to be an open system”, in order to
“encourage third-party suppliers”.415 Gates’ game-plan to upend this level playing field was internally
labeled at Microsoft as “embrace, extend, and extinguish”416. Such means though, could accomplish
its ends only as long as all competition would play by the “code of capital” as well!
Instead Gates' ultimate defeat was initiated by a truly philanthropic act, that reinvented the crucial
intellectual property for running PCs as a public good — therewith enabling free access, which would
once and for all empower a great multitude to create their own IT-destiny.
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Most ironically, “philanthropy has also delivered a public relations coup for Bill Gates, dramatically
transforming his reputation as one of the most cutthroat CEOs to one of the most admired people on
earth”405! Notwithstanding, Gates claims intellectual property as “critical component” even of charity:
•

Game reloaded: “The Role of IP in Global Access”417

“The careful and deliberate management of IP (patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and
rights in data) and the associated rights created or accessed through foundation-funded projects, is a
critical component to achieving Global Access.”ibid. And while being too “naive at Microsoft”418, Gates
would not repeat his “mistake”ibid. of staying out of politics and regulations, but better shield his “IP”
by taking care of all relevant deciders, even arranging them for a “totally gameable” playing field:
•

Gates on GAVI: “The best investment we've ever made.”419 ▶

“Gates Foundation pledged US$ 750 million to set up Gavi in 1999.”
To date, a total amount of “over US$ 4 billion”bid. was bankrolling —
mainly for the provision of vaccines from the very companies
Gates’ foundation is shareholder of, since 2002 and counting420.
•

“Meet the world’s most powerful doctor: Bill Gates” 421

“They come with a checkbook, and with some smart ideas”. Gates,
who has “pumped more than $2.4 billion into the WHO since 2000”,
“is treated liked a head of state, not only at the WHO, but also at the G20” ibid.. In 2011 he demanded,
that “donor countries will have to increase investment in vaccines”. “And for all 193 member states, you
must make vaccines a high priority in your health systems”.422
•

“The GAVI Alliance and the ‘Gates approach’ to health system strengthening” 423

A 2014 study details, how “the so-called ‘Gates approach’ […] focused on targeted
technical solutions with clear, measurable outcomes” caused “an enduring tension
in the history of international health between vertical programmes, which are often
single disease-focused, and horizontal approaches such as primary health care”.
But for Gates, focussing on “immunisation coverage” makes perfect sense, as general prevention
maximises his “extremely valuable” “user base” — and also “actually getting a return on that money.”
•

“While the Poor Get Sick, Bill Gates Just Gets Richer” 424

“Who are they accountable to? They don’t even have a governance structure that’s
clear,” notes Kate Elder, senior vaccines policy adviser to Doctors Without Borders.▶
“Increasingly, I see less information coming from the Gates Foundation. […] And
Gates’s priorities in developing and distributing a Covid vaccine, Elder says, are increasingly the
world’s priorities, as multilateral institutions like the World Health Organization have ceded leadership
to a group of public-private partnerships where Gates provides key funding.”ibid.
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“The GAVI COVAX AMC — An Investment Opportunity”425

“Gavi launches innovative financing mechanism for access to COVID-19 vaccines”:
“The Gavi Covax AMC [Advance Market Commitment] will be funded by overseas
development assistance with an initial fundraising target of US$2 billion”. However,
already this “new financing instrument aimed at incentivising vaccine manufacturers”
contains more than 90% public subsidies426 for “the essential vision of equitable access for all”425.
Ultimately, the UN Secretary-General called for “a quantum leap in support” “for the global public
good”: “It is time for countries to draw funding” for the COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) of
“an additional $35 billion” and to “begin with an immediate infusion of $15 billion”.427
It then read, that “Pfizer and BioNTech could make $13bn from coronavirus vaccine”428 — companies Gates donated to and owns shares of.
Moreover Pfizer’s CEO forecasts, that in “a likely scenario […] there will be an annual revaccination” 429.
Doesn't that conjure up associations with Microsoft's mid-2017 shift from
actually selling their products to just selling subscriptions for their use?430
•

“Surveillance Capitalism” — an Invisible Governance

“Governmental control is nothing compared to what Google is up to.
The company is creating a wholly new genus of capitalism, a systemic
coherent new logic of accumulation we should call surveillance
capitalism. […] The process that began in cyberspace431 mirrors the
nineteenth century capitalist expansions that preceded the age of
imperialism. Back then, as Hannah Arendt described it in The Origins of Totalitarianism, ““the so-called
laws of capitalism were actually allowed to create realities” as they traveled to less developed regions
where law did not follow.”432
•

“Cybernetics: Or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine” …

…was the groundbreaking concept433, from which today’s
computer-controlled reality creations evolved. In a nutshell,
the control mechanisms that govern independent action can
be broken down into logical single feedback loops.
For instance, if our skin feels too hot, our brain would initiate some actuation434, such as moving to a
cooler place or turning on the air conditioner, which in turn would change the sensation on our
skin… The same principle is applied to any “embedded system” inside an electronic thermostat.
Again, each control loop is generating updated input and status data. Recent “smart” devices are
continuously sharing this aggregating data via network with their manufacturer's “cloud” database.
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“The Information Value Loop.”435

“The suite of technologies that enables the Internet of Things [IoT] promises
to turn most any object into a source of information about that object. This
creates […] a new source of value that can be managed in […] a framework
that captures the series and sequence of activities.” In consequence, if “IoT
uses information to create value, we can see the largest barriers to wider
future adoption: the scale and scope of available data” ibid., so the advice to
the financial services industry (FSI) — at the same year, when the Agenda 2030 was being drafted!
•

“How financial services can make IoT technology pay off”ibid.

At the bottom line, a global deployment of sensors would result in “increased returns and reduced
risksibid., ultimately improving the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of investments for the FSI.
•

“This is the Internet, the world’s largest ungoverned space” 436…

… alleged Google’s leaders in 2013, “—it’s truly up for grabs” countered Cisco’s CEO by next month,
“there is as much as $14.4 trillion of potential economic “value at stake” for global private-sector
businesses over the next decade, as a result of the emergence of the Internet of Everything.” 437 As the
world goes, “power fills a void, and those once wild spaces are no longer ungoverned. Instead, they
are owned and operated by private surveillance capital and governed by its iron laws.” 438
“Early on, it was discovered that, unknown to users, even data freely given harbors rich predictive
signals, a surplus that is more than what is required for service improvement. […] Soon this behavioral
surplus was secretly hunted and captured, claimed as proprietary data. These data flows empty into
surveillance capitalists’ computational factories, […] where they are manufactured into behavioral
predictions […to be sold…] in a new kind of market that trades exclusively in human futures.”ibid.
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Article 12, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, United Nations:

“No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence
[…] Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.” 439
•

“The Coup We Are Not Talking About”440

After “42 years [of] studying the rise of the digital as an economic force driving our transformation into
an information civilization” Prof. Zuboff has concluded, that “we can have democracy, or we can have
a surveillance society, but we cannot have both.” She argues, that “the appropriation of epistemic441
rights” has created “epistemic inequality, defined as the difference between what I can know and what
can be known about me.” Ultimately “epistemic dominance is institutionalized, overriding democratic
governance with computational governance by private surveillance capital. The machines know, and
the systems decide, directed and sustained by the illegitimate authority and anti-democratic power of
private surveillance capital”. Furthermore Zuboff notes a “surprising political-economic fraternity”!
Her observation is corroborated by the notorious conversation between German Chancellor Merkel,
who requested to silence her critics, and Facebook CEO Zuckerberg, promising “to do some work”.442
•

A WEIRD Public-Private Power-Sharing Arrangement?

In formal logic, a new kind of top-down parallel-governance by the private domain
has been established, globally operating in a covert intelligence-dimension beyond
national sovereignty, effectively precluding oversight by the public sector.
•

The Coup from Within: today’s Smart Trojan Horses443

According to an ancient legend, Greeks once had failed to
conquer an opposing city state. Eventually feigning retreat, a
huge wooden object was left behind, the very Trojan Horse.
The defenders pulled it as victory trophy inside their city walls
— unaware of enemy soldiers hidden within, who would open
the gates for their troops in the dead of the night.
In computer science “Trojan Horse” implies software code “which misleads users of its true intent” 444.
Embedding software into commodities facilitates two objectives, 1. to ensure intellectual property
rights and 2. to safeguard and retain that proprietorship through constant network monitoring.
•

“If it’s broken, you can’t fix it”445

“A John Deere tractor comes with millions of lines of software code, controlling everything from the
engine to the armrests”ibid. If farmers nowadays attempt to repair what they have, their “tweaking
could fall outside copyright law and amount to theft of services”446! Moreover, “the software barriers
create corporate monopolies—and destroy the agrarian ethos of resiliency and self-reliance.” ibid. The
question arises, who actually owns state-of-the-art utilities?
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“Digital Feudalism”: “How the data ecosystem is becoming medieval”447

As the world is being globalised largely by utilising Anglo-American code of law,
it is absolutely elementary to distinguish between “proprietor- or ownership”
and “possession”448— the later just an entitlement “to hold, occupy, inhabit”
something or some place. And since recent IoT-gadgets render nearly useless
without being permanently connected, there is a pull to enter that supportive
remote domain, which is trivialised as cosy “ecosystem” or “walled garden”. ▶
By legal terms, this procedure is tantamount with being granted access to a landlord's estate.
In fact, “our modern digital ecosystem is rapidly organizing as a feudal power structure
erected in parallel with our existing power structures and freedoms”447. Put simply,
individual freedom rights will be restricted by the superior ownership rights of overlords,
who are at liberty to operate global private domains beyond democratic principles.
•

“Welcome To 2030: I Own Nothing, Have No Privacy And Life Has Never Been Better”449

“Everything you considered a product, has now become a service”, a former Danish
minister envisioned in 2016 for the World Economic Forum. By 2030 all will be
about “access”, whereby a great deal, even “clean energy became free”!? Albeit, this
brave new world comes with a catch: “Nowhere I can go and not be registered.”ibid.
Notably, on its 35 pages the Agenda 2030 refers 56 times to “access”, e.g. in “announcing”…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

… “access to basic services”;
… “access to quality health care”;
… “access to affordable, reliable and sustainable energy”;
… “access to information and communications technology […] the Internet”;
… “access to banking, insurance and financial services for all”.

•

“Igniting SDG Progress Through Digital Financial Inclusion” 450

“Digital financial inclusion, when provided responsibly and sustainably
in a well-regulated environment not only drives growth, but also enables
faster progress toward many of the other SDGs”ibid..
•

“Unbanked, Underbanked and Underserved”451

“Combined, these words create circumstances known as financial deserts” ibid. Just in time with the
adoption of the SDGs, a top tier consultancy firm “estimates that banks could generate up
to $380 billion in annual revenues [!] by closing the small business credit gap and including
un/underbanked adults into the formal financial system. […] In many cases, people and
businesses without access to formal bank services pay more [!] to access alternative
financial services than those fully banked, often in the form of high check cashing fees [!],
high interest rates [!] or cash delivery transport costs [!].”452
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Installing the Update: Looting 2.0

In the old days, colonial powers needed to set up outposts, preferably at the
mouths of large rivers, to extract tangible wealth by a fleet of ships.
These days, state of the art digital financial telecommunication has been
simplifying this very process to virtual data flows for lightning-fast account
balance adjustments. All it takes is to distribute smart terminals at the
grassroots, in order to get real money deposited right into offshore banks.
In case that a certain county is underperforming, an UNCTAD “assessment
[…] recommends […] to integrate into the global digital economy” by
“creating a conducive legislative climate”453, i.e. facilitating debt collection.
•

“Better Than Cash Alliance: Empowering People One Transaction at a Time” 454

Accordingly Melinda Gates has “nominated”455 the founder of Tala, as her “Icon”. The Tala-“app uses
phone data [!]to decide who gets a loan, giving untapped populations access to life-changing capital.”
•

“Tala – Instant Loans to Your M-Pesa”456 — at cut-throat interest rates:

“Google Play” offers a “Read More”: for starters a small amount, which later can grow up to US$280,
borrowable “up to 120 days”. “Effective APR [Annual Percentage Rate]: 39.6-243.5%”!
Side note: the Tala-app is not available for iPhones — “Apple’s 30% App Store Cut” 457
involves a more hefty bite into other people's reaped fruits than their logo indicates;
“30 percent is way too much […] Credit card companies charge roughly 3 percent” ibid.
•

“Igniting SDG Progress Through” — Remotely Monitored Usurious Services?

Recently, the Bank of England’s chief economist presented a chart 458, suggesting that Shakespeare’s
Shylock might not have taken more than 10% interest — just ⅓ of Apple’s cut, leave alone Tala!
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Nonetheless, that very cut of 10% prompted England's greatest poet to confront “the degrading of
honest language […namely…] that sharp financial practices were being blunted by weasel words,
and that clever obfuscations were disguising old sins. There is nothing, after all, like a euphemism to
distract one’s attention from what is really being said or going on.” 459
•

“‘Leave no one behind’ mantra matters more than ever” 460

“With the adoption of the 2030 Agenda, UN Member States pledged to ensure “no one will
be left behind” and to “endeavour to reach the furthest behind first”.” 461 Isn't it the same
guiding principle, which Shakespeare by matchless poetry described as “The Quality of Mercy”?
Anyhow, with the WHO Director-General “declaring a public health emergency of international
concern over the global outbreak of novel coronavirus” 462, and “2,196,944 deaths, reported to WHO” 463
within one year, the UN’s outspoken mantra is about to be put to the test — by the ‘Gates approach’:
“The emergence of newer biological medicines has challenged the
established originator/generic distinction, raising questions of how to
build national capacities to regulate biosimilar products based on
appropriate guidelines from the WHO and leading [?] regulators.”464
To date, it still “remains an elusive goal”ibid. to strike “a balance between
private rights (incentives to create) and public interest (ability to use or access the creations)”465.
At the bottom line is the claim, that here are 2 forms of sovereignty at stake:
1. Stakeholder: an individual right to self-determination, as mandated by the “human rights
framework, specifically the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable
standard of physical and mental health (in short the right to health)” ibid.;
2. Stakeholder: “private property as a form of sovereignty”, for “the application and management of intellectual property in a manner that maximizes health-related innovation”.ibid.
Ultimately, both stakeholders’ claims suggest to redefine and restrict national sovereignty: “Ensuring
access to essential medicines constitutes a core human right obligation of states.”ibid.
Actually, the WTO has adopted a WHO concept: “In the context of the right to health, the issue is clear,
governments have obligations to ensure that the highest standard of health care is made available;
where corporations play a role they may help to fulfil these obligations.” 466
Both again are implementing the 1999 directive by then UN secretary-general Annan, whereby “state
sovereignty […] is being redefined” into a responsibility to protect [R2P] “individual sovereignty”:
Thereby “states are now widely understood to be instruments[!] at the service of their peoples” 329
After all, “the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” is modelled in this revised understanding:
“All countries and all stakeholders, acting in collaborative partnership, will implement this plan.” 191
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“Who are the stakeholders?”467

Given that the term “stakeholder” appears a full 22 times
on 35 pages throughout the 2030 Agenda, the question
should arise as to who gets to set which priorities — and
by whose authority?
“Generally speaking, ‘stakeholders’ are those who should
participate of the process.”ibid. As however a UNCDF paper
revealed, “the definition of representativeness is one of the
easiest ways to limit participation.”ibid.
▶
Obviously a fairly gambleable system, especially if vested
interests initiate and fund a diversity of stakes. In the end
“multi-stakeholder partnerships” again just constitute a
“delegation of powers from governments directly elected
by citizens to Non-Majoritarian Institutions”.
•

The “endeavour to reach the furthest behind first”468

Beyond doubt the furthest behind are as well the furthest off power and influence ▲. Furthermore a
decision-making matrix is no different from a Shakespearian stage where the drama is played out,
between the human right to thrive versus the financiers’ claim to their “well-won thrift”469.
But while England’s poet however had ruled-out any possibility of “friendship” between creditors
and borrowers48, the 2030 Agenda is setting the stage to outplay Shakespeare with its “plan of action
for people, planet and prosperity”: “Transforming our world” is based on the plot, that hares
and hounds have to work it out for the greater good! There are neither
protagonists470 nor antagonists any more, just “stakeholders” holding
together “in collaborative partnership” and “in a balanced and integrated manner.”191
•

Never Mix Money and Friendship — (common sense)

How did the play about an “equitable standard upon which
to conduct international financial transactions” 272 — even
among Allies [!] end? Had not at its grand finale
certain vested interests bailed-out of their
“responsibilities to consider paying off their
balance-of-payments”273?
French public staging however, had revealed for a brief glimpse the underlying “«power paradox»
[acted out backstage]: effective power is unnoticed power; power observed is power devalued.”471
“At times Americans have gloried in the conspicuous consumption of wealth, but never in the
conspicuous employment of power. The architects of power in the United States must create a force
that can be felt but not seen. Power remains strong when it remains in the dark; exposed to the
sunlight it begins to evaporate.”ibid.
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“Speaking truth to power”:472 when the UN Secretary-General got killed

Since 60 years the United Nations attempt “to pursue the full truth” in order to “to
finally establish the facts of the matter” 473: Then, “the Prime Minister of the Congo,
Cyrille Adoula, who had met with the Secretary-General just hours before the
[plane474] crash, […] had commented: […] “Mr Hammarskjöld was the victim of
certain financial circles for whom a human life is not equal to a gram of copper or uranium.” 472
Back “in 1961, the UN was only 15 years old and was undergoing a dramatic shift as European
decolonisation gathered pace. […] For these new states, said Hammarskjöld, the UN was their “main
platform” and protector. […] Hammarskjöld was on the way to meet Moise Tshombe, leader of the
Belgian-backed secession of Katanga province from the newly-independent Congo. Mineral rich
Katanga was of geostrategic importance, not least because of a mine in Katanga [475] which produced
the richest uranium in the world”ibid. — essential for British and U.S. atomic bomb production476, 477!
Unabashedly, “no less a figure than former US president Harry Truman [who had ordered the atomic
raid on Japan] told reporters two days [!] after Hammarskjöld’s death that the UN leader “was on the
point of getting something done when they killed him. Notice that I said ‘when they killed him.’”478, 479
Just half a century later, a “Note by the [incumbent] Secretary-General”480 refers to the “Enduring
Mystery”481 surrounding the untimely demise of his predecessor, since “it also appears that
additional new evidence may exist which, for national security reasons, was and remains classified by
several Governments more than 50 years after the fact.” 480
Current state of play: the report of the Tanzanian chief-investigator is asserting that “in a context in
which the burden of proof is asymmetrically shared by certain Member States, and in which it seems
highly probable that specific and important information exists and has not been disclosed”.482 Of
particular note should be the withheld “Interception of radio communications” ibid. pg 31 ff, as the report
found, that U.S. and British intelligence “heard in real time and recorded” this “intercept”!
•

“Knowledge is Power”: The Transformation of Colonial Empire in the Information Age

“By the 1960's it appeared that electromagnetic communication-systems had reached tremendous
heights of sophistication.”483 After World War II, they had developed into an “omnipresent and omniscient power”148. And as Britannia was no longer able to rule the waves, she offered the new superpower to jointly rule the electromagnetic waves in order to safeguard a merger of both power-elites:
“Neither the sure prevention of war, nor the continuous rise of world organisation [!] will be gained
without […] a special relationship between the British Commonwealth and Empire and the United
States.”484
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The First Pivotal Point in the History of Decolonisation

Just 5 years earlier485, all advances by British Prime Minister Churchill about a continuation of their
empire in the post-war world order had been rebuffed by U.S. President Roosevelt:486
“Mr. President, England does not propose for a moment to lose its favored position among the British
Dominions. The trade that has made England great shall continue, and under conditions prescribed by
England's ministers.” […]
“Whichever of your ministers recommends a policy which takes wealth in raw materials out of a
colonial country, but which returns nothing to the people of that country in consideration. Twentiethcentury methods involve bringing industry to these colonies. Twentieth-century methods include
increasing the wealth of a people by increasing their standard of living, by educating them, by bringing them sanitation—by making sure that they get a return for the raw wealth of their community.” […]
“There can be no tampering with the Empire's economic agreements.”
“They're artificial …” [!]
“They're the foundation of our greatness.”
“The peace […] cannot include any continued despotism. The structure of the peace demands and will
get equality of peoples. Equality of peoples involves the utmost freedom of competitive trade. . .” ibid.
Subsequently “in 1944-45, multilateral institutions such as the IMF, World Bank and UN were born out
of American strength”487 and based on Roosevelt's “equality of peoples” in order to abolish any kind
of “despotism”488 “At the time, one senior official at the Bank of England described the deal reached at
Bretton Woods as “the greatest blow to Britain next to the war”” 487
But before the war had ended Roosevelt was dead and the very same day Churchill held his “Iron
Curtain Speech”484, the “British-US Communication Intelligence Agreement” , known as BRUSA, later
UKUSA, [was signed, which] tied the two countries into a worldwide network of listening posts run by
GCHQ, Britain's biggest spying organisation, and its US equivalent, the National Security Agency.” 489
Henceforth the imminent threat to the WEIRD alliance perpetuated extensive public
spending into “the military-industrial complex”.490 As a result, “the potential for the
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists, and will persist” — warned a U.S. President by 1961:ibid. “Yet,
in holding scientific research and discovery in respect, […] we must also be alert to the equal and
opposite danger that public policy should itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite.”
•

“For every old blackboard there are now hundreds of new electronic computers.” ibid.

“In this REVOLUTION, research has become central; it also becomes more formalized, complex and
costly. […] Partly because of the great costs involved, a government contract becomes, virtually, a
substitute for intellectual curiosity. […] The prospect of domination of […] scholars by […] project
allocations, and the power of money is ever present — and is gravely to be regarded.”ibid.
Hence the “scientific-technological elite” should be classed as kinship of those who possess power.
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The Second Turning Point in the History of World Order — and of African Independence

During the tenure of said President Eisenhower, the structure of world power ▲491 had remained
unusually clear by historical standards: As predicted by George Orwell just two month after the use
of the “Atomic Bomb” in 1945, its possession would create “a state which was at once unconquerable
and in a permanent state of ‘cold war’ [sic!] with its neighbors.”492 Four years later the Soviet Union
detonated its first A-Bomb as well, effectively splitting the world into antagonistic hegemonies, each
“protected” by a vast nuclear weaponry, a few non-aligned nations — and the colonised countries.
The fate of the first Prime Minister of the Republic of Congo illustrates how the WEIRD superpower
intended to deal with colonies that were to be released into independence. On November 8, 1960
Eisenhower’s successor was elected 493. “During the 1960 campaign Kennedy repeatedly faulted the
Eisenhower administration for neglecting “the needs and aspirations of the African people” and
stressed that the U.S. should be on the side of anti-colonialism and self-determination.” 494
•

“The C.I.A. and Lumumba”495

“In the 1960's, when the agency was virtually unbridled, […] assassination of inconvenient foreign
political figures was an acceptable technique”. Killing that “harrowing”ibid. Prime Minister was to leave
a fait accompli to the president-elect. 3 days later a clueless Kennedy held his Inaugural Address:
“To those new states whom we welcome to the ranks of the free, we pledge our word that one form of
colonial control shall not have passed away merely to be replaced by a far more iron tyranny. [sic!]”496
It took another 3 weeks for the President to receive a phone call informing him
about the horrific death of Lumumba, leaving him visibly devastated:497
▶
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Kennedy’s “pledge” for “partnership of equals” in “self-determination”:

Seven month later the U.S. President addressed the UN General Assembly: “We meet in an hour of
grief and challenge. Dag Hammarskjold is dead. [498] […] But the quest for peace lies before us. […] My
Country favors a world of free and equal states. […] My Nation was once a colony, and we know what
colonialism means; subjugation of the weak by the powerful, of the many by the few, of the governed
who have given no consent to be governed, whatever their continent, their class, or their color.”499
•

“Speaking truth to power”: when the U.S. President got killed

“What kind of peace do we seek? Not a Pax Americana enforced on the world by American weapons of
war. Not the peace of the grave or the security of the slave.” 500 5 month later the President was to be
assassinated in broad daylight — in the fashion practised by the mafia158 to set a deterrent example.
Kennedy's fatal error was a belief in the insuperable powers of the presidency and that his popular
policy of détente ultimately was without alternative. Orwell, on the other hand, had understood the
crux of the nuclear weapons matter: “How difficult are these things to manufacture?”492
Orwell: “I think the following rule would be found generally true: that ages in which the dominant
weapon is expensive or difficult to make will tend to be ages of despotism, whereas when the
dominant weapon is cheap and simple, the common people have a chance.”
If such a “devastating weapon would be within reach of almost everybody […] the distinction between
great states and small states would have been wiped out, and the power of the State over the
individual would have been greatly weakened.” Therefore “the great age of democracy and of
national self-determination was the age of the musket and the rifle [because] it could be produced
almost anywhere […which…] made possible the success of the American and French revolutions, and
made a popular insurrection a more serious business than it could be in our own day.”
“However, it appears […] that the bomb is fantastically expensive and that its manufacture demands
an enormous industrial effort, such as only three or four countries in the world are capable of making.
[…] So we have before us the prospect of two or three monstrous super-states, each possessed of a
weapon by which millions of people can be wiped out in a few seconds, dividing the world between
them […] and each ruled, under one disguise or another, by a self-elected oligarchy. […] Unable to
conquer one another, they are likely to continue ruling the world between them.” ibid.
•

“War is the Father of All and the King of All” 501

“The military-industrial complex […] is actually the core of the modern economy. […] The reason we
have computers, the Internet, telecommunications, lasers, satellites, an aeronautical industry, tourism,
[…] just about everything innovative was developed in the high tech economy, under military cover.”502
Even global “trade is based on containers, which were developed at public cost in the U.S. Navy.”
“A main function of the military […and…] the rest of the federal system, is to provide some device to
socialize costs, get the public to pay the costs, to take the risks. Ultimately, if anything comes out, you
put it into private pockets. […] If you get people frightened enough, they won’t notice that their taxes
are going into creating the profits of IBM and Merck twenty years from now.” ibid.
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Nowadays, the official lingo refers to “dual-use goods”: “Thus, expensive technologies that would
otherwise benefit only civilian commercial interests can [sic!] also be used to serve military purposes if
they are not otherwise engaged, such as the Global Positioning System.” 503 In reality however, “the GPS
project was started by the U.S. Department of Defense in 1973” — to improve the accuracy/efficiency
of guided missiles of course! Moreover, its “selective availability” feature can impair civil usability.504
Orwell would have rejected such “newspeak”505 in plain terms and exposed these “dual-use” means
as “inherently tyrannical”492 to the end of maintaining a power disparity “at the cost of prolonging
indefinitely a ‘peace that is no peace’.”492
Eisenhower “took office in 1953 with a pledge to lower the cost of waging the Cold War, what he called
“waging peace.”” 506,507 Serving before during World War II as Supreme Allied Commander, he also
was a better tactician when it came to ‘speaking truth to power’ — since he understood that…
•

…“no plan survives first contact with the enemy”.508

Eisenhower had been “thoroughly” studying Gen. Clausewitz’s seminal classic “On War”509, who had
defined War as “the realm of uncertainty”: “Everything is very simple in war, but the simplest thing is
difficult. These difficulties accumulate and produce a friction. […] Friction is the only conception which,
in a general way, corresponds to that which distinguishes real war from war on paper.” 510
“Friction” is a brainchild of the mechanistic world view in the Age of Enlightenment, when progress
was understood as depending on the smooth functioning of all interlocking parts of a clockwork:
“Whereas in the United States the officer was one cog among others in the huge machine, one member
of the vast team, in Germany the officer was considered the switch to the machine or its whole power
source.”511 Their leadership “manuals—culture—encouraged independence, initiative, decisiveness
and innovation over conformity”ibid. Thus, German efficiency in “both world wars
inflicted 4:1 [!] casualties over allies”.ibid.
•

Mission Command (Grassroots) vs Supreme Command (Headquarters)204 ff.

In a nutshell, mission command was moving decision making as close as possible
to the centre of conflict [(0,0)]. “The Americans [however] failed to capture the essence of the German
approach, centered as it was on friction and chance and considering war a free creative [!] activity. The
American approach was influenced by Frederick Taylor’s principles of scientific management. They
sought to control war through efficient planning and execution processes.”ibid.
•

“The Unanticipated Consequences of Computerization”512

After World War II, the U.S. “the military-industrial complex” was going to remove
command even further away from the combat-zone. Instead “smart” sensor- and
weapon-systems would allow to remote-control the entire “theatre of operations”.
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“The Man who saved the World”513:“I Had A Funny Feeling in My Gut”514

In 1983, during the Cold War, “one of the Soviet satellites sent a signal to the bunker that a nuclear
missile attack was underway.” Inside, the Soviet officer in charge, “despite the electronic evidence” ibid.,
“judged the report to be a false alarm, and his decision is credited with having prevented an erroneous
retaliatory nuclear attack on the United States and its NATO allies that could have resulted in largescale nuclear war.”513 “The false alarm was eventually traced to the satellite, which picked up the sun's
reflection off the tops of clouds and mistook it for a missile launch. The computer program that was
supposed to filter out such information was rewritten.”514
•

“Overwhelmed by Technology”515

“It seems that neither the contractor that designed the Aegis system nor the Navy did extensive testing
of the interface”ibid.. As a result, the Tactical Information Coordinator “appears to have distorted data
flow in an unconscious attempt to make available evidence fit a preconceived scenario («scenario
fulfillment»)”516 and shot down the regular scheduled Iran Air Flight 655, killing all 290 civilians.
•

“Programmed for Disaster”517

“One of the consequences of automation […] is the loss of slack, that small amount of excess time or
resources that can buffer against uncertainty [!] or unexpected shocks. The desirability of a bit of slack
is especially clear in combat and in expertly operated complex systems […] where a little time to think
or to adjust one's cognitive map to surprising circumstances can be of obvious value.” “By removing
the opportunity for people to make modest mistakes and learn from them, automation may be
undermining the basis of the human expertise that it was originally designed to supplement.” ibid.
•

“The machine's rules reign”512

“Just as the mechanization of work transformed its meaning and representation, moving the worker
from the producer of goods or services to being the operator of production machinery, the process of
computerization is causing one more step of removal, from being the operator of a machine or process
to being the controller and manager of the computer that actually operates the machine or controls
the process”.ibid.
•

“Authority is spread everywhere but responsibility localized nowhere” ibid.

▼518

“Instead of the traditional means of formalization, fixed and orderly
rules, procedures, and regulations, the modern firm [military, financial
system, Facebook Inc., Agenda 2030 etc.] uses its authority over
information and network communications to put into place an
embedded spider web of control that is as rigorous and demanding as
the more traditional and visible hierarchy. Because of its power and flexibility, the new control
mechanism can afford to encourage «empowerment» [! ] of the individual, to allow more individual
discretion and freedom of action at the work site, and still retain the power to enforce the adjustments
that ensure the efficiency of the system as a whole.”512
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Computing a forever sustainable Financial Management System

In 1986 “the unexpected fall in interest rates” made a banker, pioneering the
debt securitisation at an investment bank, cause a “$100m loss”. In order to avoid future mistakes,
he set up the Asset, Liability And Debt and Derivative Investment Network (Aladdin) to monitor rentability and keep the system stable: “Whirring around the clock, the machines look at what interestrate changes, or bank collapses, or natural disasters could mean for trillions of dollars of assets.” 519
Since the Aladdin® service can be accessed by other asset managers as well, Blackrock was pooling
“more than $18 trillion in assets on its platform” by 2019 and is projected “to become the "language of
portfolios" for the entire asset management industry” 520 till 2025.
“Privately, some market participants fret that BlackRock’s genie is creating a new orthodoxy when it
comes to analysing assets”: “Nobody understands some of this stuff”519! The Economist had drawn a
“disturbing parallel” to the 2008 crisis: “If that much money is being managed by people who all think
with the same tools, it may be managed by people all predisposed to the same mistakes.” ibid.
•

“Follow the Money”: “A Self-Fulfilling Prophecy: Systemic Collapse and Pandemic Simulation” 521

In 2019 a BlackRock document stated: “An unprecedented response is needed when monetary policy
is exhausted and fiscal policy alone is not enough. That response will likely involve “going direct”: […]
An extreme form of “going direct” would be an explicit and permanent monetary financing of a fiscal
expansion, or so-called helicopter money. […] A practical way of “going direct” would need to deliver
[…] unusual circumstances that would call for such unusual coordination”522
•

“What is helicopter money?”523

Friedman once suggested to “drop” newly printed cash arbitrarily and evenly onto a “community” —
i.e. the public — but not to fill-up the biggest pool of private assets! Notwithstanding the assignment
“to shepherd several debt-buying programs on behalf of the U.S. central bank” was entrusted in early
2020 to “BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager”524 — inflating its portfolio to $7+ trillion525!
In early 2021, a “joint article by Mr Emmanuel Macron, President of the French Republic, Ms Angela
Merkel, Chancellor of Germany, Mr Charles Michel, President of the European Council, Mr Macky Sall,
President of Senegal, Mr António Guterres, UN Secretary-General, and Ms Ursula von der Leyen,
President of the European Commission” was widely published and established as final and absolute:
“The pandemic has caused [sic!] the world’s worst economic crisis since World War II.” 526
The factual timeline of events though runs contrary to the official narrative:
In reality, the financial crisis was already dealt with when the pandemic response
was just beginning to take shape, since QE4 284 ff., the “exorbitant privilege to print
money at will”270, was executed simultaneously to the first “COVID-19 lockdowns”527
— both taking place between mid-March and early April 2020!
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After all, “who benefits”528 from spinning the order of cause and effect topsy-turvy?
•

PEPP: the “Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme” for “Making Debt Safer”529

“Assets purchased by central banks are typically held by wealthiest households”530, as a Member of the
European Central Bank’s Executive Board was explaining. “But to the extent that asset purchases
contribute to making debt safer, they may, at some point, be protecting bondholders at the expense of
the average taxpayer.”529 As ultimately all debt represents an IOU (I Owe You)251 ff., what makes wagers
by the wealthiest set-off this emergency — which should better be called “The Debt Pandemic”348?
•

Is Aladdin’s capital power “too big to fail”?

“If you believe models are going to be right, you’re going to be wrong” 519, admitted Blackrock’s CEO.
Since “Aladdin keeps its eyes on almost 7% of the world’s […by 2013 and counting…] financial assets”,
Thus, The Economist was asking the right question: “If models are always wrong, as BlackRock posits,
it should perhaps be a little worried that so many people are using the ones it offers.” ibid.
However, if “the so-called laws of capitalism were actually allowed to create realities”432ff, empowered
“to shepherd several debt-buying programs”, the genie (جن, jinn) inside the Aladdin® platform could
magic all faulty computations away! Furthermore, the spell “COVID-19” would erase any perception
of financial corruption from public awareness. A biblical wisdom literally suggests itself: “Watch out
for false prophets. They come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves.”531.
•

The Scare-Mongers532: propagating a State of Fear and Uncertainty

The founder of Microsoft, where Blackrock is second largest shareholder 533, has been prophesying
“that an upcoming pandemic could be 10 times worse and that humanity is not prepared for it.” 534
Henceforth, so Gates, “the world needs a massive global effort to prepare for future pandemics, which
includes investing billions into scientific development, mass testing, a global pandemic alert system
and a team of «infectious-disease first responders.»” In short, “future pandemics must be taken as
seriously as ‘the threat of war’”!535 — Is the history of the cold war just going to repeat itself?
To this end, first of all Eisenhower had warned, that “there is a recurring temptation to feel that some
spectacular and costly action could become the miraculous solution to all current difficulties”, making
“democracy […] to become the insolvent phantom of tomorrow.”490
Secondly, there is Orwell’s question: “How difficult are these things to manufacture?” 492 Actually the
“Gates Foundation […] emerged as a behind-the-scenes force in the fight against the coronavirus […
and…] helped fund vaccine development for Moderna” 535, “to create an mRNA technology platform
that functions very much like an operating system on a computer.” 536 Thus, by Orwellian standards,
this patented “Software of Life”ibid. classifies as “inherently tyrannical weapon” 492 for a vast “user base”
(Gates) to be “ruled, under one disguise or another, by a self-elected oligarchy” 492.
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“War is Peace…”537

According to the UN “humanity is waging war on nature”346,
while “declaring a public health emergency of international
concern”462 initiated by an environmental bio-agent. Thus,
the economic imperative emerges, to provide all necessary
means to the end of establishing a peacekeeping force, in
order to detect, control and contain mutual hostilities!
All theatres of war between planet and humanity however,
take place beyond actual human perception of space and time: status reports thereof are based on
computed extrapolations of submicroscopic measuring or of supposed causality.
There are startling parallels to Orwell’s plot of ‘Nineteen Eighty-Four’: “The fighting, when there is any,
takes place on the vague frontiers whose whereabouts the average man can only guess at” 538.
Whatsoever; any protection against this life-threatening menace requires the
comprehensive mobilisation and control of resources, natural or human — i.e.
the absolute power to realign all means to the just end.
•

“Power is not a means, it is an end.”538+

Because “the object of power is power”ibid. any objective [(X,Y)] will do, be is fictitious or real, as long
as its outcome is guaranteed: the total concentration and coordination of all over available means.
To this end the public must deny the very existence of reality and accept as true, that “2 + 2 = 5”ibid.
•

The 1984 Agenda for “Oligarchical Collectivism”538, 539

By the year 1984 Orwell’s anticipated transformation of global power was accomplished, but with
its original Agenda having fallen into oblivion, because “the programme it sets forth is nonsense.” 538+
Still existing mind-boggling contradictions just occur due to a mistaken “believe that reality is something objective, external, existing in its own right.” But since “reality exists in the human mind, and
nowhere else”ibid., it was to be specified by the collective and up to everybody to adjust to its values.
In 1948, while Orwell finished Nineteen Eighty-Four, Wiener published
cybernetics433, about how to automatise the process of permanent
adjustment to a given index value. As computerisation progressed, its
application to reprogram human behaviour evolved — “nudging”540:
“A nudge, as we will use the term, is any aspect of the choice architecture that alters
people's behavior in a predictable [!] way”ibid., 127 ff. — by following the Orwellian blueprint
of seeking to adjust the “reality [which] exists in the human mind”538+!
•

“Designing choices”541 to “fit a preconceived scenario (scenario fulfillment)” 516

No media is better suited than a smartphone to connect to this splendid hyper normal.
Here in cyberspace a plethora of visual “coach marks”, “spotlights”, “emojis”, “ratings &
likes”, “rewards”, etc. will accelerate understanding and render much reading obsolete.
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Because all cyberspace consists of computed lines of code, their execution follows preordained guidelines, which makes any user activity predictable and classifiable. Moreover, manufacturers ensured that installations of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) would never become “the realm of uncertainty”. Thus, already from
from its outset in the 1980s “the National Security Administration (NSA) has been seeding computers
abroad with [a hidden set-up] capable of covertly downloading data and transmitting it, using
electrical wiring as an antenna, to U.S. intelligence satellites.” 542
“How difficult are these things to manufacture?” As follows from Orwell’s crucial question, also ICT
qualifies as “inherently tyrannical weapon”492, applicable to align a naïve, unsuspecting “user base”
in the “disputed territories”538 towards the ends of “fewer and fewer foci of power”492.
•

“Weapons of Math Destruction”543

“Algorithms are everywhere. They sort and separate the winners from the losers. […] To build an algorithm you need two things: you need data, what happened in the past, and a definition of success […]
Actually, everyone uses algorithms. They just don’t formalize them in written code. Let me give you an
example. I use an algorithm every day to make a meal for my family. The data I use is the ingredients in
my kitchen, the time I have, the ambition I have, and I curate that data. My definition of success is: a
meal is successful if my kids eat vegetables. It’s very different from if my youngest son were in charge.
He’d say success is if he gets to eat lots of Nutella. But I get to choose success. I am in charge. My
opinion matters. That’s the first rule of algorithms.”544
•

“Algorithms are opinions embedded in code”ibid.

50 years ago it still had been common sense, that the fact one
could automate reasoning by feeding a computer with a set of
instructions did not mean that its results were beyond question.
Hence the first notion of “Limits to Growth” which arouse in 1972,
was outright dismissed and considered “best summarized not as a
rediscovery of the laws of nature but as a rediscovery of the oldest
maxim of computer science: Garbage In, Garbage Out.”545
▶
Also, its true agenda was openly addressed: “Public debates over
climate change […] often are about seemingly technical questions
when they are really about who should have authority in the political debate. The debate over the
science thus politicizes the science [!] and distracts from policy.”ibid.
•

“The Limits to Panic”546

Yet in scientific retrospect, “The Limits of Growth got it so wrong because its
authors overlooked the greatest resource of all: our own resourcefulness.” ibid.
However, under an economic regime designed to sabotage competing
creativity and industry314, this very neglect should come as no surprise.
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Back in 1972 though, the Cold War stalemate between East and West still paralysed any global transformation, and so the order of the day was to engage into a subversive attrition warfare of capital
power[547] — with Nixon firing the first shot by cancelling the “equitable standard upon which to
conduct international financial transactions” 272. As intended outcome, newly created roving capital
sought investments — preferably in tangible assets like natural resources from the “disputed areas”.
•

“Meet Maurice Strong: Globalist, Oiligarch, ‘Environmentalist’” 548

One of Rockefeller oil managers 549, who “was renowned as a human Rolodex of political, business and
financial connections across the developed and developing world” 548, “began in 1972 with organizing
and overseeing the drafting of the Stockholm Declaration as the Secretary-General of the first United
Nations Intergovernmental Conference on the Environment.”550
Thereafter the man, who “had ‘invented the environment’”551, would spearhead
the newly founded UN Environment Programme from Nairobi 552, at the same
place where he previously held “a job with Rockefeller's CalTex”548.
•

“The First Global Revolution: A Report by the Council of the Club of Rome” 553

“Can we live without enemies?” When the abrupt collapse of the Soviet Union ended the Cold War,
this Council considered, “that the sudden absence of traditional adversaries has left governments and
public opinion with a great void.” ibid. So far, the “two axes of reference” had been “ human rights and
democracy”, but “as now practiced, democracy is no longer well suited for the tasks ahead. The
complexity and the technical nature of many of today’s problems do not always allow elected
representatives to make competent [!] decisions at the right time. […]
In the world that is emerging, decision making can no longer be the monopoly of governments
[…] There is need to bring many partners into the process—business and industry, research
institutions, scientists, NGOs and private organisations—so that the widest available experience
and skill is available.”ibid.
•

“The Common Enemy of Man is Man”ibid.

“In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global
warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. […] All these dangers are caused
by human intervention and it is only through changed attitudes and behaviour that they can be
overcome. The real enemy, then, is humanity itself.”ibid.
•

“an opportunity as well as an imperative need for restructuring the United Nations system” ibid.

“The imperative need now is to attempt to master and stimulate technology [!] within a human framework
, so as to contribute to the general and sustainable well-being of all peoples in this and
succeeding generations, within a holistic, global and even cosmic [sic!] comprehension and to balance
material advances by cultivating social, moral and spiritual attributes.”ibid.
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“Like in Roman times […] you don't need diplomacy if you are so powerful […] Who am I to fight a
superpower?”554 hinted the first UN Secretary-General not going to be reselected. 555 His successor, a
former “Special Envoy to NATO” […] “appointed Maurice Strong as Executive Coordinator for United
Nations Reform in January 1997” 556 In a nutshell, “the tale of Maurice Strong illustrates the way in
which the U.N., with its bureaucratic culture of secrecy, its diplomatic immunities, and its global reach,
lends itself to manipulation by a small circle of those who best know its back corridors.” 557
•

“Unite Power of Markets with Authority of Universal Values…”

… Secretary-General urges at World Economic Forum”: “The United Nations has been transformed
since we last met here in Davos. The Organization has undergone a complete overhaul that I have
described as a ‘quiet revolution’ […] A fundamental shift has occurred. The United Nations once dealt
only with governments. By now we know that peace and prosperity cannot be achieved without
partnerships involving governments, international organizations, the business community and civil
society […] The business of the United Nations involves the businesses of the world.”558
Are there not striking parallels between Eisenhower addressing “this REVOLUTION” and Koffi Annan
describing his “quiet revolution”? Only that the former warned of its “potential for the disastrous rise
of misplaced power” while the later facilitated precisely that!
•

“A Culture of Impunity”559

“A grand committee that reports to itself alone, the UN operates with great secrecy and is shielded by
diplomatic immunity. One of its prime defenses, indeed, is the sheer impenetrability of its operations:
after more than 60 years as a global collective, it has become a welter of so many overlapping
programs, far-flung projects, quietly vested interests, nepotistic shenanigans, and interlocking
directorates as to defy accurate or easy comprehension, let alone responsible supervision.” ibid.
“Increasingly […] the UN has been inviting wealthy patrons around the globe to collaborate with it as
“partners.””ibid. Annoyingly though, “global companies” ranked last in a “Rating of Global Players”
survey560! In stark contrast, “NGOs (“Non-governmental organizations such as environmental and
social advocacy groups”) got the highest grades”.ibid.
•

Astroturfing a Global Stakeholder Environment561

Alike AstroTurf® provides synthetic sports surfaces with the appearance of natural grass, astroturfing
provides a semblance of democratic decision-making through “organized activity that is intended to
create a false impression of a widespread, spontaneously arising, grassroots movement in support of
or in opposition to something (such as a political policy) but that is in reality initiated and controlled by
a concealed group or organization (such as a corporation)”562 Since financial speculation is the most
profitable if its future outcome is ascertained in advance 256, the substitutions of genuine grassroots
with synthetic astroturfs serve to tie up any loose ends in ostensibly autonomous decision-making.
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Scenario-Fulfilment516 versus Scenario-Adaptation

The worst enemy of speculative profit is randomness563 — symbolised for ages by the cast of ▲ a die.
This name was derived from the Latin word “datum” (plural “data”!) as “something which is given”564.
Whichever “face” ⚀⚁⚂⚃⚄⚅ fell to someone, either good or bad fortune, it had to be dealt with.
“Fortuna caeca est”, the Roman goddess of “Luck is blind” was ancient common sense. Thus, akin to
Justitia, the goddess of justice, Fortuna would often be depicted wearing a blindfold.
As statically misfortune must befall everybody sooner or later, “the future is important enough” 203,199
to spawn a “Tit for Tat” “structuring momentum from within”207 ff. — equilibrating pay-ins and pay-offs.
Yet at all times efforts were undertaken to ‘force one’s luck’ by making these zero-sum-games less
random. In 2007 Microsoft had to admit, that the “pseudo-random number generator” of “Windows”
systems operated on a foreseeable algorithm, that rendered encryption useless. Is there any difference to “crooking dices”565? Both means fix the odds to the end of scenario-fulfilment.
•

“God does not play dice”566

Even Einstein kept struggling to accept, that “the heart of the new theory of quantum mechanics […]
beats randomly and uncertainly” ibid.. Basically “the difficulty is that, contrary to the usual view of math
as the one science that can yield certainty, math itself is not without its problems.
First, […] much of it deals with things that do not really exist. Not just irrational numbers and
imaginary numbers but perfect circles, straight lines, points that have no dimensions, movements
proceeding in straight lines and at constant speeds, and much more.
Second, there is the much-discussed, but so far unanswered, question why such artificial creations and
abstractions should not only fit the physical world with which we are familiar but provide the best tools
for analyzing it; in other words, why nature should allow herself to be governed by mathematics in
these and other things.”567
“Third, it has been shown—by Kurt Goedel, Einstein’s constant companion at Princeton during
Einstein’s last years—that any mathematical system will necessarily contain propositions that are selfcontradictory, unprovable, or both. Such as can only be resolved by drawing on propositions taken
from outside that system, where the game starts afresh.”ibid. 568
•

“Politics in the Guise of Pure Science”569

“It’s time we once again put science at the top of our agenda […] science holds the key
to our survival as a planet and our security and prosperity as a nation”, 570 as a newly
elected U.S. President promised “Hope” and “Change we can believe in” 571, after “the
biggest financial crisis since the Great Depression […] changed the media’s campaign
coverage, and perhaps the outcome, of the presidential race”572, 290 ff.
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Wikipedia, “Kurt Gödel, incompleteness theorems”, 1931: https://tinyl.io/5WWO
Tierney, “Politics in the Guise of Pure Science”, NYTimes, Feb 2009: https://tinyl.io/51vQ
Harris, “4 Top Science Advisers Are Named by Obama”, NYTimes, Dec 2008: https://tinyl.io/51vh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama_2008_presidential_campaign#Slogan
Holcomb, “How the Lehman Bros. crisis impacted the 2008 presidential race”, PEW Research, Sep 2013: https://tinyl.io/50PK
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The new agenda would spin around the “relationship between energy, security and climate” as threat
to “international peace”.573 Hereupon a “Surprise Nobel”-laureated Obama574 appointed as “Science
Advisor to the President” a physics professor, who had suggested in 1977 that “a Planetary Regime—
sort of an international superagency for population, resources, and environment […] could control the
development, administration, conservation, and distribution of all natural resources”.575
6 years earlier Nixon’s unilateral termination of Bretton Woods had eliminated the safeguard of
national economic sovereignty. Nixon’s Secretary of State and Nobel Peace Prize laureate of 1973 576
asserted in a classified memo of 1974, that “the world is increasingly dependent on
mineral supplies from developing countries, and if rapid population frustrates their
prospects for economic development and social progress, the resulting instability may
undermine the conditions for expanded output and sustained flows of such resources.” 577
•

“Toward a Planetary Regime”575 [section title]

“Regulation of one vital global commons[578] has not yet been seriously discussed – that
commons is the atmosphere. […] It is crucial to preserve the atmosphere's quality and the stability of
global climate. […] Perhaps those agencies, combined with UNEP and the United Nations population
agencies, might eventually be developed into a Planetary Regime” 575 — but by whose authority?
“If a state can make its power seem legitimate in the eyes of others, it will encounter less resistance to
its wishes.”579 The world stage is set for the Oscar-winning, Nobel Peace Prize laureate of 2007:
“We, the human species, are confronting a planetary emergency“, due to “globalwarming pollution[!]”, thus “we need to put a price on carbon — with a CO2 tax”78
“We now have several trillion dollars worth of sub-prime carbon assets
whose value is based on the assumption that CO2 is free”.580
Because inherently “all human actions are, in the most fundamental physical sense,
transformations of energy”13, any “planetary CO2 tax” regime thus presupposes the
transfer of the power to police and limit everyone's every move and thrift — the
global panopticon legitimised “for people, planet and prosperity”?
•

“The rapid emergence of carbon finance”:

“Carbon will be the world's biggest commodity market, and it could become the world's biggest
market overall”581 Thus, it required “to push into existence a groundbreaking new commodities
bubble, disguised as an ‘environmental plan’ called cap-and-trade” 582. And this time “the rise in
prices will be government-mandated”ibid. — perfect for “minting private money from law”.317
Yet if the basis of the carbon trading business is to rent “clean” air from somebody else
— why on earth leave profits to those nations with little to none industry at all?
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582

UN Security Council open debate: UK concept paper “Energy, Security and Climate”, Apr 2007: https://tinyl.io/51JI
Erlanger et al., “Surprise Nobel for Obama Stirs Praise and Doubts”, NYTimes, Oct 2009: https://tinyl.io/51JZ
Holdren et al., “Ecoscience”, New York 1977, Open Library, ref. to ‘Excerpts’: https://tinyl.io/52Xy
Kissinger ordering “massive bombing”: “Anything that flies, on anything that moves”, Dec 1970, PDF, pg 66: https://tinyl.io/51cH
Kissinger Report, “Implications of Worldwide Population Growth For U.S. Security and Overseas Interests”, pg 6: https://tinyl.io/51cO
Latin noun communis, something collectively held by people:https://tinyl.io/51LO
Joseph S. Nye Jr.: “Power in the Global Information Age: From Realism to Globalization”, 2004, pg. 77: https://tinyurl.com/y4jgdkgp
Hickman, “World will agree new climate deal, says Al Gore”, Guardian, Mar 2009: https://tinyl.io/53ey
Kanter, “Carbon trading: Where greed is green”, NYTimes, Jun 2007: https://tinyl.io/53t4
Taibbi, “The Great American Bubble Machine”, RollingStone, Jul 2009: https://tinyl.io/54ZM
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“A New Way to Loot”583: “The conversion of natural assets into financial capital”584:

Since “the world is drowning in debt”259, it is time to mount a new floor585 onto
Exter’s debt pyramid: Economists recently assessed that “the benefits that nature
provides (termed ecosystem services)”ibid. would provide for an increase of the
current debt-pyramid by $4 quadrillion: “The Opportunity:

•
•

Natural Asset Company: A corporate structure designed to hold the rights to […] natural assets.
Natural Equity: A security conveying ownership interest in a Natural Asset Company [NAC].”ibid.

Above all however, ownership of any kind implies “the legal right to withhold […] to impose terms
and exact obedience”311. Consequently, with the environment being “owned against others” [Veblen],
the WEIRD notion of “humanity” would be regressing to the medieval ages before 1217 AD, when
England’s “Forest Charter”586, as “a companion document to Magna Carta”, certified the common
“right to subsistence”59 from the resources
of the royal forests.

•

“The Climate-Industrial Complex”587

Ultimately the global 4 quadrillion fire-sale scheme hinges on a single sales-pitch:
human industrial development has caused a planetary emergency 588 — spinning
the neo-feudalisation of vast territories in the Least Developed Countries into an act
of charity. Again, the Single-Point Perspective is used to sanctify another corporate
crusade in order to “rule over” and to “subdue” “every living thing that moves on the earth”. 176 Bible, Genesis
•

“Carbon Offsets: The Indispensable Indulgence”589 [remission41]

“The standard trope is that it’s like the old practice of buying indulgences from
the Catholic Church: […] a “get out of a jail free” card […] Offsets make sense
because they provide a market-based approach for finding and testing globalwarming remedies. They provide pools of cash”.
583
584
585
586
587
588
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Webb, “Wall Street’s Takeover of Nature Advances with Launch of New Asset Class”, Unlim.. Hangout, Oct 2021: https://tinyl.io/54e1
“The Solution”, Intrinsic Exchange Group (IEG), Sep 2021: https://tinyl.io/54dK
Rockefeller Foundation, New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), etc. as “founding investors”, Costa Rica as pilot: https://tinyl.io/55Hq
“The Charter of the Forest of 1217 (Latin: Carta Foresta)”, Wikipedia: https://tinyl.io/54sG
Lomborg, “The Climate-Industrial Complex”, Wall Street Journal, May 2009: https://tinyl.io/4ya1, PDF: https://tinyl.io/4ya2
“Anthropogenic Global Warming”: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropogenic_global_warming
Conniff, “Carbon Offsets: The Indispensable Indulgence”, Yale School of the Environment, Sep 2008: https://tinyl.io/55y2
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“Disputation on the Power and Efficacy of Indulgences”590

500 years ago, Martin Luther had posted his famous pamphlet at a Catholic church portal, asking:
86. “Why does not the pope, whose wealth is today greater than the
wealth of the richest Crassus, build this one basilica of St. Peter
with his own money rather than with the money of poor believers?”
87. “What does the pope remit or grant to those who by perfect
contrition already have a right to full remission and blessings?”
“Over the past 25 years, the richest 10 percent of the global population has been responsible for more
than half of all carbon emissions, and the poorest 50 percent were responsible for just seven percent of
emissions. Rank injustice and inequality of this scale is a cancer. If we don't act now, this century may
be one of humanity's last.” — the incumbent UN Secretary-General591 ▼592

•

A Lutheran Accounting for Fair and Equitable Indulgences

“Between the Paris Agreement83,350 and 2030, the per capita consumption emissions
of the richest 1% are set to fall by just 5%, while cuts of 97% are needed to be consistent with the 1.5°C goal.”514 Accordingly 97% redemption593 would do justice. ▶
The ETEC-green slice represents their fair 3% share for the salvation of humanity,
the yellow segment projects their de facto payback of CO2-liability till 2030.
•

-97%

So where are the Indulgences for the 50% Poorest?

According to those adopted targets, the poorest 50%
are in terms of figures free to more than double their
“per capita consumption emissions”. But precisely for
being poor, their growth will not exceed 17%. ▶

17%
233%

590
591
592
593

Luther, “95 Theses: Disputation on the Power and Efficacy of Indulgences”, Wittenberg, Saxony, Oct 1517: https://tinyl.io/561i
Guterres, “The race to a zero-emission world starts now”, TED video + transcript, Oct 2020: https://tinyl.io/55yD
N.N., “Carbon Inequality in 2030”, IEEP/Oxfam, Nov 2021, PDF pg 3: https://tinyl.io/55y8
redemption (n.), “deliverance from sin”, from Latin redimere “to redeem, buy back”: https://tinyl.io/5Wsi
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The Real “Inconvenient Truth”102

In the global ratio, “absolute emissions linked to the richest 1% […] will continue to grow from 13% in
1990 to 15% in 2015 and is set to reach over 16% by 2030”. ibid. By contrast, the share of the poorest
50% even dropped between 1990 and 2015 from 8% to 7%! Until 2030 it “may increase” to 9%.

1%
In short, currently the richest 1% consume twice as much energy as the poorest 50% altogether!
Thus “rank injustice and inequality of this scale”591 begs to reiterate the Lutheran disputation:
“What does the [UN/international community] remit or grant to those who
[by fortuity⚀⚁] already have a right to full remission and blessings?”
Precisely this century-old question constitutes as initial point (0,0) the foundation of ETEC projects
— with empowerment as guideline. Enlightenment however serves as indispensable
prerequisite in order to achieve empowerment. As to Kant’s definition, “enlightenment
is man's release from his self-incurred tutelage. Tutelage is man's inability to make use of
his understanding without direction from another.”12 By these notes ETEC now argues,
that this tutelage or guardianship is going to be embedded by design into the solutions
which are propagated under the guise of the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”:
“Some call it the fourth industrial revolution, or industry 4.0, but whatever you call it, it represents the
combination of cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things, and the Internet of Systems.
In short, it is the idea of smart factories in which machines are augmented with web connectivity and
connected to a system that can visualize the entire production chain and make decisions on its own.”594
•

The Delusion of “Building Back Better” by “Environmental Rights and Governance”595

“These technologies have great potential to […] help
regenerate the natural environment through better asset
management[!], potentially even undoing all the damage
previous industrial revolutions have caused.”594
Yet the “explosive increase in the global use of energy” 8 ▶
with its potential to cause “all the damage” did not occur
until the demise of Hammarskjöld and Kennedy as well as
the downfall of Bretton Woods system!
And if “renewable energy technologies simply won’t work”103
— how is this sparse share supposed to undo anything?
Total primary energy consumption on the African continent
shows up at the bottom right. “If you take out South Africa,
people in sub-Saharan Africa are responsible for about 0.55
percent of global emissions.[sic!]”596

594 Marr, “Why Everyone Must Get Ready For The 4th Industrial Revolution”, Forbes Mag., Apr 2016: https://tinyl.io/5cKH
595 UNEP News, “Building Back Better: Why we must think of the next generation”, May 2020: https://tinyl.io/5cRj
596 Ogunbiyi, “Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Sustainable Energy for All”, Jun 2021: https://tinyl.io/5kPx
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An unavoidable “Traditional Biomass” Dilemma?200

“While Sub-Saharan Africa has the largest share of renewable sources [!] in its energy supply, it is not
modern - 85 percent is traditional uses of biomass”597, as stated by a UN report. “Not modern” is an
euphemism for open fire, which is particularly harmful inside private accommodations, where first
and foremost cooking is taking place:
“Indoor air pollution from using combustible fuels
for household energy caused 4.3 million deaths in 2012,
with women and girls accounting for 6 out of every 10 of these.”598
This is fairly close to twice the global death rate of COVID-19 reported one year after its outbreak 463!
Even more alarming should be its frequency of occurrence especially in the sub-Saharan region —
where it might indeed be justified to speak of a pandemic599 situation: ▼600

To understand the emergence of pollutants, simply light a match: that initial ignition by striking its
inflammable head (kinetic energy-input) will induce self-sustaining combustion
on all sides of its wooden stick. Yet in the following, optimal “transformations”[13]
of biomass to heat take place only inside this white area, where gasified [!] ▶
hydrocarbons
homogeneously react with atmospheric oxygen!
Lack of oxygen at the wooden surface, as indicated by the emergence of char,
is leading to smouldering, producing harmful smoke and soot
together with this typical yellow sooty diffusion flame.
Alone gasification neatly separates the compounds of photosynthesis, releasing all bound solar energy as heat. ▶ 110 ff.
597
598
599
600

UN, “Universal Access to Sustainable Energy Will Remain Elusive Without Addressing Inequalities”, Jun 2021: https://tinyl.io/5dT7
UN SDG 7, “Affordable and Clean Energy | Facts and figures”, United Nations, 2021: https://tinyl.io/5dQ7
from Greek pandemos, “pertaining to all people; public, common” from pan- “all” + dēmos “people”: https://tinyl.io/5e4n
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, “Death rates from indoor air pollution, 2019”, Our World in Data: https://tinyl.io/5e4t
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Turning “Traditional Biomass” into “Modern Bioenergy”601

The fundamental difference between the “developed -” and the “least-developed countries” (LDCs) of
the sub-Sahara is, that the former possess aforementioned “modern” combustors, inside which by
gasification the very same kind of biomass is transformed into “green” bioenergy on industrial scale:
“Primary energy supply is, simply said, the first «raw energy» that enters an engine or power plant and
then transforms into «refined energy» or «secondary energy» as, for example, electrical power or
mechanical power.”602 Thus, any «secondary energy» return requires «raw energy» investment (EROI)31
beforehand: “Electricity is a secondary energy source that is produced when energy sources such as
coal, natural gas, nuclear, and renewable energy are converted into electric power. Conversion losses,
which refer to the energy lost while generating electricity, totaled […] 61% of total consumption[!].”603
•

“Increasing Energy Inefficiency”: “getting less efficient at converting energy into usable forms” 604

With the regression of “direct fuel uses” [!] as a result of expanding electrification, today “about twothirds of the total primary input go directly into heating the universe without performing first any
useful work, and only a third provides desired energy services, while in 1950 it was a 50/50 split.” ibid.
•

“Climate-Smart Investment Potential”83

Albeit loosing roughly ⅔ appears costly in terms of energy investment,
in terms of capital investment it seems to payoff well. Therefore the first SDG7 Indicator reads “7.1.1 Proportion of population with access to electricity” 605 — with the World Bank as “Custodian Agency”.

789 million
people lack
electricity

Notably, nothing but “access” to energy ▲606 the 2030 Agenda is stipulating:
“Nearly 9 out of 10 people now have access to electricity, but reaching the
unserved [!] 789 million around the world – 548 million people in sub Saharan
Africa alone – that lack access will require increased efforts. Without electricity,
women and girls have to spend hours fetching water” — and firewood too!

•

Transformation of Energy or Society? “The Plunder of the Commons”607

To date, all over sub Saharan Africa, firewood (traditional biomass) is considered a common good 586.
“What distinguishes a commons is that it is not private property, does not have a price, and is oriented
towards ‘use value’ rather than ‘exchange value’.”607 Hence, if exactly the same biomass is going to be
converted by “modern” combustors and sold back as “clean” and “sustainable” electricity service, it
entails nothing less than to split the commons from the commoners’ rights!
601
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“Tracking SDG7: The Energy Progress Report”, “Results”: https://trackingsdg7.esmap.org/results#tab-1-5
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/energy/
U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Electric generation transforms…”, Sep 2019: https://tinyl.io/5gET
Smil, “Energy-Conversion Efficiency Is Falling” (print title), IEEE Spectrum, Jan/Feb 2021: https://tinyl.io/5ieJ
https://trackingsdg7.esmap.org/about-us
All corresponding images extracted from UN brochure “E_Infographic_07.pdf”, Jul 2019: https://tinyl.io/5g7z
Standing, “The plunder of the commons”, World Economic Forum, Jan 2018: https://tinyl.io/5gpg
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For this very reason, 800 years ago in England, alongside “the greatest constitutional document of all
times – the foundation of the freedom of the individual against the arbitrary authority of the despot” 608,
“a right to subsistence”607 was chartered. “Indeed, the principle for which Elinor Ostrom was to receive
the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2009 was actually embedded in the Charter of the Forest.” ibid.
By 2015 however, not only the SGDs were revealed but also the “Welcome To 2030: I Own Nothing…”
social concept. Henceforth smart devices would meter access and manage subscription fees from
the “unbanked, underbanked and underserved”451 Collecting pay-offs via the Internet of Things again
requires the existence of electrical power on the ground.
“Yet a microchip-governed e-world is utterly dependent on an electricity supply whose fundamental
design remains beholden to thermal- and hydropowered-generation systems, both reaching the
commercial market in 1882 [sic!], which still provide more than 80 percent of the world’s electricity. And
we aspire to make it available at least 99.9999 percent of the time, so that it can serve as the
cornerstone of everything electronic.”609
And by the laws of physics, any expansion of electricity-intensive solutions increases energy waste:
“This is a common paradox that has accompanied improved design and higher efficiency of individual
energy converters: Even as their specific performance gets better, the overall performance gets worse.”
Thus, “displaced former direct fuel uses” are turning out as “example of progressing by regressing.”604
•

The Shortfall of the SDG 7 Target for Sub Saharan Africa:

“A joint report of the custodian agencies […] International Energy Agency (IEA), International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), United Nations Statistics Division (UNSD), World Bank, World
Health Organization (WHO)”610 was conceding by mid-2021, that that its “affordable energy” agenda
is not sustainable: If adverse “changes in incomes and fuel prices […] were found across all of SubSaharan Africa, nearly 25 million people would be at risk of reverting to traditional fuels” 610:
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

“Current trends suggest that unless rapid action [!] is taken to scale up clean
cooking, the world will fall well short of the SDG 7 target of universal access to
clean cooking fuels and technologies—by almost 30 percent”;
“Urgent progress is needed in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2019, for the first time,
more people without access to clean fuels and technologies reside in SubSaharan Africa than anywhere else”;
“In fact, the access deficit in Sub-Saharan Africa has risen by more than 50 percent since 2000”;
“Of these countries, 7 have proportions of their respective populations with
access at or below 5 percent, including Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mozambique, Niger, Uganda, and Tanzania”;
“The access disparity between urban and rural areas has been declining […]
except in Sub-Saharan Africa, where it grew from 23 percentage points in 2010
to 29 percentage points in 2019”;
+
“Among all the SDG 7 targets, clean cooking presents the greatest cause for
concern owing to its slow progress. A continuation of a business-as-usual
agenda is no longer acceptable: Clean cooking fuels and technologies must be
made a top political priority with targeted policies.”ibid.

608 “The Attorney General's keynote … to the Global Law Summit marking 800 years since Magna Carta”, UK 2015: https://tinyl.io/5gpR
609 Smil, “The Miraculous 1880s”, IEEE Spectrum, Jun 2015: https://tinyl.io/5jJL
610 Tracking SDG7 | The Energy Progress Report 2021, Jun 2021, PDF pgs 12, 13, 59, 60, 5, 25: https://tinyl.io/5hK4
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UN Secretary-General:“‘Leave no one behind’ mantra matters more than ever”460

Is it that hard to grasp, that Indicator 7.1.1, the “100 percent access to electricity by 2030” 610 actually is
the “business-as-usual agenda”? Meanwhile, however, the overall consistency of this 2030 Agenda
has been even called into question “at that watering hole of the global elite in Switzerland” 611
amongst the “'Davos Men', 'gold-collar workers' or … 'cosmocrats'” 612. “Davos people control virtually
all international institutions, many of the world’s governments, and the bulk of the world’s economic
and military capabilities. The Davos Culture hence is tremendously important” 613 — which makes it
advisable to listen to power:
•

“Affluence is the biggest threat to our world, according to a new scientific report” 614

Referred study notes615, that “Sustainable” and “Development” are controversial terms,
“since SDG 8 aims for continued global GDP growth […are…] likely contradicting several
other SDGs, e.g. SDG 12 and 13.” “This is because
renewable energy, electrification, carbon-capturing
technologies and even services all have resource
requirements, mostly in the form of metals, concrete
and land.” Therefore, “since the level of consumption
determines total impacts, affluence[616] needs to be
addressed by reducing consumption, not just greening
it”. [sic!] “Avoiding consumption […] implies reducing
expenditure and wealth along ‘sustainable consumption corridors’,
◀ i.e. minimum and maximum consumption standards.”ibid.
This core thesis is substantiated by a chart, indicating that the “Global Material Footprint” and the
“Global GDP” continue to grow in sync — along the line SDG 8 ▼ would suggest.

To remain sustainable though, development must occur in line ▲ with a given Global CO2 FFI! Even
more, “confronting a planetary emergency”78,346 dictates a global call for “degrowth”: “an equitable
downscaling of throughput [that is the energy and resource flows through an economy]”.615
611
612
613
614
615
616

Ajami, “The Clash”, NYTimes, Jan 2008: https://tinyl.io/5lrh
Huntington, “Dead Souls: The Denationalization of the American Elite”, The National Interest, Mar 2004: https://tinyl.io/5lrk
Huntington, “Globalization and Culture”, Seoul lecture, Jul 1999: https://tinyl.io/5lsY
Fleming, “This is now the world’s greatest threat – and it’s not coronavirus”, World Economic Forum, Jul 2020: https://tinyl.io/5lw5
Wiedmann et al., “Scientists’ warning on affluence”, Nature Communications, Jun 2020, PDF: https://tinyl.io/5my5
from Latin affluentia, literally “a flowing to”, mid-14c., “a plentiful flowing, an abundant supply”: https://tinyl.io/5oNs
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The International Energy Agency however reported 617, that green energy products entail a growing
“Material Footprint”: “Since 2010 the average amount of minerals needed for a new unit of power
generation capacity has increased by 50% as the share of renewables in new investment has risen.”618

“…minerals are a component of infrastructure, with the potential [

] to be recovered and recycled.”617

617 IEA, “The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions”, Paris, May 2021, PDF, charts pg 6+7: https://tinyl.io/64IL
618 IEA, “The Role of Critical Minerals in Clean Energy Transitions”, Paris, May 2021, exec. summary online: https://tinyl.io/64II
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Ultimately current clean energy technologies entail a shift in looting
resources: the phasing-out of fossil fuels is compensated by the
increased use of minerals — as overlaying the Value Extraction chart
with the Global CO2 FFI chart calling for “degrowth” illustrates.
Would it not make more sense to turn to organic resources instead?
For example, a diesel generator powered by pure vegetable oil will
smoothly generate electricity.619 Yet such kind of renewable energy
production would shift power from finance to grassroots industry!
Maintaining a structural power differential facilitates profitability:
“Many minerals come from a small number of producers. For
example, in the cases of lithium, cobalt and rare earth elements, the world’s top three producers
control well over three-quarters of global output.” 617 Arguably “a position to impose terms and exact
obedience”, and thus a perfect vantage point to pull off a rent-seeking scheme.
•

Losing “the golden thread that connects all the Sustainable Development Goals” 4

The 2009 UN-pledge of “A Global Green New Deal for Climate, Energy, and Development” 620 was issued
in response to the 2008 financial crisis 290ff.. This “big push”…“to lift up” of course, “will require globally
funded guarantees, or price supports (e.g., through a global “feed-in tariffs” program), to subsidize
investment”620. Yet by 2020, one financial crisis later, there simply was no public capital left to loot 307
in order to “drive down the costs of renewable energy” and “end energy poverty” 620.
The Global Green New Deal implied, that “developed countries commit to a goal of mobilizing jointly
USD 100 billion dollars a year by 2020 to address the needs of developing countries” 621 By this premise
“private finance can […] turn billions committed to climate investment through public channels into
trillions of total climate investment.” “The promise is now officially delayed to 2023.”622
Plain and simple: consumers must “delay” their “needs satisfaction”615 by Green Energy supply, until
these very same consumers have “committed” sufficient taxes to top-up the rents for “$130 trillion”622
in roving capital
! Despite all sermonising, Davos Culture above all implies rent-seeking70ff
but neither seeking risk nor liability — as evidenced by the immediate “withdrawal of
private capital” at the dawn of the 2020 “Debt Pandemic”348.
•

“Davos by the Numbers: 119 Billionaires, 309 Private Jets…”623

Davos Man Bill Gates: “I spend about $5 million every year to offset my family’s carbon footprint” 624
Scientists have “estimated his annual footprint at 7,493 metric tons of carbon, mostly from a lot of
flying.”625 Thus, Gates’ energy consumption would be equivalent to that of 75,000 East Africans at the
grassroots, because an average mean per capita footprint of Tanzania, Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda
and Madagascar amounts to about 0.1 metric tons.626 Taking the size of this Din A4 page as Gates’
footprint reference, this area here → ← would match given African grassroots’ per capita footprint.
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
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Multifuel-Generators, “Diesel – Vegetable Oil – Waste Vegetable Oil – Pyrolysis Oil”, ATG Germany: https://tinyl.io/65TW
AtKisson, “A Global Green New Deal for Climate, Energy, and Development”, UNDESA, Dec 2009, PDF: https://tinyl.io/5lrE
United Nations, “FCCC/CP/2009/11/Add.1”, decisions Copenhagen Conference “COP 15”, Mar 2010, PDF, pg7: https://tinyl.io/5o3p
UN News, “COP26: ‘Not blah blah blah’…”, Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero, Nov 2021: https://tinyl.io/5pX6
Rogers, “119 billionaires, 53 heads of state, and an $8.3 million security bill…”, Bloomberg, Jan 2020: https://tinyl.io/5q4J
Gates, “What you can do to fight climate change”, GatesNotes, Feb 2021: https://tinyl.io/5q43
Wilk et al, “[…] What gives billionaires […] such a massive carbon footprint”, The Conversation, Feb 2021: https://tinyl.io/5q0d
“CO2 emissions (MT per capita) – Tanzania, Madagascar, Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda”, World Bank, DataBank: https://tinyl.io/5pu2
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““I bought out their capacity and I got volume discount,” Gates said in an interview” 627. “Climeworks
uses giant fans to capture CO₂ from the air.” 628 At the bottom line, Gates' carbon indulgences are just
increasing the “Global Material Footprint”, while making exorbitant affluence appear legitimate.
•

“Let’s be clear: human activities are at the root of our descent towards chaos” 346

“Speaking truth to power” arguably is not every UN secretary-general's thing: Was the carbon
footprint concept not meant “to discover others’ non-cooperative behaviour or defection” 219?
But why does Guterres resort to the blanket statement “human activities”, instead of clearly naming
offenders and blaming violations? After all one fact is abundantly clear:
There is no way that the poor half of the world's population could have
17%
caused this very “planetary emergency” — leave alone the Sub-Saharan
-97%
peoples! Regardless, since “the state of the planet is broken” a global and
233%
general redemption “is a matter of equity, fairness, solidarity and enlightened self-interest [sic!]”.346
“The world’s pension funds manage $32 trillion dollars in assets, putting them in
a unique position to […] lead the way”.346 — i.e. “The Opportunity” in the making,
with “the financial sector” as manager of “ecosystem services” and with the UN
as custodians of “walled gardens”? Given that “the science is crystal clear”, “we
need to align all public and private financial flows behind the Paris Agreement
and the Sustainable Development Goals” in order to “provide certainty and
confidence for businesses and the financial sector to invest for net zero”346.
Did the UN just champion to expand the WEIRD Transformation in Risk Sharing up to the last middle
of nowhere? Yet how might safeguarding the “pound of flesh” for investors be reconcilable with upholding the “quality of mercy”, as indispensable precondition for claiming: “Solidarity is humanity.
Solidarity is survival.”346 Furthermore, how can any such “cooperative equilibrium” remain sustainable
without “the deterrent axiom Tit-for-Tat”?
Thus, why on earth should the “poorest 50%” bear with another rent-seeking “scenario-fulfilment”
designed for the “richest 1%”, who for their part may simply bail-out pg 49+41 by green-washing and
offsetting their personal liabilities46?
Especially since “having one kind of rule, that works everywhere is a ridiculous kind of thinking.” 196
•

Fostering own Agency at Grassroots Level: “A Global Local Green New Deal”620

“Fair and Equitable Indulgences”, in the Lutheran or Shakespearian spirit, would call for a positive
discrimination of those affected by “energy poverty”596,22! Does not their “right to full remission” in fact
mandate to be compensated by those obliged to redeem the bulk of their energy affluence?
Fortunately, this mechanism has already been established 629, in order to bestow financial grants for
the people in “least-developed countries”! Hence, ETEC has been founded, to especially deliver what
the SDG7 was promising but to date fell short of keeping: The mission now is to invest
these offset payments directly at the grassroots - not for profit, but in the community
interest by providing clean cooking, clean electricity generation even prime movers —
all, with unrivalled efficiency, powered by “direct fuel uses” of this primary bioenergy:
pure plant oil, an eco-friendly, 100% renewable and sustainable natural product.
627 Rathi et al., “The Icelandic Startup Bill Gates Uses to Turn Carbon Dioxide Into Stone”, Bloomb. | Q. , Mar 2021: https://tinyl.io/65SJ
628 Bass, “Microsoft Climate Fund Backs Climeworks Effort to Suck Up Carbon”, Bloomberg, Jan 2021: https://tinyl.io/65SI
629 UN, “Framework Convention on Climate Change”, Cancun Agreements, Nov 2010, PDF pg 17, Article 102: https://tinyl.io/67fR
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About the Physics of Fuelling Society
Whether generation happens by photovoltaic or photosynthetic
solar panels, better known as leaves, ultimately “green” energy
needs to be stored until it is consumed. The best natural battery
there is, vegetable oil, contains 10 kWh of energy per litre.

ON
OFF

In comparison, a “10kWh Powerwall” battery system would be
required to provide the same amount in form of electric energy. This device 630
will weight 100 kg due to its battery pack with 100-times less energy-density
than the oil bottle’s 1 kg. Its end of life is reached after “6000 cycles”, leaving the owner with a heap of
toxic waste — unlike the bio-degradable veg-oil battery! For US$2600 this Powerwall is available in
China — currently not “affordable” for the “left behind”, but can prices drop in the future?
•

“Mines, Minerals, and “Green” Energy: A Reality Check” 631

According to a study, “total materials extracted
and processed” equate to 500-times the batteryweight, leaving each Powerwall with 50 tonnes
of environmental wasteland.ibid.
Goldman Sachs is accessing, that battery-pack
production requires ca. 2000g/kWh of metals: ▶
•

“Batteries: The Greenflation Challenge”632

“For raw materials, we see supply running tight in
the next few years for copper, aluminium, nickel
and lithium”. Thus “raw material price inflation contributes to higher battery pack prices”.ibid. A fellow
Goldman Commodities Strategist is emphasising, “that copper is the new oil, meaning that it's now
the strategically most important resource […on…] the path to net zero emissions […] i.e., via
electrification and renewable energy”. “It’s used in capturing, storing, transporting electricity.” 633
•

“Metal stocks and sustainability”634

Yet the copper boom is alarming geophysicists: “Providing today’s developed-country level of services
for copper worldwide […] would appear to require conversion of essentially all of the ore in the
lithosphere[635] to stock-in-use plus near-complete recycling of the metals from that point forward.” ibid.
✗
✗
✗

630
631
632
633
634
635

Thus, for which reason are solar- and wind-power labelled as renewable, if its appliances for
“capturing, storing, transporting electricity” are, at best, recyclable?
And what exactly is sustainable about these “renewables”, if in aggregate, an unsustainable
“Global Material Footprint” is developing, with further environmental damage or loss?
Certainly, Google’s R&D is vindicated: “today’s renewable energy technologies
simply won’t work”! Hence, their ultimate conclusion should be noted as well:
“we need a fundamentally different approach.”103

OSM Inc., “10kWh Powerwall Home battery System”, Shenzhen China, 2021: https://tinyl.io/6830
Mills, “Mines, Minerals, and “Green” Energy: A Reality Check”, Manhattan Institute, Jul 2020, PDF pg 7: https://tinyl.io/685U
Bhandari et al, “Batteries: The Greenflation Challenge”, Goldman Sachs, Mar 2022, PDF, Exhibit 15 etc. : https://tinyl.io/685y
Snowdon, “Exchanges at Goldman Sachs | Copper is the New Oil”, May 2021, PDF pg1: https://tinyl.io/68fR
Gordeon et al, “Metal stocks and sustainability”, Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, Yale Univ., Jan. 2006: https://tinyl.io/67oK
from Greek “lithos” = stone + sphere, “crust of the earth”, “solid part of the earth's surface”: https://tinyl.io/67oJ
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“Back to the Future”: The “fundamentally different approach” in a Nutshell

“During the Paris Exposition in 1900, a small diesel engine was operated on arachide
(peanut) oil by the French Otto company. It worked so well that only a few insiders knew
about this inconspicuous circumstance. The engine was built for petroleum and was
used for the plant oil without any change.” 636 “The French Government at the time thought of testing
the applicability to power production of the Arachide, or earth-nut, which grows in considerable
quantities in their African colonies, and can easily be cultivated there.”637
120 years later, sub-Saharan Africans still consume so little → ← energy, that, by literally
“growing fuel” in own industry, in fact all their needs can be met in a convenient way.
After all, should not any “endeavour to reach the furthest behind first” 461 be based on the
means and ends at the grassroots — “oriented towards ‘use value’ rather than ‘exchange value’”607?
•

Resolving the “progressing by regressing” “Paradox” of “Increasing Energy Inefficiency”604

If minimizing the consumption of resources is the goal (SDG7), no transformation can provide
greater energy efficiency than “direct fuel uses”: Thereby any conversion of home-grown biofuel
turns “raw energy” instantly into the desired final form: be it as heat for cookers and “prime
movers” , or as “refined” electric energy for further conversion by electrical equipment.
First and foremost women are going to benefit from this green energy supply revolution: Instead of
being exposed to the uncertainty of firewood collection, by controlling their home-grown biofuel,
females may become architects of their own future! All it takes to make this dream come true, are
the proper crops and matching clean direct-fuel appliances — and at this point ETEC gets involved:
As a matter of fact adequate fuel-crops and optimised hardware already exist, as well as expedient
“targeted policies” to “grant” subsidies are on stand-by for immediate implementation:
1. A decade ago, the German company B/S/H 638, a subsidiary of Siemens and Bosch, started
marketing the off-grid cooker “Protos”639, which would gasify vegetable oil. Its technology
proved to be clean and its energy supply renewable. Notwithstanding the project was shut
down, after the mandatory blending of “biofuels” 640 into motor vehicle fuels by Developed
Countries gained negative publicity641. From now on the annual need of a family for plant oil
would instead “green” one day’s fuel consumption of a heavy goods vehicle by 20%.
2. ETEC has already secured cooperation with the German developer of “Protos”.
This expert in thermodynamics642 salvaged about 800 stoves from the discarded
stocks. Improvements on the cooker are in testing, as well as a cooler and an
electric generator powered by veg-oil. Even a walk-behind tractor is an option.
3. The “Green Climate Fund” (GCF) to begin with, a fund established within the
framework of the UNFCCC, is ready to assist its designated “Priority Group” of
Least Developed Countries with grants!643

636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643

Diesel, “Die Entstehung des Dieselmotors”, Springer Berlin, 1913, translated into German, PDF, pg 115: https://tinyl.io/68tv
Wikipedia, “Biodiesel”, 2. Historical background, 2nd paragraph ff: https://tinyl.io/68vB
Wikipedia, “BSH Home Appliances”: https://tinyl.io/62A5
Shiroff, “Protos The Plant-Oil Cooker”, presentation in Bonn, Jan 2011, PDF: https://tinyl.io/61mt
DIRECTIVE 2009/28/EC, ANNEX V, “A. Typical and default values for biofuels…”, Apr 2009: https://tinyl.io/62ZQ
N.N., “Palm oil: Cooking the Climate”, Greenpeace International, Nov 2007: https://tinyl.io/62aK
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Wirbser, Head of Research Laboratory, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology: https://tinyl.io/62cy
GCF: https://www.greenclimate.fund/countries?f[]=field_country%253Afield_group:Least%20Developed%20Countries
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ETEC Community Interest Statement

As a result of 1.+2.+3., the “rapid action”, requested by the UN’s “custodian agencies”, can instantly
be “taken” “to scale up clean cooking”. After all, “urgent progress is needed in Sub-Saharan Africa”,
especially where “the access disparity between urban and rural areas […] grew”!610 And this time, the
designated “energy subsidies” are going to create wealth not profits! Therefore it stands to reason,
that ETEC as a company is dedicated to work for the community interest — not for profit!
•

Mission Briefing

Mission guidelines are the “Green from the Grassroots” principles of Nobel Prize winning economist
Ostrom. As she evidenced, “the structuring momentum from within” “traditionally managed areas” 207
by local communities is the sine qua non644 for ecologically sound economic development.
However, all development hinges on adequate energy supplies 4, according to the UN Sec. General!
Providing for “basic human needs”, especially “hearth
fire”, requires no explanation. “Solidarity is humanity”.
However, if ETEC is already initiating a renewable fuel production for the clean cooker Protos, why
not following Diesel’s vision of “small engines used primarily by small, independent producers” by
fuelling a local “net-zero” industry as well and bringing to pass a regional circular economic growth?
•

Empowerment requires Power-Supply

As a result of successful self-reliance, uncertainty about the future gives way to the “certainty and
confidence” of having established a sustainable livelihood. In the long run, empowerment is going to
manifest itself in the self-determination and agency of women within their communities.
•

Implementation of “direct biofuel uses” — with “Net-Zero” Carbon Dioxide Emissions

In any project, many details depend on the local circumstances and mutual understanding among
all parties involved. Notwithstanding, the following points should find general approval:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Each woman receives her cooker for free — as her “remission”;
A workshop will be established to manufacture further cookers and for repairs;
The German developer is looking forward to share his know-how and to train apprentices;
The most applicable oil-seeds to plant are given as another remission…
… as well as all equipment for the final oil-production — which will require electricity;
Installing an electric generator619 and setting-up a micro-grid, powering community facilities
such as water pumps, farm-produce processing lines, workshops, etc.;
✔ If applicable to ease the field work, a walk-behind tractor will be acquired.

Any further suggestions, comments or critiques are most welcome. Just contact the author:
Matthias Pauschel • email: mp@etec.international • Whatsapp: +255 754 999 333
644 from Latin, literally “without which not”, “an indispensable condition”: https://tinyl.io/6AAO
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